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Abstract
The aim of this research was to explore staff and student experiences of
the barriers print disabled students face and the adjustments made to
overcome these. Universities are obliged by the Special Education Needs
and Disability Act 2001 and the Disability Discrimination
2005 to make 'reasonable' adjustments,

Acts 1995 and

but receive only limited guidance

as to how far they have to go to do this.
No literature,

research-based or otherwise, has so far dealt with the full
range of issues relating to the implementation of adjustments for print
disabled higher education students and until now few questions have been
asked about why difficulties arise. Some studies have dealt with general
issues relating to disabled higher education students (e. g. Riddell, Tinklin
and Wilson, 2004; Fuller et al., 2006; Healey, Fuller, Bradley and Hall,
2006) but their conclusions are not fully applicable to print disabled
students. Other literature has looked at issues relating to the accessibility
JISC TechDis, 2006a, 2006b,
of documents (e. g. RNIB, 2003,2004,2006;
2007a, 2007b)

but does not consider how these issues affect higher

education students. A small amount of literature focuses on general issues
affecting print disabled students, but so far this has only focused on the
underlying impairments that lead to it in isolation (e. g. visual impairment Roy, 2003; or dyslexia - Riddick, 2001). Several sources have produced
guidelines for making reasonable adjustments for students with dyslexia
(e. g. The University of Nottingham

2006a) and visual impairments

(e. g.

West Virginia University, 2005b), but no comparisons appear to have been
made been the similarity of the two.
This study expands on previous research to explore the experiences of
print disabled students, both from the perspective of print disabled
students themselves but also from the perspective of the staff who support
them. It explores the impact of the medical and social models of disability,
as well as the mediatory

model of disability

displayed by the disability

legislation.
Its

findings

suggest

that

whilst

progress in reducing discrimination
students still experience significant

universities

have made considerable

and promoting equality, print disabled
problems.

It concludes that whilst

I

SENDA 2001

has contributed

to the progress that

has been made,

legislation alone may not be capable of producing the cultural change that
is needed.
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Preface
When I began my undergraduate degree at the University of Nottingham in
I had
September 1999 I did not consider myself to be disabled.
experienced poor eyesight all my life, as well as several long-term medical
conditions, but without even realising it my family and teachers had made
adjustments to overcome the barriers I experienced as a result of these.

I

always sat at the front of the class, photocopies were enlarged to A4 if
necessary, I occasionally used a magnifying sheet and several exam times
had been moved to accommodate my fatigue, but the word 'disabled' had
never been used.
On arriving for my first lecture I realised that even sitting in the front row
of the huge lecture theatre I could barely see what was written on the
white board or make out the features of my lecturer's face, and although I
cannot remember his name I will forever be grateful to him for suggesting
I visit the 'Learning Support Unit'. I had a DSA assessment and discovered
I was eligible for support. When my vision suddenly started to deteriorate
further in December 1999 this was to prove invaluable.
Although the exact cause has never been identified, I began to experience
bouts of Optic Neuritis, where the nerve to my right eye became inflamed,
been
had
damaged
left
As
time
of
eye
occurred.
my
permanent
and after
little use since birth this meant I was registered as partially sighted in
November 2001. The following year I was diagnosed as having a severe
spinal deformity

which required major surgery, and left me with chronic

began to occur in other other nerves around my
body, initially my auditory nerves, and as a result it is now thought that I

back pain.

Inflammation

have some type of autoimmune disease. In 2005 I was given hearing aids,
and in 2008 and 2010 1 had operations on nerves in my hands.
Whilst these difficulties

have naturally

meant that I have faced many

barriers during higher education, they also led to a desire to find out more
about the experiences of other disabled students.

After much reflection it

became apparent that it was my visual impairment, or rather the barriers I
faced in terms of accessing printed materials, that had had the greatest
impact on my own studies.

I had been tempted to give up my studies

many times, but was eventually encouraged to try to achieve something
more positive.

What you are about the read is my attempt to do just that.
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1. Introduction
This thesis

investigates

the

experiences

of print

disabled

university

students and the staff who support them. This new and original research
utilises a critical analysis of the social model of disability to explore the way
in which such staff and students define and understand
reasonable adjustments.
the

problems

that

It considers the adjustments
their

arise with

implementation.

disability

and

that are made and
It

explores

how

differences in theoretical understanding affect perceptions of, and levels of
satisfaction with, adjustments.

In doing so it examines the achievements

and limitations of SENDA 2001.

1.1 Outline

of research

1.1.1 Background
Previous research into student experiences has tended to focus on disabled
As
in
disabled
in
than
particular.
on
print
students
general,
rather
students
a result, the number of print disabled students included in most studies is
not known, although estimates of these can be made. Studies generally
state how many students with dyslexia took part, but as many do not
require adjustments to standard-format print not all are print disabled
according to the definition used in my research. Whilst studies of disabled
have
include
who
of
students
a
number
generally
satisfactory
students
dyslexia, students with visual impairments are less well represented. For
example, 34.5% of Fuller et al. 's sample had dyslexia whilst only 0.8% had
visual impairments (Fuller et al., 2004, p310).
My personal interest in this research area stems from my own experiences
of difficulties accessing materials as a student with a visual impairment, as
well as those of my friends and colleagues who have visual impairments
themselves

or support students with visual impairments.

Pilot research

completed as part of my MA dissertation suggested standard-format
is a major barrier to learning for students with various impairments

print
and

conditions, and one that leaves many 'print disabled'. The shared barriers
print disabled students face when attempting

to access course materials

was revealed by this pilot research to be more pertinent in terms of making

21 Page

adjustments than differences in the type or degree of their impairment.

It

was, therefore, experiences of the disabling nature of this barrier, rather
than type of impairment, that determined eligibility to take part in this
research. As a result,
difficulty

all students

who self-identified

accessing standard-format

print size or formatting

as experiencing

print and requiring adjustments

to

were invited to take part, regardless of their

underlying impairment.

1.1.2 Print impairment

versus

print disability

The term 'print impaired' is more commonly used and understood than
'print disabled' so was used during the data collection stage. This was to
students with conditions such as dyslexia who do not
always readily identify themselves as 'disabled'. Using the social model of
disability, however, it can be seen that the term 'print impairment' is
avoid alienating

inaccurate and potentially

misleading. Whilst students who have certain

impairments may find their access to print is impaired, this is because they
are disabled by society's regular use of standard-format

print rather than

by their impairment per se. It is the use of standard-format
the barrier to their
impairment.

access to materials,

Using this model,

society

print that is

rather than their

is therefore

underlying
to make

required

to allow them full access.

Utilising the social model of
disability in this way thus requires such students to be described not as

adjustments

'print impaired students' or 'students with print impairments'

but as 'print

disabled students'.

1.1.3 Research

Methods

Qualitative

research methods were used to explore the experiences of
students who face what the social model of disability refers to as 'barriers'
in terms of accessing materials and receive 'reasonable' adjustments under
SENDA 2001. Semi-structured face to face interviews were carried out with
15 students (although one was later removed) and 29 staff.
methods
Statements

were

also

employed

to

investigate

the

Disability

produced in 2006 by the four universities

analyse the responses to electronic questionnaires
additional student participants.

Qualitative
Equality

studied and to

received from seven

13

Page

1.2 Research

questions

The research question at the heart of this thesis is:
What barriers do print disabled students face, what reasonable
adjustments are made to overcome these barriers, and how do
staff and students feel about these barriers and adjustments?
In order to answer this question it is necessary to divide it into several
further questions:
Which models of disability do universities, staff and students utilise?
What adjustments are made for print disabled students and in what
situations are they necessary?
What problems arise with the implementation of adjustments?
How reasonable are the adjustments made?
How satisfied are staff and students with these adjustments?
How far do the expectations raised by particular models of disability
affect staff and student perceptions of adjustments?
of the study was to research perceptions of: disability

The intention

general; print disability in particular;

in

the barriers print disabled students

face; and, the reasonable adjustments made to overcome these barriers.

1.3 Terminology

used

In this research, the terms 'print impaired' and later 'print disabled' were
used to refer to students who have visual impairments,

dyslexia, and any

other impairments that prevent them from being able to comfortably read
12 point font.
different

This terminology was chosen as it encompasses the various
impairments

underlying

standard-format

that

may lead to difficulty

reading

print and moves away from older terminology that relates

primarily to visual impairment.

For example, the Right to Read Alliance, "a

coalition of nineteen organisations who work successfully with publishers,
government,

libraries

and charities"

(RNIB Website,

2009)

has been

working to raise awareness of issues relating to access to information for
those with "a sight

problem

or print reading disability"

(Ibid. ).

One

successful outcome of their campaign is the upgrade of the Copyright
Licensing Agency (CLA) 'VIP Licence' to a 'Print Disability License. ' This
improved license includes the production of alternative formats for all those
who have difficulty

reading standard-format

print for reasons relating to

41 Page

disability,

unlike the former license which only covered those with visual
Although this was not announced until 28th May 2010, long

impairments.

after my research began, the press release reveals that this upgrade was
made "to reflect a recent widening of the definitions of print disability to
include not just those people who have a visual impairment but also those
with another disability that prevents them from reading books as easily as
others" (CLA Website, 2010).
Throughout this thesis, the terminology that is used is that suggested by
the social model of disability,
different

have

who

impairments'

dyslexia'

and

'student(s)

Terms such as

who

have

visual

are used in preference to 'visually impaired student(s)'

'dyslexic student(s)'.
student(s)'

is being quoted or paraphrased.

terminology

'student(s)

except where another person who uses

The terms 'disabled student(s)'

and

and 'print disabled

are used instead of 'students with disabilities' or 'students with
Students are not referred to solely in terms of their

print disabilities'.
impairments,

e. g.

'dyslexics/a

dyslexic',

'the

visually

impaired',

'the

disabled', as this is generally considered offensive. All full discussion of why
these terms are preferred by the social model is given in Chapter 2.
Similarly, students who have not disclosed an impairment are referred to
as 'non-disabled students' or 'non-print disabled students' and terms such
as 'able-bodied', 'normal' etc. are avoided.

legislation

1.4 Disability

and other guidelines

Disability legislation relating to higher education has come a long way in
the past 15 years.
disability

statement

only had to prepare a short

In 1995, universities

what they were doing to support disabled

outlining

students, and until 2001 the law did not specify how much support they
needed to provide. Since 2006, universities have had to produce a much
more detailed
it

make

called a Disability

document,

publicly

available

and update

Equality Statement

it every

year.

(DES),

This section

documents the most relevant changes that have taken place since the
1990s.

1.4.1 The Disability
The

Disability

discrimination

Discrimination

Discrimination

Act

(DDA)

on the grounds of disability

Act (DDA) 1995
1995

aims

to

prevent

and contains provisions on

Page
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access to goods and services and the buying or renting of
property. The definition of disability contained in the Act is: "a physical or
mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect

employment,

on his ability to carry out normal day-to-day

activities"

(DDA 1995, s. 1

(1)). The DDA 1995 states that adjustments should be made where access
to goods or services (or any of the other areas covered) is "impossible or
unreasonably difficult"

(DDA 1995, s. 21 (1)) for disabled people.

Whilst

not strictly acknowledging the 'fault' of society for the barriers it creates, it
does attempt to ensure that people with impairments
are better
accommodated

within society.

It ignores a significant

part of society

however: the education system.
Although Part IV of the DDA 1995 relates to post-16 education, it would
seem that under this legislation it was thought unnecessary, or perhaps,
impractical, to remove barriers to further and higher education. Instead of
imposing

similar

duties on education

providers

to those

imposed

on

employers and service providers, the Act does little more than place a
requirement

on some post-16 education providers to produce a disability

statement (DDA 1995, s. 30 (3)).

Of course, although it was not yet a legal

most post-16 education providers were already attempting to
implement strategies designed to meet the needs of all their students, but
requirement,

provision was often ad hoc and varied greatly from one provider to the
next.

1.4.2

HEFCE guidance

In January

1999

1999 HEFCE published

commissioned

the findings

looking at base level provision

of a study they
of support

had

for disabled

students in higher education. Of particular note in relation to this research
are the comments made in relation to dyslexia, "not all academic staff
appreciate
learning"

the significance of dyslexia and the impact it can have on
(HEFCE, 1999,

p. 13) and visual

impairment,

"in

addition,

lecturers should think about the formats of curriculum materials" (HEFCE,
1999, p. 14). These sentiments are echoed through the staff and student
accounts provided in this thesis, and so it is obvious that these issues are
still problematic more than a decade later. The report concludes that base
level provision should include the following list of items:
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"

written policies and procedures to cover the admission
of students with disabilities

"

clearly articulated

arrangements to assess individual

students' needs
the provision of services to reflect agreed needs
clearly defined internal referral arrangements

"
"

to

secure appropriate facilities for individual students
written policies and procedures for examinations and
assessments specifically for disabled students

"

staff development

"a

administrative

strategy,

to include academic,

and support staff

"

dedicated specialist staff and an identified budget

"

an estates strategy
institutional

to improve

physical access to

facilities systems to collect and analyse

data and monitor and evaluate policies.
HEFCE, 1999, p. 25.
of base level provision

This expectation
introduction

remained

in place until

the

of the Special Education Needs and Disability Act (SENDA)

2001.

Educational

1.4.3 The Special
(SENDA)

2001

Needs

and the Statutory

and Disability

Act

Code of Practice

Six years after the DDA 1995 was introduced, the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Act (SENDA) 2001 replaced Part IV of the DDA 1995,
extending its remit to include a much wider range of institutions providing
(SENDA 2001, s. 28R).

Whilst the majority of the
legislation came into force on 1st September 2002, the provision of
auxiliary aids and services (e. g. employing notetakers) was not covered
post-16

education

until 1st September 2003, and universities were given a further two years
to make physical adjustments (e. g. installing ramps).
SENDA 2001 actually

goes further

than the DDA 1995, forcing

to make 'reasonable'

adjustments

to ensure that they do not discriminate

disabled

against
at

a

students

"substantial

circumstances,
disabled

person

(or prospective

disadvantage"

however,

it still

less favourably

disabled

(SENDA
allows
if their

2001,

universities
grounds

or place them

students)
s. 28T

universities

(1)).

to justify
for doing

In

some

treating

a

so are "both
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(SENDA 2001,

material to the circumstances of the case and substantial"

s. 28S (8)). When deciding whether such treatment can be justified, certain
things can be taken into consideration, for example: cost; impact on other
students;

health

academic standards;

other services and

and safety;

auxiliary aids available; and, whether or not a student has disclosed his or
her disability.
Some provisions only apply in cases where the university can reasonably
be expected to know that a student has a disability. For example, a student
has an obvious disability (e. g. is a wheelchair user) or, has disclosed that
he or she has a disability
however, that universities

(SENDA 2001, s. 28S (3)). The Act states,
cannot claim that they do not know that a

student is disabled unless reasonable steps have been taken to find this
out by providing suitable opportunities for the student to disclose. It
should be noted that if a student discloses that he or she is disabled but
asks for either the nature or the existence of this disability to remain
request" (SENDA 2001, s. 28T (5)) can

this "confidentiality

confidential,

potentially reduce the extent of the university's liability under the Act. This
is because a university is only expected to make such adjustments as can
reasonably be made without

revealing the nature or existence of the

student's disability.
The Act also placed an 'anticipatory

duty' on universities,
disabled

not only the needs of the individual

consider

them, but also the needs of possible future
universities

are expected

are wheelchair
accessible

friendly

toilets)

disabled

to make adjustments

(e. g. widening

even if there are currently

or future

help students

protection

request.

Despite

their

and installing

campuses
ramps and

users studying

no wheelchair

This anticipatory

who do not wish to disclose

made a confidentiality
limited

students.

to

For example,

students.

will be required

by

duty has the potential

to

there, on the basis that it is likely that such adjustments
prospective

known

students

to ensure

doorways,

them to

requiring

that they are disabled

this such students

or have

still have only

under SENDA 2001.

Since SENDA 2001 requires universities to make 'reasonable' adjustments,
but

does not

suggest

what

this

might

entail,

the

Disability

Rights

Commission (DRC) created a 'Code of Practice for Providers of Post-16
Education and Related Services'. This document was designed to provide:
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how to avoid discrimination against
advice
practical
on
...
disabled people and students wanting to access education or
other related provision. It describes the duties on the bodies
responsible for this provision.

The Code also helps disabled

people to understand the law and what they can do if they feel
they have been discriminated against.
DRC, 2005a, p. 12.
Whilst the Code of Practice is not legally binding, it "can be used in
evidence in legal proceedings under the Disability Discrimination Act" and
"courts must take into account any part of the Code that appears to them
relevant to any question arising in those proceedings" (DRC, 2005a, p. 13).
At the time field research was carried out SENDA 2001 was still the main
piece of legislation covering disabled students in higher education.
still the case, but it has been extended further

This is

by the new Disability

Discrimination Act 2005.

1.4.4 The Disability

Discrimination

Act (DDA)

2005

and

Code of Practice
The DDA 2005 expanded on the previous 1995 Act in a number of ways,
and the DRC produced a Code of Practice to accompany this new legislation
which has a similar purpose to the Code of Practice produced for SENDA
2001.
One noticeable change is that the DDA 2005 extends the definition
disability used by the DDA 1995.

of

Whilst it is still the case that a person

can be deemed to be disabled for the purposes of the Act "where he has a
physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term
adverse effect on his ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities" (DDA
1995, s. 1 (1)) there are also some significant changes to the
supplementary

schedules that relate to this definition.

For example, it is

no longer necessary for a mental illness to be "clinically well-recognised"
(DDA 2005, s. 18 (2)). Perhaps more importantly, those particularly at risk
of discrimination

do not necessarily have to prove that their condition itself

has an 'adverse effect'. Those who have HIV, cancer or Multiple Sclerosis
are now covered from the point of diagnosis, rather than from when their
symptoms become more severe (DDA 2005, s. 18 (3)) and those with
severe facial disfigurements are also included. This is a recognition of the
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barriers faced by disabled people, and the revised Code of

Practice, 2007, states this explicitly.
The

concept

of

discrimination

in

an

reflects

arising from disabled

that functional limitations

understanding

Act,

the

may not inevitably restrict their ability to
fully in society. It is often environmental factors

people's impairments
participate

(such as the structure of a building, or an education provider's
practices) or attitudes which unnecessarily lead to these
restrictions.

This

principle

reasonable adjustments

the

underpins

duty

to

make

described in Chapter 5. Understanding

this will assist education providers in avoiding discrimination.

It

is as important to consider which aspects of education provision
create difficulties for a disabled person as It Is to understand the
particular nature of an individual's disability.
DRC, 2007, pp. 114-5.
This suggests that legislators have taken some account of the idea that
Code
The
disabling
in
impairments.
has
to
people
play
with
a part
society
but
this,
to
'environmental
factors'
Practice
that
contribute
may
accepts
of
further
2
disability
described
Chapter
in
the
goes
of
social
model
arguably
than this.
The DDA 2005 came into force on 5th December 2006 and places public
(DED)
to
Duty
Equality
including
Disability
universities,
under
a
authorities,
unlawful

eliminate

discrimination,

encourage the involvement
mirrors

the

Race Equality

disability

promote

equality

and

of disabled people in public life. This Act
Duty

by the

introduced

Race Relations

Act 2000, and is designed to help tackle institutionalised
discrimination.
As well as a General Duty, which applies to all 'Public
(amendment)

Authorities',

certain listed Public Authorities

(including universities)

also

have a Specific Duty under DDA 2005. The Specific Duty includes the
requirement

for each university

to produce a Disability Equality Scheme

(DES) by 4th December 2006 which outlines how it is preparing to meet this
This Act
duty, and to update this every year (DRC, 2005a, para. 3.4).
removes

some

organisations
Instead,

of the

onus

on

individuals

to

bring

in relation to specific incidents of disability

the Specific Duty

requires them

cases against
discrimination.

to explain the pre-emptive

measures they have made to avoid this being necessary.

This is an
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important change to the 'burden of proof and provides more opportunities
for bringing legal action. The first DESs that the four institutions provided
in 2006 therefore provide important background information about them as
they were produced shortly before fieldwork began. These are discussed
further in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.4.5 The Equality

Acts 2006 and 2010

Although

the Equality Acts of 2006 and 2010 were introduced after
fieldwork began they are worth mentioning briefly here. The Equality Act

2006 replaced the three separate commissions
Commission,

the

Commission

for

Racial

- the Disability Rights
Equality and the Equal

Opportunities Commission - with one commission to deal with all aspects of
This is called the Equality and Human Rights Commission
equality.
(EHRC).

Issues relating

to disability

equality

and discrimination

were

brought together with those relating to race, gender, religion, and sexual
orientation for the first time.
As with the 2006 Act, the 2010 Act
characteristics':

age; disability;

relates to the following 'protected

gender reassignment;

marriage and civil

race; religion or belief; sex; and,
(Equality Act, 2010). It is designed to "to update,

pregnancy and maternity;

partnership;

sexual orientation

simplify and strengthen the previous legislation; and to deliver a simple,
modern and accessible framework of discrimination law which protects
from unfair treatment

individuals

society" (Government
the new coalition
interpret

and promotes a fair and more equal
Equalities Office website, 2010). By August 2010

government

had not yet announced

how it would

and enforce the provisions of the Act, although the previous

Labour government's timetable had "envisaged commencement of the Act's
core provisions in October 2010" (ibid. ).

1.5 'Barriers'

and 'adjustments'

The term 'barrier' comes from the social model of disability while the term
Both terms are central to the
'adjustment' comes from SENDA 2001.
understanding
of disability

of how the social model of disability and the various pieces
legislation discussed above underpin this research.
The

following discussion attempts to elucidate the three types of barrier that
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this research defined as existing

in higher education

the

and outline

method used to classify types of 'reasonable' adjustment.

1.5.1 Barriers
1.5.1.1 Institutional,

non-institutional

and attitudinal

The barriers that print disabled students face in accessing materials are,
following

the

social model

of disability,

socially

created.

There

are,

however, various types of barriers (discussed in Chapter 2). In this thesis
the barriers print disabled students face are classified as being either
institutional

or non-institutional.

understanding

This distinction

is made as a way of
has over the barriers its

how much influence an institution

students face and the adjustments that are made to overcome these.
barriers result from decisions, policies and practices that are

Institutional

within the control of the Institution.
be it through

some way,

They are caused by the university in

course design,

Non-

policy or practice.

barriers are those that are not caused directly by something

institutional

does or does not do, but by other forces in society. For
example, an individual institutional may be responsible for the barriers it
creates if it provides lecture materials only in standard-format print. If the

the university

university

library only contains books in standard-format

print, however,

then unless the publisher also provides a more accessible format that the
library could have chosen to supply, this is a non-institutional

barrier.

An additional factor in classifying barriers, however, is to recognise that
there are many different

types of barrier:

physical, practical, technical,

logistical, and so on. They can also be attitudinal,

and it is barriers of this

type that are perhaps the easiest to address by rewriting policy, but the
hardest to remove in practice.
non-institutional,

that seek to remove barriers or make adjustments

be let down by individuals
perpetuate

Policies and practices, both institutional

whose attitudes

and
may

towards disabled students

disablism by creating barriers or failing to make reasonable

adjustments.
understanding

This

often

and/or

happens

inadvertently

awareness of disability

some cases, people may be disabled primarily

as a result

of poor

issues and legislation.
by the attitudinal

In

barriers

they face (as is the case with those with severe facial disfigurements,

for

example) and the ways in which they may be overcome are similar to
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those used to promote equality in terms of gender and race. It Is Important
to note that student's own attitudes can also affect their experiences of
barriers and adjustments, and their own actions and responses can
potentially contribute to the disablism they experience.

1.5.2 Adjustments:
general
SENDA

versus
2001

anticipatory

versus

responsive,

individual

introduced

the

to

requirement

make

anticipatory

and in this research this is seen as being the opposite of a

adjustments,

Anticipatory

responsive adjustment.

adjustments are those that are made

in advance of a specific student or group of students needing to overcome
a barrier, and responsive adjustments are those that are made in direct
response to a student's need to overcome a barrier.
may be subdivided into two further

Responsive adjustments
general and individual.
benefits all students,

categories:

General adjustments are those made in a way that
for example putting

handouts and presentations

electronic versions of lecture

on a Virtual Learning Environment

(VLE) so

that all students can access them in advance of lectures and format them
as they wish. An example of an individual adjustment would be where an
accessible version of a handout or presentation
available

only

to

a particular

student.

is produced and made

By their

nature

anticipatory

adjustments are always general.

1.5.3 Making

adjustments:

'reducing'

versus

'removing'

barriers
The phrase 'overcoming barriers' is frequently used in this thesis, but it can
refer to either of two slightly different things. Overcoming a barrier may
mean removing it entirely, or it may mean making an adjustment that
disabling
barrier
its
that
or
effect.
reduces
One way of understanding

this is to consider a common example of a

barrier to physical access.

If the main entrance to a bank is at the top of

a flight of steps, these steps clearly present a barrier to accessing that
bank for customers who are wheelchair users (and many others as well).
This

barrier

can be removed

by building

a permanent

ramp

that

circumvents the need to climb the steps to access the bank. Alternatively,
a removable ramp can be provided on request, or wheelchair users can be
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directed to an alternative entrance or even an alternative branch that does
reduce the barrier but not
not have steps. These alternatives would
remove it, as the main entrance to this branch of the bank, which other
Whether
customers can use, is still inaccessible to wheelchair users.
simply reducing the barrier is a sufficiently 'reasonable' adjustment would
depend on, for example, whether the cost of providing a ramp is
unreasonable compared to the size of the company that owns the bank and
their annual turnover. Although the legislation relating to access to goods
and services is slightly
education,

different

the justifications

to that relating

that

to access to post-16
for

can be made

not

making

an

adjustment or for making an adjustment that does not completely remove
a barrier are similar.
In the case of post-16 education, a library or lecture theatre could be
substituted for the bank in the example above. If there are sound reasons
why a permanent ramp cannot be built, providing a portable ramp, using
an alternative
adjustment.

entrance or another lecture theatre

may be a reasonable

The question of whether or not an adjustment

but does not remove a barrier is sufficiently

that reduces

reasonable will depend on a

number of factors, as is outlined in Section 1.4.3.

1.6 Funding

for adjustments

1.6.1 Disabled

Students'

Allowance

(DSA)

Most undergraduates and self-funded postgraduates whose fee status is as
'home' (UK domiciled) students can apply for centrally funded DSAs,
although the body they apply to varies according to whether they normally
live in England, Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland. At the time of data
collection,

students

normally

resident

in England

(all of the

'home'

students who took part in the study) had to apply to their Local Education
Authority (LEA) for DSA. Students entering higher education from
September 2009 now have to apply to Student Finance England (SFE). NHS
funded students can still apply for DSA from the NHS, and postgraduates
who receive full funding from a funding body (e. g. a Research Council) can
usually apply for DSA from that body. If a postgraduate student is selffunded or the funding body cannot provide DSA then the student can still
apply to their LEA or SFE.
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The main official

source of information

about DSAs is the Directgov

has
been
it
Although
updated as the result of a review of SFE, in
website.
January 2009 the Directgov website explained that DSAs are designed to:
"help meet the extra course costs students can face as a direct result of a
disability

or specific

learning

difficulty.

They

are

aimed

at

helping

disabled people to study on an equal basis with other students" (Directgov
website,

In order to qualify for a DSA, students must provide

2009).

evidence of their disability, and in 2009 this was very medically based:
If you have an impairment or a medical condition - this includes
long-term illnesses and mental health conditions - you will need
to provide medical proof of this, such as a letter from an
appropriate medical professional.
Directgov website, 2009, emphasis added.
This cannot be fully reconciled with social model definitions of impairment
being
definition
is
is
that
2)
it
(see
Chapter
disability
used
a
medical
as
and
as the basis for proving eligibility and medical professionals therefore act
based
it
is
is
that
funding.
This
this
surprising
given
not
as gatekeepers of
disability
definition
fully
the
does
legislation
that
of
suggested
adopt
not
on
by the social model (see Chapter 2).
The evidence required
government

for DSAs can usefully

be contrasted

with the

funded Access to Work Scheme which provides funding for

disabled people in paid employment of more than 16 hours a week. This
form
does
of medical evidence; recommendations
any
require
not
scheme
for equipment

and support

are based solely on testimony

from

the

by
This
if
made
an
assessor.
recommendations
necessary,
and,
employee
is more in keeping with the social model approach since the employee is
involved in the process and medical professionals are not. As with DSAs,
funding provided to individuals under the Access to Work Scheme is not
means-tested,

although employers may have to contribute towards some

of the cost.

1.6.2 HEFCE funding
DSA funding

is

intentionally

individualistic,

since

it

only

pays

for

four
in
for
In
be
the
the
the
to
question.
student
case
of
made
adjustments
funding
is
by
Higher
in
this
the
research
other
provided
studied
universities
Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE). This is designed to meet
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the costs of more general

adjustments,

115

as well as those which are

rather than responsive. This funding is therefore provided to

anticipatory

universities as a whole rather than to individual students.
There are various

different

types of funding

provided

by HEFCE for

widening participation and they are generally intended to be used for more
general adjustments

aimed either at all disabled students or all students

with a certain impairment.

HEFCE mainstream disability allocation funding,
for example, is based upon "the proportion of students that each institution
recruits who are in receipt of the DSA" (HEFCE website, 2009) which still
means it relies on a medical definition of disability and impairment.

1.6.3 Access to Learning

Fund (ALF)

Another source of funding commonly available to home students in England
is the Access to Learning Fund (ALF). This fund is designed to help students
with everyday course or living costs as well as emergency costs. One of the
priority groups that this fund is often used for is disabled students, and it is
commonly used to pay for the Educational Psychologist reports that are
needed to support applications for DSA if a student has an SpLD (e. g.
dyslexia),

but can also be used to pay for other items that the DSA is

unable to cover (Directgov website, 2009).

1.6.4 International
International

students

students are not entitled to apply for DSA funding from their

LEA or SFE or to grants from ALF. They are generally expected to support
themselves, although funding may be available from their home country.
Some universities have funds set aside especially for international students
that may be able to cover disability related costs. International students
may also benefit indirectly from adjustments paid for by HEFCE funding.

1.7 Overview

of thesis

This introductory
Chapter

2,

In
chapter will be followed by six further chapters.
Understanding disability theory and research in higher

education, the key theoretical

models of disability that are central to this

The research that has been conducted to date in
relation to disability in higher education, print disability and the associated
research are established.
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area of accessibility is mapped out and the gaps that exist in the literature
are explored in relation to why they are worth filling.
In Chapter 3, Methodology and research methods, the methodology that
was used is described and consideration is given to how it has shaped this
Discussions explore why qualitative

research.

rather than quantitative

methods were used, and the three stages of research that were carried out
are outlined. Details are also provided of the methods of sampling, data
collection

and analysis

used, and practical

and ethical

concerns are

addressed.
Chapter 3 is followed by three chapters containing

the main research

findings. In Chapter 4, the question is asked: How do universities, staff and
students

understand

adjustments?

the

concepts

disability

of

and

reasonable

The 2006 DESs produced by the four universities

are

examined as well as the accounts of staff and student participants, and the
models of disability that are suggested by these are explored. In Chapter 5
What are the issues involved

the question

is asked:

implementing

adjustments?

adjustments
discussed.

in making

and

The various stages of the process of making

from funding to identification
In this chapter the foundation

and on to implementation

are

is also laid for Chapter 6 by

beginning to consider how reasonable these adjustments

are and how

satisfied staff and students are with them.
Chapter 6, Exploring barriers and adjustments

further and understanding

issues
develops
the
themes
that
and
emerge
accounts,
and
student
staff
from the findings in the previous two chapters in relation to staff and
themes
emergent
relating to expectation
explores
and
experiences
student
findings
discussion
7,
Conclusion,
the
Chapter
In
and
are
and satisfaction.
drawn together in order to summarise what these reveal about universities'
how
has
2001,
to
SENDA
to
consider
much
changed since
and
responses
its implementation.

1.8 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the topic of my research, outlined why I am
interested in this subject and explained why I chose to use terminology
has
introduced
It
the research questions
disabled'
'print
students.
such as
that this thesis aims to address and the methods that were used in this
legislative
framework
the
in
has
It
and
policy
explored
also
research.
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which this study was conducted and has begun to explore the complexities
of concepts such as 'barriers' and 'adjustments'. It has also provided a
brief overview of the six chapters to follow.
It is evident from the disability
universities'

responsibilities

legislation

charted in this chapter that

for meeting the needs of disabled students

have greatly increased over the past 15 years.
introduced, it placed greater responsibility

When the DDA 1995 was

on employers and providers of

goods and services than on post-16 education providers. The HEFCE report
of 1999 highlighted many of the issues that this legislation failed to
address and when it was extended by SENDA 2001 this situation was
leaving
far greater
post-16
reversed,
education
providers
with
responsibilities than other groups.
SENDA 2001 was not fully implemented
research began one year later.

until September 2005, and my

The aim was to see how much impact

SENDA 2001 had had on print disabled students, and to see how well
universities had responded to their needs. During my research three new
pieces of legislation were introduced: the DDA 1995 and the Equality Acts
of 2005 and 2010. Despite this the central

responsibilities

placed on

universities in relation to print disabled students remain largely unchanged.
This thesis explores the experiences of print disabled students and the staff
who support them to see what progress has been made towards ending
disability discrimination and promoting equality.

Blank Page

Page

2. Understanding
and research

disability
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theory

in higher education

2.1 Introduction
Having a coherent understanding

of what 'disability'

means and using a

consistent definition of the term was always very important in my research.
Chapter 1 introduced some of the theoretical

ideas and concepts used in

this thesis, and Section 2.2 explores these in more detail.
Many different theories and models of disability

have been used in the

past, and these have in many ways helped to shape the social model of
disability. As will be explained, the original social model can been seen to
have its limitations,

although a broader understanding

of it can eliminate

many of these. This model is now commonly used in higher education and
all four of the universities studied said it was the model of disability that
underpinned their disability policy (see Chapters 3 and 4).
Many studies have looked at issues surrounding

disability

in general in

higher education; Section 2.3 reflects on those that were most influential
to this research. Section 2.4 looks at research more specifically focused on
underlying impairments that are likely to lead to print disability.
sections consider the ways in which this body of literature
develop my understanding

These two

has helped to

of the issues, the impact it has had on the

research questions asked and methods used.

Section 2.5 highlights the

gaps that are evident and why it is important that further research, such as
this thesis, attempts to fill these.

2.2 Theories

of disability

Disability has been thought of in many different ways over the centuries,
This
and even during recent years opinions have changed dramatically.
section outlines some of the theories and models of disability that have
been used over the past century and concludes by discussing the way in
which the social model of disability is understood in my research.
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2.2.1 The medical
Throughout

model (and variations

most of the twentieth

century

on it)

'disability'

has referred

to

"'flawed minds' and bodies" (Barnes and Mercer, 2003, p. 1), the 'victims'
of which were dependent on their family and friends, and ultimately the
welfare

Instead

state.

of support

in the

community,

many

were

Disability tended to be viewed as a
segregated in specialised institutions.
'personal tragedy' and 'sufferers' were often seen as a 'social problem' or
'burden'.
The 1960s saw a shift away from the medical model, as campaigners, most
of whom were disabled themselves, "redirected attention to the impact of
barriers,

social and environmental
transport,

discriminatory

such as inaccessible buildings

and

and negative cultural stereotypes,
'disabling' people with impairments" (Barnes and Mercer, 2003, p. 1).
attitudes

in

The world of academia, however, was slow to respond to this, sticking
instead to the traditionalist view of disability as an individual and medical
issue:
The medical model of disability sees the person as the problem
and the solution as making the person 'normal'.
model

leads

transport,

to

the

provision

sheltered jobs,

of

special

physiotherapy

The medical

schools,

special

and speech therapy,

charities and benefits.
Aspis, in Greater London Action on Disability (GLAD), 2000, p. 5.
This traditionalist

view

is heavily

criticised

for

'blaming'

those

with

impairments and attempting to:
locate. the cause of the problems we face in us and our
...
individual impairments. For as long as these people are able to
maintain the idea that it is our bodies that are at fault, the
social structure they have created can be protected.
Davis, 1990, p. 3.
The analyses of health and sickness carried out by many functionalist
thinkers, and originally outlined by Talcott Parsons (1951), led to the idea
become
'sick'
When
deviance'.
'social
they
kind
disability
people
of
as
a
of
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relieved of their 'normal' duties in society until they are

are temporarily
'well' again.

Society accepts that the sick person cannot get better simply by
an 'act of will'
temporarily

and he or she is permitted

from 'normal' social roles.

must obtain medical confirmation
the recommended treatment,

to withdraw

In return, the individual

of their condition and follow

while agreeing the importance of

leaving the sick role behind as soon as possible.
Barnes and Mercer, 2003, p. 3.
Since disabled people are neither 'sick' nor 'well' In the traditional sense their 'condition' is not 'temporary', and 'treatment' may not be possible they become social deviants.
Criticism of this classification of social deviance led to the creation of the
role', which allows for the additional category of 'disabled' to
be added to 'sick' and 'well'. This model requires that once people become

'rehabilitation

aware that they have an impairment, they must:
it and learn how to live with it. This is achieved, it is
accept
...
argued, through the maximisation of existing abilities. Within
this

frame

of

reference

individuals

with

impairments

are

obligated to assume as many 'normal' functions as quickly as
possible.

They are not exempt from social expectations

responsibilities
should

but must adapt accordingly.

co-operate

with

professionals

or

Additionally,

they

innovate

and

and

ameliorate new methods of rehabilitation.
Barnes and Oliver, 1993, p. 3.
The suggestion that disabled people must learn to 'adapt', and 'co-operate
with professionals' to 'ameliorate'

the problems caused by their disability,

was condemned by many disabled critics. They argued that it was not the
disabled person who should have to change, but the society itself that
makes their impairments so disabling.
In his 1990 book, The Politics of Disablement, Oliver criticised the theories
of disability

used by academia as being underpinned

by "the personal

tragedy theory of disability" (Oliver, 1990, p. 1) and argued that:
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human beings give meanings to objects in their social world
...
and subsequently orientate their behaviour towards these
objects in terms of the meanings given to them. ... As far as
disability is concerned, if it is seen as a tragedy, then disabled
people will be treated as if they are victims of some tragic
happening or circumstance. This treatment will occur not just in
interactions

everyday

but will also be translated

into social

policies which will attempt to compensate these victims for the
tragedies that have befallen them.
Oliver, 1990, p. 2.
He argued for a "social theory of disability" (Oliver 1990, p. x) to replace
those dominated by "medical and psychological" (ibid. ) theories, but felt
that

academics stopped

until

disabled

of

experiences

seeing the "issue of disability

people"

as

"marginal

both

to

and the
theoretical

development and empirical work" (ibid. ) then such a theory could not be
produced.

It is possible in Oliver's work to see the outline of what could be

seen as a rather

radical version of the social model of disability

(see

Section 2.2.2.3).

2.2.1.1 The medical model interpretation

of 'reasonable'

model of disability, it is unlikely that the current
disability discrimination and equality legislation would have been enacted.
Using the medical

If it had, the interpretation
would

have

responsibility

a

of 'reasonable' would be very different.
responsibility

reduced

to

make

would be placed instead on individual

Society

adjustments;

the

disabled people to

make adjustments to better fit within the norm expected of them.

2.2.2 The social model

2.2.2.1 Origins and early development
Years

before

campaigners

Oliver's

1990

book,

many

had begun to argue that disability

(mostly

non-academic)

was a form of social

oppression in the same way as race or ethnicity. In 1976, the UK based
Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) put forward
the case for viewing disability as a form of social stratification:
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In our view it is society which disables physically impaired
Disability is something imposed on top of our
people.
impairments by the way we are unnecessarily isolated and
excluded from full participation in society.

Disabled people are

therefore an oppressed group in society.
UPIAS, 1976, p. 14.
Ten years later, the first national survey of disabled people to take place in
the United States found that many people supported the assertion that
disabled people are "a minority group in the same sense as are blacks and
Hispanics" (Harris, 1986, p. 114). The main difference, of course, is that
it may be possible to eradicate racism simply by ignoring the
person's race, ignoring a person's disability completely will not result in
equality. Disabled people need their impairments and resultant disabilities

whilst

to be recognised and societal barriers removed.
The attitudinal barriers
that disabled people face are, however, highlighted in this thesis as being
an important aspect of disability discrimination and inequality, and lessons
can

be

learned

from

how

these

have

been

challenged

by

other

marginalised groups in society.
At about the same time, back in the UK, disability activists were busy
establishing the social model of disability -a challenge to the traditional
and academic models which focus on supposedly measurable medical
effects.
What is central to the social model is the difference between impairment
and disability. This was not a distinction made previously, as up until this
point

the terms

needed to be used interchangeably.

UPIAS defines

impairment as:
lacking all or part of a limb, or having a defective limb, organ
...
or mechanism of the body.
UPIAS, 1976, pp. 3-4.
Disability, however, means:
the disadvantage or restriction
...
contemporary
social organisation

of an activity caused by a
which

takes

little

account of people who have physical impairments

or no

and thus
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excludes them from participation

in the mainstream

of social

activities.
ibid.
Whatever definition is used, it is obvious that the terms do in fact mean
very different things and are not strictly interchangeable, although they are
often used as if they are. So called 'political correctness' is also often used
to hide the real problem. For example, The Spastics Society changed its
name to Scope in 1994 because the term 'Spastic' (which originally meant
'a person with Cerebral Palsy') had become used as a term of abuse. It can
be argued, however, that all that really changed was the name, rather than
the general beliefs about people with Cerebral Palsy.

This is perhaps why

I, along with many others like me, am still happy to refer to myself as
'disabled'. After all, there are many changes that need to take place in
society before my impairments are no longer disabling.
The main point emphasised by the social model is that disability itself is a
social construction; people with 'impairments' become 'disabled' by the
society in which they live.

When individuals are born with or develop an

impairment, certain assumptions are made about them and what they are
capable of. They are ultimately labelled by society as less able or less
worthy than those who have not been diagnosed with an impairment. The
social model is reliant on the recognition that "discriminatory attitudes,
rather than functional impairments,

lie at the heart of disability"

(Femie

and Henning, 2006, p. 25).
Finkelstein, one of the founding members of UPIAS, wrote in 2001 that "at
a personal level we may talk about acquiring an impairment being a
personal tragedy, but at the social level we should talk about the
restrictions

that we face are, and should be interpreted

as, a crime"

(Finkelstein, 2001, p10).
This new model was adopted

by many individuals,

organisations

and

research projects and is still widely used today. It seems, however, that
Oliver's dream of a 'social theory of disability' has not been wholly realised.
He and many others have heavily criticised the way in which the social
describing
it
"a
has
by
that
been
has
as:
rip-off
researchers,
applied
model
done little,
experienced

if anything,
by disabled

to confront

the social oppression and isolation

people or initiate

policies which

have made
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significant improvement

in the quality of their lives" (Barnes and Mercer,

2003, p. 1).

2.2.2.2 Getting the balance right between disability and
impairment
As described above, the general premise of the social model of disability is
that there are certain functions and abilities that most humans have which
are seen as the 'norm'.

Those who function sub-normally

species are said to have an impairment
impairment

into a disability.

and society

This means that

for the human
may turn

disability

this

is a social

construction that can be deconstructed and in an 'ideal' society, disability
would not exist. Critics have argued that what is missing from the social
model of disability is the consideration of impairment effects that cannot be
blamed on society.
For example, pain and fatigue may possibly be
in a fully

minimised

inclusive

society

but

changing

society

cannot

completely ensure that none of its members experience these effects or are
A model that blames society for disability and claims

disabled by them.

that society can and should act to prevent people being disabled, can also
be seen to imply
interventions

that

individuals

to ameliorate

should

not seek medical or other

the effects of or 'cure' their

impairments.

Shakespeare and Watson defend the social model, explaining that:
The social model
impairment

originally

underplayed

the importance

of

in disabled people's lives, in order to develop a

strong argument about social structures and social processes.
No theory emerges into the world fully formed, and getting the
balance right between the experience of impairment

and the

experience of disability is a continuing endeavour.
Shakespeare and Watson, 1997, in Barton and Oliver, 1997,
p. 269.
They feel that the social model can include issues relating to impairment
and suggest that:
The priority should be social change and barrier removal, as
social models of disability
reason why appropriate

have suggested.
action

various forms of impairment

Yet there is no

on impairment

-

and even

prevention - cannot co-exist with
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action to remove disabling environments and practices.
are disabled both by social barriers and by their bodies.

People

Shakespeare and Watson, 2002, p. 15.
The model used in my research reflects these ideas about the social model
of disability. It attempts to prioritise social barriers and responsibilities,
whilst

still

acknowledging

that

some

impairments

can be inherently

disabling.

2.2.2.3 "'Repossessing' the social model"
Many other former social model advocates now attempt to go beyond the
social model of disability.

Finkelstein,

a founding member of UPIAS, is

unhappy with what its model of disability has become and how it has been
used to 'explain' disability.
social model",

In a 2001 article, he talks of "repossessing the

which for him means:

"searching

for openings in the

structures of society where we might effectively contribute with others In
the restructuring

of society so that it is neither competitive

for all people" (Finkelstein, 2001, p. 5).

nor disabling

Like Oliver, he believes in a more

radical model or theory of disability which explains how capitalist society
disables people with impairments
disabling.

and argues that not all societies are

He envisions a "community

based profession" where "disabled

people and disenchanted professions ... truly work together in creating a
nationalised service which allies itself with the
more appropriate
community and responds to what people want" (Finkelstein, 2001, p. 5).
An examination of the way in which capitalist society may or may not be
particularly disablist is beyond the remit of this thesis. These ideas are still
Interesting, however, given that cost can be used to justify not making an
adjustment.

This will be discussed further in the next section.

2.2.2.4 The social model interpretation

of 'reasonable'

the version of the social model of disability as used in my
research (see Section 2.2.2.2), 'reasonable' is interpreted in a much more
generous way than when the medical model is adopted (see Section

Adopting

The primary agent responsible for disability is not the individual
disabled person but a society that does not take their impairments fully
2.2.1.1).

into account. Thus the term 'reasonable' would be applied very generously
and it is likely that once a barrier has been identified by either a disabled
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or non-disabled member of society, adjustments
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must be put in place to

overcome this barrier.

2.2.3 Model of disability

used by the disability

legislation
It is important to consider how far the concepts that underpin the social
model are reflected

in current

disability

legislation.

The definition

of

disability used in the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA 1995) is: "a
physical or mental impairment

which has a substantial

and long-term

adverse effect on his ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities" (DDA
This definition

has been criticised for defining disability
"within a medical model" (Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, p. 456) as it
1995, s. 1(1)).

links the person and their impairment directly to the adverse affect. Taking
a more inclusive social model approach would instead lead to a definition
that

emphasises

how society

has an adverse

effect

on people with

impairments and so causes them to become disabled.
As was discussed in Chapter
involvement of "environmental

1, the

DDA 2005 does recognise

the

factors" (DRC, 2007, pp. 114-5), even if it

does not fully accept them as the primary cause of disability. In addition,
the mere fact that this legislation exists and places duties and obligations
on various institutions and organisations in society to reduce the disabling
affects many people experience, show that it does not completely locate
the 'problem'

within

the individual.

Thus it can be argued that the

disability legislation to date takes a mediatory position between these two
models.

2.3 Disability

and higher education

This section outlines various studies that explore the issues surrounding
disability issues in general in higher education; all of which have helped to
inform my own research. The findings and research methods described
below have shaped my research in terms of questions asked and methods
used. This thesis explores some of the questions that these studies have
not adequately addressed and attempts to fill some of the gaps in this
literature

that

this chapter

exposes. These gaps are highlighted

discussed further later in this chapter (see Section 2.5).

and
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This section is concerned with studies focused on disabled students as a
limited
literature
The
group.
relating specifically to dyslexia,
collective
visual impairment or other impairments that may lead to print disability is
discussed later (see Section 2.4).
The studies discussed below were all carried out after SENDA 2001 was
first introduced.

This is not to say that research carried out prior to this

date is not important but as the introduction of this legislation contributed
to an overhaul of practice and provision in many universities, pre-SENDA
experiences are more difficult to compare with my own research.

that had the most significant

2.3.1 Three studies

on the development

influence

of my research

The three studies discussed below greatly influenced my research topic and
design, and many of the issues they raised were used as starting points for
my own study.

They were all carried out between the introduction

of

SENDA in 2001 and the start of my field work in 2006.

2.3.1.1 Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson: Disabled students and
higher
in
innovations
education
multiple policy
Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson carried out an ESRC funded study of disabled
in
Scotland
institutions
higher
further
and
in
education
and
students
2001 and September

England between April

2003. This was entitled

Disabled students and multiple policy innovations in higher education and
the authors state that it was designed to utilise the social model of
disability. The research methods used include:
reviews

...
legislation;
official

of

interviews

statistics;

institutions;

research,

relevant
with

policy

documents

15 key informants;

a survey of further

and case studies

of eight

analysis

and
of

and higher education
institutions

and 50

disabled students.
Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson, 2004, p. 642.
Of the 50 disabled students,
dyslexia

(Riddell, Tinklin

10 had a visual impairment

and Wilson, 2005, pp158-190).

and 12 had
This study is

during
but
is
PhD
than
possible
a
many similar
extensive
more
clearly
(see
Chapter
3).
employed
were
methods
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Their main conclusion (as documented in their final report to ESRC: Riddell,
Tinklin and Wilson, 2004) was that whilst there was still a long way to go,
institutions

had improved their provision for disabled students. Although
not all of the institutions fully met the criteria for base level provision,
many reported that they were partially meeting them. They found that
most now had a "designated disability officer and a senior manager with
responsibility for disability issues" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson, 2004, p. 6);
a considerable improvement on the situation described in much previous
They explained that while most were not "prepared in advance for
disabled students" they were nonetheless making "movement away from
the reactive end of the continuum" (ibid. ). As SENDA 2001 brought In the
work.

requirement for institutions to make anticipatory adjustments for students,
it is pleasing to note that most had started to do this.
Less encouraging was the discovery that:
learning

were very difficult

to obtain

"adjustments

and lecturers

to teaching and
were particularly

reluctant to provide notes in electronic format prior to lectures" (Riddell,
Tinklin and Wilson, 2004, p. 23). This is something that many print disabled
students require and would seem to be a perfectly reasonable 'reasonable'
They suggested that making the anticipatory adjustment to
adjustment.
provide notes in advance of lectures to all students would mean that a
disabled student who required this "would no longer have this 'special
need"' (ibid., p. 649) although they recognised that "some disabled
students' needs are unique and would be impossible to anticipate, which
means that a level of individual assessment and support would still be
necessary" (ibid. ). Given that their research also suggests that: "academic
staff felt they were under pressure and were unable to devote time to
individual students" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson, 2004, p. 23), it seems
unlikely that they would be able to find the time to produce and provide
these materials in advance even if this were to become standard practice.
It is concerning that staff find it difficult

to devote time to Individual

students, because disabled students in general, and print disabled students
in particular, do often require this so that barriers in the way courses are
designed and run can be overcome.

Since this study was designed to

explore disabled students in general, it did not focus on print disability
specifically, so this issue was not explored further in relation to its impact
on print disabled students. This is an issue that is considered, however, in
my own research and is discussed at numerous points in this thesis.
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The authors were concerned that "the privileging of the written word In
British higher education, [... ] effectively disadvantages significant numbers
of students with dyslexia" (Tinklin, Riddell, and Wilson, 2004, p. 654). It
can be argued that this is true of all print disabled students, as
expectations around the 'quality' and quantity of material to be both read
and written have the potential to discriminate against all students who
have difficulty accessing standard-format

print.

The authors warned that despite SENDA 2001, institutions

continued in

many ways to take a medical model approach to disability and were still
supporting individual students to "access an otherwise inaccessible
system" (Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson, 2004, p. 649). This was
to some extent due to funding systems that focus on individual support for
'mainstream'

such as DSA, and the existence of specialist student support

students,

Both provided assistance for individual
services for disabled students.
students that was "'extra' to what is viewed as 'normal"' (ibid. ), and was
designed to enable them to "get around or over barriers in the institutional
environment"

(ibid. ). They argue that a social model approach "would say

that it is the environment
disabled

students

are

that needs to change, in order that barriers to
tackled

and

(ibid. ).

removed"

They

suggest,

however, that elements of both may be required.
These ideas are central to my own research and elements of this were
introduced in Chapter 1. It can be argued that DSA and other funding often
emphasises Individual

adjustments,

and In doing so can reinforce the

medical model perspective that disability is an individual rather than a
social issue. Clearly what is being argued here is that disability should be
bought into the mainstream and the best way to do this is to make the
anticipatory

barriers.

The authors

happening

necessary

adjustments

general

were clearly

and stated that

concerned

participants

to

overcome

that

felt that:

this

attitudinal

was not yet

"the kind of culture

long
in
difference
this
take
to
area
will
a
make
a
really
change required
time" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson, 2004, p. 24). This is very important in
my own research, as although
barriers that require practical,
made,

the

institutions

impact

of barriers

and the attitudes

many print disabled students
and often Individual,

adjustments

caused by the general

culture

do face
to be
within

of staff should not be underestimated.

Indeed, this is a common theme in this thesis.
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Their findings

about the extent

of difficulties

from academic staff are unsettling.

only started

to come into effect during the latter

collection

phase,

universities

had obtaining

students

adjustments

had had some
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Although

SENDA 2001

part of their

responsibilities

data

towards

disabled students since 1995. As a result it might reasonably be expected
that all staff would have been more aware of their responsibilities, even
before SENDA 2001 began to extend these. Instead this research suggests
that academic staff were not sufficiently well aware of their responsibilities
towards disabled students or as fully prepared to support them as required
by law.
Staff attitudes were emphasised as "a crucial aspect of the
teaching

learning

and

experiences

for

disabled

students.

The

staff

experiences that students felt were most important were approachability,
helpfulness, flexibility and being supportive" (Fuller et al, 2009, p. 169).
However, their findings suggested that "staff are not sufficiently wellinformed about disability legislation or, more importantly, are not confident
about how they might perform their duties towards disabled students"
(ibid. p. 177).

These findings emphasis how important

the view and

actions of staff are to disabled students, and help to justify the rationale
behind my own decision to include both staff and students in my study of
student experiences.
Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson's research is very closely aligned to the subject
of my own research, and some of the issues explored in this thesis were
raised as a direct result of their study. There are, however, significant
differences between it and my own research.

Firstly, their study was a

comparison of practice in England and Scotland, whilst the four universities
studied in my research were all English. Secondly, and more importantly,
the majority of SENDA 2001 came into force in September 2002 but other
areas

were

implemented

implemented

later.

Now that

this

Act

has

fully

and further legislation has been introduced, there is clearly

scope for a further study to explore what, if any, improvements
made.

been

have been
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2.3.1.2 Fuller, Healey, Bradley and Hall: Enhancing the quality
and outcomes of disabled students' learning in higher
education
This ESRC funded study, entitled "Enhancing the quality and outcomes of
disabled students' learning in higher education", began in September 2001
as the SENDA legislation was being introduced and implemented.
Fuller, Bradley and Healey carried out the pilot stage of this 18 month
study, which involved twenty disabled students at one institution. It had
the dual aim to "provide an evidence base for institutional

development"

and "to give voice to those disabled students who wished to reflect on
issues affecting their learning" (Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, p. 458).
Indeed, the authors pointed out that prior to this study "despite a growth
of interest in widening access and participation and in inclusive higher
education, the voices of disabled students themselves have hardly been
heard" (Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, p. 455). These two aims were
also very important in designing and writing up my own research (see
Chapter 3). Although later studies have sought to provide more outlets for
'the student voice', it is felt that the voices of print disabled students are
still not heard often enough.
Although none of their twenty student participants had visual impairments,
six had dyslexia and issues relating to access to materials were mentioned
several times. For example, one respondent (Teresa), is quoted as saying:
The state of the notes that you are given - the print is tiny, it's
about a size 8 and we're being asked to supply them in size 12
and double spaced and yet it's alright for them to give us size 8,
single spaced, solid pages of writing.
Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, p. 460.
Another respondent (Sophie) said she particularly liked one of her lecturers
because "you can ask him straightaway and he'll come up with books and
he'll have a reading list and he'll give you the chapters and he'll say 'you'll
find it all in there"' (Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, p. 461). Therefore,
even though their study did not focus on print disability or the barriers
disabled students may experience because of the widespread use of
standard-format

print, the issue of access to materials was clearly one that

several respondents were concerned about.
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Fuller, Bradley and Healey concluded that:
Students clearly differed in their willingness to seek support for
their impairment, had experienced widely different levels of help
from teaching staff and appeared to be very differently placed in
terms of accessing information
differences

in experience

about what was on offer. These

of provision

were not necessarily

related to their level of need. Some had experienced examples
of good practice and firm

support for their

learning,

while

others' experience had been more equivocal.
Fuller, Bradley and Healey, 2004, pp. 456-66.
It is interesting to see how much student support seeking behaviour and
their experiences varied, even though all attended the same institution.
Although my research does not explore possible differences between or
within

institutions,

this

is borne

in

mind

throughout.

The

authors'

observation that this was 'not necessarily related to their level of need' is
something that is very interesting,

and given more time could have been

explored during my research.
Following the successful pilot research discussed above, Fuller, Healey,
Bradley and Hall carried out a larger study which explored some of these
This later study involved sending "a four-page postal
early findings.
questionnaire,

based on a mix of multiple-choice

questions and short,

open-ended questions" (Fuller et al., 2004, p. 307) to 593 students who
had declared a disability.

173 completed questionnaires were returned and

this 29% response rate may seem a little low. The authors explained,
however, that it was not possible to send out targeted reminder letters to
attempt

to

increase

the

response

rate

as the

questionnaires

were

completed anonymously.
Fuller et al. believed it was important

for the questionnaire

to be as

accessible as possible. They produced strict criteria for the formatting

of

the questionnaire,

requiring it to be produced in a minimum of 12 point

Arial font printed

on light beige paper, choosing to start with factual

questions and restricting

it to four pages in length (Fuller et al., 2004,

p. 307). During my research I also took issues of both staff and student
access to my research materials very seriously; producing several different
accessible formats and making arrangements to allow specific preferred
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formats to be produced quickly and easily if requested (see Chapter 3). In
practice, these were not required but this anticipatory

adjustment

was

something that respondents commended.
Answers to the multiple choice questions contained in the questionnaire
created by Fuller et al. were analysed using SPSS. Responses to the openended questions were analysed by identifying "recurring themes, which are
illustrate

to

used

students'

experience

of

the

barriers

they

have

encountered in relation to their teaching, learning and assessment at the
institution"
similar

to

(Fuller et al., 2004, p. 308). This latter type of analysis is very
that

questionnaire

used to

analyse

my

interview

own

transcripts

and

responses (see Chapter 3) and allows the findings to more

fully reflect my respondents' experiences than using pre-coded themes.
In addition to the research methods used, their findings and conclusions
Significant percentages of students reported that

were also very useful.

they had experienced disability-related

barriers and these were broken up

into the following areas: "Learning in lectures" (44%), "Other on-campus
classes" (22%), Off-campus sessions" (21%) and "Using IT facilities"
(17%) (Fuller et al., 2004, p. 310. ) Some of the findings relating to the
34.5% of students who had dyslexia (ibid. ) that are particularly pertinent
to my research are described below. As only 0.8% of the students in the
),
(ibid.
however,
"blind/partially
themselves
sighted"
as
sample reported
this was not an impairment this study focused on in detail.
A quarter of the students who had dyslexia said they had taken this into
account when choosing their field of study and tended to choose subjects
with the least written
"which

work and examinations.

had a substantial

practical

These were often those

element or which were information

technology based so that, for example, voice recognition software could be
Nevertheless,
308).
2004,
(Fuller
as most courses involve
p.
et
al.,
used"
lectures

many

students

could

not avoid

barriers

relating

to these.

Difficulties were most likely to arise when:
lecturers talked too quickly, or removed visual material such
...
before
had
the
time to
transparencies
student
overhead
as
digest the contents. For many students, listening and writing
difficulty,
making
notes
was
a
particular
and
or
watching
notes
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leaving them with dilemmas as to which to concentrate on, and
frequently, with poor notes as a result.
Ibid., p. 310.
Some students who had dyslexia or a visual impairment "found the library
daunting because their reading limitations made browsing and finding
books difficult" (ibid., p. 311) and said that short loan times on books and
unhelpful

library

Some students

staff made this worse.

experienced

problems with IT facilities, mainly due to "the nature of the equipment and
its siting" (ibid. ).
Respondents did give some positive examples of situations where staff had
made a positive difference to their learning experiences. Significantly
though, students with dyslexia felt that lecturers did not appreciate the
barriers they experienced (Fuller et al., 2004, p. 314). The authors reported
that, in some cases, students felt that some lecturers either contributed to
the creation of barriers and/or failed to contribute to them being
overcome:
barriers

Other

to

learning

stemmed

experienced as lack of co-operation

from

what

students

from some lecturers, for

example, an unwillingness to allow their lectures to be taperecorded,

lecturers having unrealistic

expectations

about the

amount of new reading that students could reasonably manage
during

a taught

session, or failing

to provide

user-friendly

handouts.
Ibid., p. 311.
In such cases, the issues clearly arise from lack of understanding
attitudinal

and

barriers. For Fuller et al. it was beyond the scope of their study

to give lecturers the chance to answer these criticisms. This is, however,
something I endeavoured to do in my own research by incorporating the
experiences not only of disability service staff but also of other staff who
had been involved with supporting print disabled students. This enabled me
to explore issues that arose with adjustments with both student and staff
respondents.

It also allowed staff respondents to address some of the

criticisms commonly expressed by students.
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Fuller et al. highlighted four key issues in relation to supporting disabled
students. The first two were "the need for both variety and flexibility in all
aspects of teaching and learning" and "a need to ensure quality as well as
parity of provision in comparison with non-disabled peers" (Fuller et al.,
2004, p. 316). The third was that to do this it is necessary to ensure
"access to information for both the disabled students themselves and for
lecturers" (ibid. ). The fourth was that "actions and attitudes of staff are
manifestly important in themselves and in relation to the other issues
highlighted in this study" (ibid. ). All of these issues were explored in my
own research but point four is perhaps the most significant.
Fuller et a/. also warned that:
the
unless
we
recognise
unevenness
of
understanding
...
disabled students' needs, and willingness and ability

of
to

accommodate to those needs, it would be easy to think that
legislation

will

in itself

education environment

create,

or have created,

that can accommodate

a higher

the education

needs of disabled students. This survey has shown that there is
a vital need to continue to seek out, listen to and act upon the
voices of disabled students

in our attempts

to make higher

education thoroughly inclusive.
Ibid.
This is central to the point this thesis is trying to address.
changes have been made to the disability discrimination

Whilst many
and equality

legislation, policies and practices, it does take time for attitudes to catch up
with these. Clearly this had not happened by the time Fuller et al. carried
out their research.

2.3.1.3 Healey, Bradley, Fuller and Hall: Listening to students:
the experiences of disabled students learning at University
Healey et al. carried out a review of four surveys that they had been
involved with in order to explore "barriers to learning faced by disabled
students

in higher education"

(Healey et al., 2006, p. 32). These four

studies were:
i)

an institutional

survey of disabled students at the University of
Gloucestershire in 2001
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2)

aspects of Fuller, Bradley and Healey's institutional
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study of

disabled students (the pilot study described in Section 2.3.1.2)
3)

an institutional survey of non-disabled students at the University
of Gloucestershire in 2004

4)

the

GEES (Geography,

Earth

Environmental

and

Services)

Survey 2003, which included disabled and non-disabled student
participants.
In common with my research, Healey et al. 's study utilised a version of the
social model which emphasises "the reality of lived experience of disabled
people" (ibid., p. 3).
What is most significant about the surveys reviewed by Healey et al. Is that
they did not only include disabled students. Surveys 1 and 2 involved
solely researching

disabled students,

survey 3 focused solely on non-

disabled students and survey 4 looked at all students, both disabled and
non-disabled. Time permitting it would have been desirable to include nondisabled students or those with other disabilities in my research in order to
contrast their experiences with those of print disabled students.
One of Healey et al. 's main findings was that barriers relating to teaching
were experienced by between a quarter and a half of participants:
less than half of the participants, and in many cases less
...
than 25% identified disability related barriers in terms of most
of the modes of teaching that they experienced [... ] The two
exceptions were lectures, where close to 50% of participants in
[the studies] identified barriers, and independent fieldwork (e. g.
undertaking
students

a dissertation)

acknowledged

where

barriers.

43%
[... ]

of GEES disabled

The

nature

of

the

difficulties varied but included issues involving attendance, note
taking, participation,

confidence, concentration,

and the longer

time it takes them to complete tasks.
Healey et al., 2006, p. 4.
Of these issues, 'notetaking' and the 'longer time it takes them to complete
tasks' are perhaps those most relevant to print disabled students but the
main difficulty that might be expected of print disabled students - namely
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difficulty

accessing audio-visual

materials

such as handouts,

Microsoft

PowerPoint slides and writing on boards - Is not mentioned.
Barriers relating to teaching and assessment were shown to be significant.
A third

to two-thirds

of participants

experienced

barriers in terms of

assessments:
About

a third

of the disabled students

in the institutional

surveys identified barriers with examinations

and coursework,

whilst this rose to almost two-thirds

among the GEES students.

[... ] The nature of the difficulties

covered a wide range of

factors

including

concentration,

tiredness,

misreading,

structuring, and the length of time taken.
Healey et al., 2006, p. 4.
Again, 'misreading' and 'the length of time taken' are likely to be problems
faced by print disabled students. Access to materials such as examination
papers, books and articles are not mentioned. This Is perhaps because the
of print disabled students have visual impairments and, as was
Given
the
2
such
participant.
only
one
contained
survey
above,
reported
higher
In
Impairments
with
visual
students
of
number
relatively small
majority

education (see Chapter 3) it is likely that the other surveys also contained
only small numbers of these. Although much larger numbers of student
be
be
to
these
dyslexia,
had
would
considered
print
of
all
not
participants
disabled using the definition used by my research. It Is therefore
data
included
that
Healey
that
to
al.
relying
on
et
were
assume
reasonable
included
disabled
My
students.
research
of
print
number
small
only a very
but
barriers
to
teaching
and
assessment
also to selfexplorations of
directed study; the findings related to these can be found in Chapters 5
and 6.
Healey et al. conclude that:
in the long run, the main beneficiaries of disability legislation
...
in
to
the
adjustments
make
suitable
advance are the
need
and
because
many of the adjustments, such
students,
non-disabled
handouts,
instructions
given in writing as well
well-prepared
as
as verbally,

notes put on-line,

and variety

and flexibility

in
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forms of assessment, are simply good teaching and learning
practices which benefit all students.
Healey et al., 2006, p. 6.
It is unclear whether the authors are suggesting that non-disabled students
benefit at the same time as disabled ones, a reason often given for making
higher education inclusive regardless of the proportion of disabled students
who take it up, or whether they feel that non-disabled students benefit
more than disabled ones. Either way it is clear that whilst this may be true
made for disabled students in general, it is
argued that it may not always be true of the types of adjustments made for

of the anticipatory adjustments

many print disabled students.

For example, it is possible to suggest a
minimum door width and maximum ramp slope that will allow access for all

wheelchair users but it is not possible to suggest a single format that will
allow access for all print disabled students. The barriers print disabled
for
lectures
face
in
in
terms
and
of
accessing
materials
needed
students
assessments are not considered by Healey et al., and there is a noticeable
absence of the
informational

voices

of students

with

visual

boxes that accompany this article.

that print disabled students,

particularly

impairments

in the

It is therefore suggested

those with visual impairments,

may need a lot more support than is suggested by the Healey et al. article.
The practical adjustments they require may need to be responsive rather
than anticipatory in order to take their individual needs into account, and
as a result may benefit individual

print disabled students

rather than

disabled or non-disabled students as a whole.

2.3.2 Other important

themes

in the wider

literature

2.3.2.1 The aspirations of disabled young people
A study conducted by Burchardt (2005) supported by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation, aimed to compare the lives of disabled and non-disabled young
people. Although this was not possible in my own research, this approach,
which was also taken by one of the surveys reviewed by Healey et al. (see
Section 2.3.1.3),

is a very interesting

one. The main part of Burchardt's

research was based on data from the 1970 British Cohort Study (BCS70),
which surveyed those born in 1970 at ages 16 and 26, and the Youth
Cohort Studies (YCS), which contains information

about those born in
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1982-85 surveyed at ages 16-19. This secondary quantitative data was
complemented by seven in-depth qualitative interviews with disabled
young people.
This study revealed that disabled and non-disabled 16 year olds had similar
aspirations: roughly 60% wanted to progress to post-16 education, and a
third of disabled young people and a quarter of non-disabled young people
aspired to professional

occupations.

The study found,

however,

that

disability was a barrier:
for

controlling

...
education,

other

characteristics

such

as

parental

young people who become disabled between the

ages of 16 and 26, and those who are disabled at both ages,
have lower educational attainment relative to their aspirations
than do their non-disabled counterparts.
Burchardt, 2005, p. xi.
Four of the disabled young people interviewed

had experience of higher

education:
One woman

had to give up her first attempt

because the campus was 'irremediably

at a degree

inaccessible'. Two had

spent time campaigning to improve the disability services on
offer - of considerable benefit to later generations of students,
and potentially useful experience, but nevertheless a distraction
from studying.

Three of the four mentioned aspects of their

courses that were inaccessible, often as a result of inflexibility in
mode of teaching or examination. On the other hand, all four
had enjoyed their time at university overall.
Burchardt, 2005, p. 31.
is that whilst they all highlighted problems with their
university experience, all still said they had enjoyed their time there. The
between
differences
students' expectations, perceptions and
potential

What is interesting

evaluations

of their time at university

were not completely

unexpected

discoveries for me, given my own experiences.
Burchardt

found that

of those who aspired to higher

education,

the

majority of disabled young people did gain a degree but the proportion of
non-disabled young people who did so was greater. Of those who did not
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expect to go onto higher education, a higher proportion of disabled than
non-disabled

young

people did so. Disabled young

people who were

disabled at both 16 and 26 were "more likely to do less well than they had
hoped...

Two fifths

(41%)

fell

below their

initial

level of aspiration

compared to 35% of young people disabled at neither age" (Burchardt,
2005, p. 35).
All this has an impact on my own research, which by its nature was only
able to explore the barriers faced by those who did make it to university
and were still there when my study took place. Those who did not enter
university or dropped out before my fieldwork began, as with those who
did not wish to talk about their experiences, were all beyond my reach. If
told, their stories are likely to reveal even more about the barriers print
disabled students face than do those that are successfully elicited.
Madriaga (2007) conducted research supported by UK Aim Higher South
Yorkshire,

which

involved

gathering

the life histories

of 21 disabled

students who had "successfully made the transition into higher education"
(Madriaga, 2007, p. 402). Some of these students' parents or guardians,
tutors

and support

students

workers

were also interviewed.

had dyslexia, three were wheelchair

disabilities,

Sixteen

of these

users, three had unseen

two had epilepsy and one had both diabetes and dyslexia.

Madriaga's report does not specify what the unseen disabilities were so it is
impossible to know for sure whether any of these three students had visual
impairments

but it is unlikely since this is not generally classed as an

unseen disability.

Some of the 16 students who had dyslexia, however,

may well have experienced some degree of print disability. Nevertheless
this study clearly could not have contained a significant

number of print

disabled students.
Perhaps the most important

finding

was that

prior school experience

affected students' aspirations. The students, as well as their parents and
their higher education tutors, were generally disappointed with their pre-16
schooling and this often had a negative impact on their perception of
higher education:
Tutors (in many instances) did not take positive steps to ensure
that disabled students acquired equal access to learning.
Moreover, tutors did not envision student participants excelling
academically

and pursuing

higher education.

The action

or
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inaction of school tutors has impacted on the attitudes

and

confidence of the participants' pursuit of higher education.
Madriaga, 2007, pp. 403-4.
to their

In addition

poor experiences in compulsory

some

education,

students also experienced disablism and discrimination at further education
level too, and this often continued into higher education.
the research revealed that "disappointment
expressed

sentiments

about

school

Unfortunately,

in university lecturers mirrored

and

further

education

tutors"

The students tended to view disability as an
a social issue (ibid. p. 409) whereas Madriaga

(Madriaga, 2007, p. 408).
individual

rather

than

concluded that their experiences in higher education were a reflection of
general attitudes about disability prevalent in all areas of society:
the evidence has to be understood as a reflection of wider
...
in
It
only
schools,
was
not
processes.
societal attitudes and
further

education

colleges and higher education

institutions

disablist
disabled
attitudes and were
confronted
students
where
hesitant to disclose. It also existed outside the education arena,
such as in their workplace.
Ibid.
These conclusions were taken into account when designing my own
the
Not
of
attitudinal and
perceptions
student
only
were
research project.
they
the
their
faced,
of
adjustments
perceptions
they
barriers
and
other
but these were analysed in light of the models of

received, explored
disability evident in their accounts (see Chapter 4).
interpretations

How this affects their

has
impact
it
the
is
on
adjustment
and
a
reasonable
of what

their satisfaction levels are considered in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.3.2.2 The impact of disability on attainment
Richardson (2009) used data provided by the Higher Education Statistics
Agency (HESA) to examine the impact of disability on the degree levels
from
first
degrees
during
2004-5
the
to
graduated
who
students
awarded
higher
UK
home
Institutions
Only
of
studying
at
students
academic year.
Open
degrees
from
the
included
awarded
students
and
education were
University were excluded due to differences in the way this Institution
records disability status.

By their nature, the statistics Richardson used
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were only able to include figures relating to students who had disclosed a
disability. He suggests, however, that "there Is no evidence that there exist
large numbers of students with undisclosed disabilities who might require
additional support in their studies" (Richardson, 2009, p. 125). The validity
of this statement

clearly depends on the Interpretation

placed on the

phrase 'large numbers', as it is commonly recognised that the statistics
under-represent

the number of disabled students in higher education.

In

recognition of the fact that not all disabled students decide to disclose their
impairments,

my own research relied on students' self-reporting

own difficulties accessing standard-format
disclose their Impairments,

print.

of their

This still required them to

at least to me, and so my sample naturally

excluded any students who were not comfortable with this.
Richardson notes that "simply at a descriptive level, disablement plays a
significant (although fairly minor) role in predicting academic

statistically
attainment"

(Richardson,

qualifications

provided as part of the HESA data, he suggests that "the

attainment

2009,

p. 131).

In

reference

to

the

entry

of students with disabilities in secondary education is poorer

than the attainment

of students with no disabilities"

(ibid.,

p. 130). His

statistical analysis of degree levels attained suggests that:
Disability explained only 0.1% of the variation in attainment...
Graduates with dyslexia and graduates with multiple disabilities
were less likely to obtain good degrees than graduates with no
known disability,

but this was mainly due to the confounded

effects of demographic and institutional variables.
Ibid., p. 123.
He explains that students who have dyslexia were more likely to be men,
have lower entry qualifications
Russell Group institutions

(ibid.,

and were less likely to be studying

at

p. 134). He suggests that it was these

factors, rather than their diagnosis of dyslexia, that lowered their chances
of getting a good degree. He concludes that:
disablement

per se does not play a signification

role in

...
predicting whether an individual student obtains a good degree:
provided that they receive appropriate

support, students with
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disabilities are as likely to obtain good degrees as are students
with no known disability.
Richardson, 2009, p. 134.
This article is based on quantitative

data that does not record the level or

suitability of support received. It is probably true that without 'appropriate
support' many disabled students would achieve far lower grades and many
would not be able to study at all. An exploration of the appropriateness of
support was clearly beyond the remit of Richardson's study but it is one of
the aspects that was considered in my own research.

2.3.2.3 Extra work for students
Goode (2007) explored provision at one university and suggested that in
some cases there was a big gap between policy and practice that resulted
in disabled students

having to deal with more issues than their non-

disabled peers:
Policy development

in this

'beacon of good practice',
number

of respects.

university

was recognised as a

but practice

Interviewees

lagged behind in a

were expending

enough

life
to
their
university
personal
adjustments
own
energy making
having
disability,
also to 'manage'
without
a
as students with
their

access to

commented:

learning

and

teaching.

As one student

'These aren't issues other students have to deal

with'.
Goode, 2007, p. 47.
Examples are given throughout Chapter 5 of this thesis of the extra work
that students said they had to do and their annoyance with the fact that
these are not things most students have to deal with. Although this article
field
it
is
interesting
to
was
completed,
see
work
my
after
published
was
that this study also raised similar issues to those discussed in this thesis.

2.3.2.4 Exploring 'support'
Jacklin and Robinson examined the academic and welfare support received
by students, both disabled and non-disabled, at one university department.
Their research data suggested that 'support' could be divided into three
general categories:

Page

These were: (1) material
advice or information;
same boat'.

resources;
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(2) guidance, direction,

and (3) encouragement or 'being in the

Jacklin and Robinson, 2007, p. 117.
The support that they referred to as 'material resources' Is similar to my
starting point in this research.

My student respondents were selected on

the basis of needing support to access materials, and interviews explored
both practical

and attitudinal

barriers

and the adjustments

made to

overcome these. As I do, both Jacklin and Goode use the word 'support' In
terms of material resources to describe a range of things: "either people
(e. g., notetaker, support worker or personal tutor), equipment (e. g., tape
recorder or lap-top), or a service (e. g., car parking spaces or extended
library borrowing)" (Jacklin and Robinson, 2007, p. 117).

2.3.3 Useful information

about

research

methods

2.3.3.1 Methods of categorising universities
Riddell, Tinklin, and Wilson (2004) classified the universities they studied
further
and
of
although
one
a
colleague
was
or
post-1992,
pre-1992
as
higher education that did not fit into either of these two categories. Their
analysis showed that, "differences between pre-92 universities and other
institutions tended to lie in the areas of general policy making, such as
widening access and the impact of the RAE, rather than in their policy and
provision for disabled students" (Tinklin, Riddell, and Wilson, 2004, pp.
655-6). This suggests that university type may not have a large Impact on
the experiences of disabled students.
Due to the small number of universities included in my study (four), it was
felt that analysing data according to university type would be unreliable
and do little to assist interpretation of the data. Instead the main reason
for attempting to classify the four universities was to provide useful
descriptors for the reader, without compromising

anonymity by providing

too many unique features. To do this, a system using a larger number of
categories was sought and that used by Richardson suited the universities
studied very well.
Richardson classifies UK higher education institutions into five categories:
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the 'Russell Group' (i. e. the group of research-intensive
...
before
1992),
established
universities
other
pre-1992
universities, post-1992 universities (mainly former polytechnics
agree-awarding

acquired

powers

1992),

after

specialist

(e. g. colleges of agriculture, art, medicine or music)
and colleges of higher education.
institutions

Richardson, 2009, p. 131.
Using data provided

by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA)

about students who graduated at the end of the 2004/5 academic year,
Richardson calculates the average percentage of disabled students who
graduated from the five different types of institution.

Table 2.1 shows a

selection of his findings in relation to students who were 'blind/partially
sighted' or had 'dyslexia' as well as to the total number of disabled
students

('all

categories').

This

table

clearly

shows

that

specialist

have by far the highest number of disabled students, and that
Russell Group and other pre-1992 universities have the lowest. In Chapter

institutions

3 these figures are compared to those of the four universities that took
part in my research.
Table

2.1:

the

percentage

of

disabled

students

graduating

from

Richardson's five types of higher education institution in 2004/5.
Russell

Pre-1992

Post-1992

Specialist

Colleges

Group

universities

universities

institutions

higher

of

education
Dyslexia

3.2

3.5

4.1

10.2

5.6

Blind/partially

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.2

6.1

7.4

7.5

15.1

9.7

sighted
All categories

2.3.3.2 Dissemination
In response to SENDA 2001, many universities created research groups to
look into their existing
examples

of

Development

research

levels of provision for disabled students.
groups

in

universities

are the

Network In the Midlands (Herrington,

M1/M69

Two
Staff

2002) and the South

West Academic Network for Disability Support (SWANDS) (Waterfield and
West, 2002).

These two groups, as well as many others like them,

Page

produced

a "short

Intended

publication

for

academic
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disability

staff,

specialists and staff development personnel" (Herrington, 2002, p. 1) and
"a guidance resource for faculty staff in the form of a self-auditing tool for
individuals

and

(Waterfield

2002,

West,

and

p. 1)

Although both of these pieces of research included student

respectively.
interviews

departments"

and case studies,

neither

designed to be read by students.

information

produced

specifically

This means that although students were

included in the research, they were not necessarily so readily included in
the presentation of the findings.

This thesis itself is unlikely to be read by

my student - or even staff - respondents (although all respondents have
been invited to request a copy) so other methods of disseminating have
been, and will continue to be, used (as discussed in Chapter 3).

Some of

these will be specifically targeted at the student respondents and their
peers.

2.4 Print disability
The two

most common

and accessibility
underlying

impairments

experienced

by print

Whilst they have the

disabled students are dyslexia and visual impairment.

common effect of causing difficulty reading standard-format

print, and may

have many similarities in terms of the adjustments required or made, there
are also a lot of differences between them. This section explores the nature
of these impairments, as well adjustments that may be needed for
students with them. The similarities and differences are explored to justify
my

grouping

impairments

together
under the

of

the

heading

experiences
of print

of

students

disability.

with

This section

these
also

considers the studies that have been carried out which focused on one or
more of these impairments

and literature

relating to the production of

accessible and alternative format materials.

2.4.1 Dyslexia
The term dyslexia is used, in Britain at least, to describe "a range of
specific learning difficulties [SpLDs] related to underlying differences in
processing sound, visual stimuli, symbols and movement" (Cottrell, 2003,
p. 121). Not everyone considers the 'D' in SpLD to stand for the same thing
(see Chapter 4) but it is perhaps most commonly used to stand for 'specific
learning difficulties' (as used above) and is generally used to indicate that a
person does not find learning in general to be difficult,

but that certain
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aspects of it are particularly challenging. Since dyslexia is the most
common and the most well known SpLD, many people use the terms
interchangeably

or simply use the term dyslexia to refer to all SpLDs (see

for example Cottrell, 2003).
In terms of being a possible underlying cause of print disability,

dyslexia

may make reading text more difficult. Although the "higher cognitive skills
university

characterise

which

understanding,
(Cottrell,

creating

study,

and

interpreting,

such as reasoning,

synthesizing

are

not

directly

2003, p. 122), dyslexia can still have a significant

affected"
impact on

students:
Performance on higher level tasks may be indirectly affected if,
for example, individuals cannot gain access to course material
because they cannot process text by eye. In such a case, the
dyslexic person is in a similar position to a partially sighted or
blind person.
Ibid.
What is most notable here in terms of my own research is the parallel
drawn

between

the

difficulties

experienced

by students

with

visual

impairments and those with dyslexia.
Whilst visual impairments
later, the British

can be either be present at birth or acquired
(BDA) explains that

Dyslexia Association

dyslexia

is

thought to be something an individual is born with:
It is likely to be present at birth and to be lifelong in its effects.
It is characterised by difficulties with phonological processing,
rapid naming,

working

processing speed, and the

memory,

automatic development of skills that may not match up to an
individual's other cognitive abilities.
BDA website, 2009.
That BDA feel the need to highlight that dyslexia is characterised by the
difference

between

cognitive

ability

and literary

skills

is particularly

seems unlikely that the same fact would need to be
discussing
impairment.
It
does
if
the
visual
seem,
was
site
emphasised
however, that dyslexia is not given the same status as visual impairment,
important.

It

despite having a very similar impact.

For example,

many newspaper
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reports reveal that some people dispute that dyslexia exists, feel that it can
be corrected by 'proper' education or effort, believe that children will 'grow
out of it', of feel that many of people are incorrectly diagnosed with having
dyslexia (see for example Blair, 2007; Garner, 2009).

Partially sighted

people, for example, may sometimes feel that their personal level of sight
is misunderstood (see for example, Roy, 2003) but it is felt that medical
diagnoses of visual impairment are unlikely to be disputed or challenged to
this degree. In this respect, dyslexia can be seen as very different to visual
impairment

but dyslexia is well recognised in the UK and students with

dyslexia are protected under SENDA 2001 in the same way as those with
visual impairments.
Riddick suggests that, as with other impairments,
used to explain the disabling effects of dyslexia.

the social model can be
She argues that:

The impairments underlying dyslexia have only become a major
difficulty

because of the move towards mass literacy and the

consequent negative connotations attached to being 'illiterate'.
Because mass literacy was attendant

on mass schooling the

notions of being 'educated' and being 'literate'

have become

inextricably bound together in many European cultures.
Riddick, 2001, p223.
The issue is, however, perhaps more pertinent In the UK as the phonetic
irregularities

of the English language disproportionally

affect those with

Riddick describes one 13 year old boy who had dyslexia who
"commented on his frustration at being told by teachers that he must 'try

dyslexia.

harder' to spell correctly. He pointed out that they wouldn't tell the child
with partial sight in his class that he must 'try harder' to see" (ibid. p. 230).
The use of the concept of 'print disability' in my own research was designed
to enable the experiences of visually impaired students to be considered
alongside those of students who have dyslexia and other impairments who
experience similar difficulties accessing standard-format print. It was not
intended to directly compare or contrast the experiences of one group
versus those of another but at times it was obvious that differences did
exist (see Chapter 6).
Pollak (2005) outlines how a diagnosis of dyslexia can have an impact on
how people feel about themselves and the educational experiences they
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have had. How dyslexia (or other causes of print disability)

may affect

students in terms of their emotional well-being or identity was not a central
focus of my research, although these issues did occasionally come up
during the interviews.

Pollak also made reference to some of the problems

that students who have dyslexia face. Examples include the extra time
reading may take (Pollak, 2005, p. 91), difficulty with notetaking in lectures
(ibid.,

p. 95), and problems with assessments, particularly

examinations

(ibid., p. 97). This advance knowledge of potential problems assisted my
understanding of experiences related by student respondents.
The information about possible adjustments that may assist students who
have dyslexia also increased my understanding of the issues and possible
solutions. A University of Nottingham guide to inclusive teaching strategies
for students
include:

with dyslexia also describes common adjustments.

one-to-one

study

skills

sessions;

computers

and

These

assistive

technology; extended library loans (University of Nottingham, 2006a, p. 2);
"copies of lecture notes, preferably
rather than written

in advance" (ibid.,

p. 3) and taped

materials (ibid. ). They suggest that universities may

need to provide "note-takers,

readers and library assistants for the small

number of dyslexic students for whom this is necessary" (ibid., p. 2) and
allow alternative examination arrangements such as "the provision of extra
reading and/or writing time or the use of a PC or a scribe" (ibid., p. 4). They
also recommend that lecturers "read aloud material from the board and
from

handouts

and transparencies. " (ibid.,

p. 3) and "set essay and

assignment titles early to allow students to organize their time" (ibid. ). In
common with other literature

in Section 2.3, this document emphasises

that "teaching strategies useful for dyslexics may be useful for everyone"
(ibid., p. 2) and advised academic staff to "try to understand and act upon
the requirements
supportive

of a dyslexic student

[as] this is one of the most

strategies you can adopt" (ibid. ).

This information

about the

common types of adjustments and recommendations to academics allowed
interview questions to be more targeted and so facilitated the exploration
of the impact of adjustments.
Taylor and Carter recognize that some people are wary about making
'reasonable' adjustments for students who have dyslexia:
be
it
comparatively straightforward to make
may
while
...
for
those students with a physical
adjustments
appropriate

Page

disability,

it is more difficult

and even controversial
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to make

similar adjustments for students who have a 'learning difficulty'.
That is particularly so when that difficulty manifests itself with
literacy; in our society to be literate is not only a sign of our
education

(and

environment,

historically

of class)

but,

in an academic

it is also through literacy that we make our ideas

known and share our understanding.
Taylor and Carter, date unknown, htto: //www. nottingham. ac. uk
html.
/academicsugport/adjustments/rationale.
They suggest that adjustments

may be needed to written

examinations

because: "under these conditions (students who have dyslexia] cannot use
their

normal technological

aids nor adopt the extensive

drafting

and

).
(ibid.
They
for
they
would
use
assessed
coursework"
strategies
redrafting
also suggest that some students who have dyslexia may have slower
reading

and/or

writing

speeds, and they

questions (or any textual

materials

may need to "re-read

provided)

frequently

the

to check that

words have been accurately comprehended" (ibid. ) and so they need extra
time in which to do this. Since students who have dyslexia often have
particular difficulty with spelling and grammar they suggested that
students

should not be penalized for making

examinations.

mistakes

with these in

They explain that when this adjustment was first introduced

it was criticised by some academics who
feared this would mean students who have dyslexia are "treated leniently
[... ] and given that they already have the added leniency of additional time
[they might be] disadvantaging non-dyslexic students" (ibid. ). Taylor and

at the University of Nottingham,

Carter argue, however, that is not the case as "in examinations dyslexic
students are already greatly disadvantaged by being stripped of their usual
Some departments did not feel it was
technological support" (ibid. ).
appropriate to make this adjustment in their subject area, perhaps because
doing so would leave students unprepared for later careers.

In such cases

Taylor and Carter advised that departments should:
themselves whether it is possible not to penalise spelling
ask
...
and grammar errors in the unreal situation of the examination
that is so unlike the real world in which the ex-student will be
required to operate. And if the answer is still no, then they
should firstly ensure that their policy is transparent to students
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and secondly

seek to

ensure that

they

make

reasonable

adjustments in other areas.
Ibid.
The similar
students

West Virginia
'learning

with

University

disabilities'

including

about adjustments

recommendations

guide to teaching
that

science-based

dyslexia makes additional

may be necessary.

These

include advice to academics to: "provide clear photocopies of your notes
and overhead transparencies, if the student benefits from such strategies"
(West

Virginia

2005a,

University,

learning. html),

"allow students

http: //www. as. wvu. edu/-scidis/

to record sessions" (ibid. ), "announce

readings as well as assignments well in advance" (ibid. ), "make reading
lists

of

required

assessments,

and

readings

available
"time

grant

early"

extensions

(ibid. ),
on

alternative

allow

exams

and

written

assignments when there are significant demands on reading and writing
skills" (ibid. ). Obviously this document was produced by an American
university governed by different legislation to universities in the UK but the
recommendations

build

on the

adjustments

suggested

in the

other

literature in this section.

2.4.2 Visual impairment
For the purposes of this research 'visual impairment' refers to any difficulty
a student has in seeing that is not correctable by glasses. This term is not
limited

to students

registered

or registerable

impaired or partially-sighted/sight-impaired.

as blind/severely

sight-

Visual impairment is generally

caused by a defect in the eye or the optic nerve and this can be used to
distinguish it from other causes of difficulty reading standard-format
As the term 'visual impairment'
loss, a further
Impairments

distinction

print.

covers a wide range of degrees of sight

is drawn in this thesis. Students with visual

who have enough

useful vision

to read print

of some

description are referred to as having 'low vision' and those who do not are
described as 'blind'.
Roy provides a useful and enlightening summary of the needs of students
with visual impairments in higher education. He writes knowledgeably
be
for
that
the
can
made,
offers
adjustments
guidelines
of
range
about
"providing accessible information to students with visual impairments"
(Roy, 2003, p. 81) and uses a number of case studies to illustrate

his
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points.

Sections are included

on "accessible teaching

and learning

strategies"

(ibid. p. 79), "The impact of access technology"

(ibid., p. 87),

and even "The Psychological effects of visual impairment" (ibid., p. 88).
he recommends include provision of "material

The particular adjustments

in advance of a lecture or tutorial in the student's preferred format" (ibid.,
p. 80. ) and the granting of "additional

(ibid., p. 81).

and examinations/assessments"

Roy explains that even if appropriate adjustments are made,

Significantly,
students

time, if required, for assignments

with

visual

impairments

will struggle

to work to the same

timescale as their peers:
It is very likely that a student with a visual impairment will still
need more time to study, even if the right level of support is
offered. Tasks involving access technology
longer if comparisons

are likely to take

are made with sighted students.

Students

students need to manage their time very effectively.
with a visual impairment

also have additional

that sighted students need not bother with.

The

responsibilities
Sighted readers

and any other assistance organized through Disabled Students'
Allowance have to be worked with in constructive
involves

meetings,

planning,

ensuring

others'

ways. This

assistance

is

helpful, and the maintenance of a supportive network.
Ibid., p. 85.
It is therefore obvious that when appropriate adjustments

are not made,

the time and effort required by students with visual impairments
implication

(and by

other print disabled students too) to succeed in their studies

will be drastically increased. The possibility of extra work and effort being
required of print disabled students and the effect this may have on their
satisfaction with adjustments is considered in Chapter 6.
Roy therefore provides useful examples of the types of adjustments

that

may be required in order for students with visual impairments (and by
implication other print disabled students too) to overcome the barriers that
they face. This work is now seven years old, however,
technologies, as well as legislative requirements,
deal since 2003.

and assistive

have moved on a great

Also, although Roy gives an account of adjustments that
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made for students, he does not analyse them critically,
which my research has tried to do.
are commonly

Gray and Morley Wilkins were concerned about the difficulty of producing
tactile and large print diagrams in a "timely manner" (Gray and Morley
They carried out research to establish which
Wilkins, 2005, p. 32).
diagrams would be most useful for higher education psychology courses.
Buying such prepared diagrams would be an example of a 'reasonable'
adjustment but these have not yet been marketed on a large scale and
none of the universities studied were using these. This project is useful to
my own research, however, as it confirms the delays that can occur when
producing alternative formats.
Lewin-Jones and Hodgeson (2004) investigated 'Differentiation

strategies

relating to the inclusion of a student with a severe visual impairment
higher education (modern foreign languages)'.
made for one student,

adjustments

worked with this student.

written

in

This is a case study of
by two teachers who had

Whilst its scope was very limited, it provides

useful information about the approaches that can be used to make modern
foreign language courses accessible to those with visual impairments. It
confirms the difficulties that can result and suggests adjustments that may
benefit print disabled students studying foreign languages.
The RNIB (Royal National Institute for the Blind) carries out much research
into issues that affect people with visual impairments in society in general
and some aspects of this are of relevance to students in higher education.
The focus tends to be on accessing information
Information

'The
include:
titles
Needs of People with visual impairments' (Moore, 2000),

'Overdue' (RNIB, 2003) and 'Written Off (RNIB, 2004).

The latter two

reports contain quotes from people with visual impairments about how they
feel when "denied the right to read" (RNIB, 2004, p. 2). Whilst the full
research reports are not necessarily designed to be read by their entire
membership, easy to read summaries were produced (in a number of
formats) and aimed at those likely to be affected by their findings. This
be
dissemination
may
useful with regards to my research and I
of
method
plan to produce similar summaries and make them available in alternative
formats.
The University

of Nottingham

guide to inclusive strategies

impairments
visual
with
students

for teaching

is similar to the one produced in regard
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to students

dyslexia

with

(see Section

2.4.1).

This emphasised

difference between students who are blind and use predominately

the
non-

visual methods of accessing text and students who have low vision and
generally need to use magnification or large print to access materials.
described in this guide include: assistive technology

Typical adjustments

such as screenreaders

(University

"personal readers, library

of Nottingham,

ibid.

2006b,

p. 2);

(ibid. ); "research or

browsers or notetakers"

library assistants" (ibid. ); "extended library loans" (ibid. ); reading lists and
"copies of overhead materials"

p. 3) and materials in

formats,

e. g. large print,

Braille, electronic or audio format

p. 5). They

also recommend

that

alternative
(ibid.,

in advance (ibid.,

academics

"express

written

information verbally, e. g. when viewing overheads or writing on the board"
(ibid., p. 4). Examination arrangements may include: "examination

papers

produced in alternative formats"; "provision of extra reading and/or writing
time [in examinations] (this varies but may be as much as double time)"
(ibid.,

p. 6); use of scribes or readers;

use of computer

and assistive

technology; and "sitting the exam in a separate room" (ibid. ). As with the
similar document they produced on dyslexia (see Section 2.4.1) they point
out that students may have to expend extra time and effort to complete
their

studies (ibid.

p. 5), and adjustments

made for visually

impaired

students may in fact benefit all students (ibid., p. 4).
West Virginia University also produced guidelines for teaching students who
have visual

impairments.

They suggest

that

the

impact

of visual

impairment depends on a number of things:
The extent

of visual

sensory impairment

disability

depends

of the students'

upon the

physical

eyes, the age of the

student at the onset of visual impairment, and the way in which
that impairment occurred. Vision may also fluctuate or may be
influenced by factors such as inappropriate

lighting, light glare,

or fatigue. Hence there is no "typical" vision impaired student.
West Virginia University, 2005b,
http: //www. as. wvu. edul-scidislvision.
They suggest that

academic staff may need to:

"describe,

htm l
in detail,

pertinent visual occurrences of the learning activities" (ibid. ); "describe and
tactually familiarize the student to the classroom, laboratory, equipment,
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field sites, etc. " (ibid. ); "give verbal notice of room
changes, special meetings, or assignments" and "use a sighted narrator or
descriptive video (preferably the latter) to describe aspects of videos or
supplies, materials,

laser disks" (ibid. ).

"visual material

They suggest that:

needs to be

accompanied by a verbal description" (ibid. ); students should be allowed to
tape record group discussions and extra time in should be granted in
examinations

if requested.

These adjustments

are further examples of

those that are likely to be detailed by student respondents and again
helped to shape the questions asked.

and differences

2.4.3 Similarities

As can be seen above, students who have dyslexia often experience similar
difficulties to students with visual impairments when it comes to accessing
textual

materials

impairments

in

standard-format

may also have difficulty

print.

Students

with

visual

with other visual materials such as

videos, still images, graphs, diagrams and tables, as may some students
who have dyslexia. The general similarities and differences between these
two types of impairment are outlined in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: General similarities and differences between dyslexia and visual
impairment.
Possible problem

Does this affect students
Visual

with...

Dyslexia?

impairments?
Reading speed may be slower

Yes

Yes

Writing speed may be slower

Yes

Yes

Studying generally more time-consuming

Yes

Yes

Possible adjustments

For students
Visual

with...
Dyslexia?

impairments?
Library assistant

Yes

Yes

Lecture materials (e. g. notes, handouts,
OHTs/PowerPoint slides) in advance

Yes

Yes

Reading lists in advance

Yes

Yes

Alternative formats for textual materials:

Yes

Yes

- Large print or clear print

Yes

Yes

Page

(continued)

Possible adjustments

For students
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with...

Visual

Dyslexia?

Impairments?
- Particular colour combinations

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

- Electronic format

Yes

Yes

- Audio format

Yes

Yes

- Braille

Yes

No

Other visual materials in alternative formats

Yes

Possibly

Magnification aids

Yes

Unlikely but possibly
helpful in some cases

Material on board read aloud

Yes

Yes

New and difficult spoken words spelled out

Yes

Yes

Lectures and other spoken 'materials'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Scribe (particularly in exams)

Yes

Yes

Reader (particularly in exams)

Yes

Yes

Not penalized for spelling and grammar

Possibly

Yes

Lecturer's writing should be legible

Yes

Yes

Study skills sessions

Possibly

Yes

- Increased

line spacing

recorded
Use of computers and assistive technology
(particularly in exams)

errors

2.4.4 Guidance

on producing

accessible

materials

Guidelines produced by RNIB on producing Clear Print and by the British
Dyslexia Association (BDA) on producing 'dyslexia friendly' text were seen
by Evett and Brown as having significant overlaps and these enabled them
to produce specifications for creating what they called "Clear Text for All"
(Evett and Brown, 2005, taken from title of article) and guidelines for
producing websites that were easy for people with dyslexia to read:
Using the specifications
dyslexic
readability

and visually
for

recommendations

all.

should produce clear text
impaired

The

text

readers.

It

specifications

should
plus

for both
improve
additional

from the BDA are considered with respect to

an existing set of web site guidelines for dyslexic readers to
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produce an enhanced set of guidelines compatible with both.
These guidelines are recommended to be followed as standard,
both for their benefits to visually impaired and dyslexic readers,
promoting accessibility for these groups, and their potential to
improve accessibility for all.
Evett and Brown, 2005, p. 453.
The general recommendations they make include using sans serif font that
is size 12 or above, using bold rather than underlining or italics, using 1.5
or double line spacing (leading) and ensuring good contrast between text
and background colours.
This article also gives guidelines on making websites accessible and some
of the comments it makes also relate to software as it explains how
screenreaders work:
Screen readers are designed to read out text.
readers dealt with text-based

interfaces,

Early screen

and used a fairly

simple process of taking ASCII codes from the display buffer
and sending

them

directly

to a voice synthesiser.

Braille

displays operated in a similar way, with, of course, a different
output. This process was significantly complicated by the advent
of GUIs [Graphical User Interfaces];

an off-screen model of the

textual information was now required, and speech generated as
and when the user requested. As screen displays become ever
more diverse, the lack of understanding of the page by screen
readers and Braille displays creates numerous problems. They
do not know what is important and what is not and therefore
output everything.
Evett and Brown, 2005, p. 462.
With many pieces of software it is the use of GUIs that causes difficulties
for screenreader users. Other potential problems are discussed in Chapter
S.
The recommendations that Evett and Brown make are designed not only to
for
impairments
Text
those
dyslexia
but
Clear
visual
with
and
also
produce
to improve readability for everyone. This is interesting as it shows that it is
documents
to
produce
possible

that are accessible to wide audiences.

Page

Although

these

guidelines

are useful

for

those

making
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anticipatory

and may assist those making responsive adjustments (the
type which many print disabled students require), it must be remembered
adjustments

that every print disabled student is different and will require a different
alternative format that may differ drastically from these general guidelines.
For example, the author prefers text to be justified whereas Evett and
Brown (and many others) suggest that only left-aligned
used for those who are print disabled.

text should be

Whereas Evett and Brown provided general guidelines on accessibility, the
advice offered by JISC TechDis expands upon this, not only creating
guidelines on what makes materials more accessible, but providing guides
on how to create accessible materials and why this is important. DISC
TechDis is an advisory body funded by the Joint Information
Committee

(JISC) and its aim is to "support

the education

Systems
sector in

achieving greater accessibility and inclusion by stimulating innovation and
providing expert advice and guidance on disability and technology" (DISC
TechDis website, 2009).
To this end DISC TechDis has produced an 'Accessibility Essentials' series of
four guides to producing accessible documents, presentations and PDF
files.

'Accessibility

Essentials:

Making

Electronic

Documents

More

Readable' contains information about "font colours and styles", "enlarging
text" and "navigating documents" (JISC TechDis, 2006a, p. 1). It covers
various
Internet

electronic

platforms,

Explorer",

'Accessibility

"Mozilla®

including

"Microsoft®

Word",

Firefox" and "Adobe®

"Microsoft®

PDF" (ibid.,

p. 1).

Essentials 2: Writing Accessible Electronic Documents with

Microsoft® Word' covers areas such as "Authoring Accessible Documents"
and "Accessibility and Usability Gains for Authors" (DISC TechDis, 2006b,
p. 1), not only explaining how to produce accessible e-text that uses styles
'Accessibility Essentials 3:
and headings but why you should do so.
Creating

Accessible

Presentations'

explains

how

to

use

Microsoft®

PowerPoint as accessibly as possible, not only in designing presentations
but in delivering them accessibly too (JISC TechDis, 2007a). 'Accessibility
Essentials 4: Making the most of PDFs' goes over "The Benefits and
Barriers of PDFs", "Producing Accessible PDFs" and "User Personalisation of
Adobe® Acrobat Reader" (JISC TechDis, 2007b, p. 1).
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The content of these four booklets is available to view for free on the JISC
TechDis website (httl2: //www. techdis. ac. uk) and can also be purchased in
They are very useful guides that show that it need not be

hardcopy.
difficult

to produce accessible materials and outline how and why this

should be done.
RNIB's pack entitled 'See It Right: making information accessible for people
with sight

problems'

contains

similar

guidance targeted

at producing

for people with visual impairments.

accessible information

It covers

various areas including "Printed Information", "Audio Information", "Tactile
Information" (RNIB, 2006, p. 4), "Electronic Information" and "Signage"
(ibid., p. 5).

Significant areas in which this pack adds to the ]ISC TechDis

guides is the provision

of audio and tactile

materials,

and accessible

signage. The section on Braille reads:
Braille is particularly

good for straightforward

documents that

can be read in a left to right manner, line by line. [... ] More
complex texts,

such as mathematics,

foreign languages and

tables require more expertise to produce in Braille.
RNIB, 2006, p. 71.
This pack is available to buy but other useful information

is available for

free on the RNIB website (http: //www. rnib. org. uk) including a summary of
the

Clear

Print

guidelines

contained

in

the

See

It

Right

pack

(http: //rnib. ora. uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/publ!

cWebsite/public

seeitriaht. hcsp) and guidelines on web accessibility

(http: //rnib. org. uk/

xpedio/groups/public/documents/code/public
This information

shows that

rnib 008789. hcsg).

a lot of work

has gone into

producing

guidelines that explain how to produce different types of materials in
alternative formats. These guidelines are available to universities and the
practicalities of transcribing a sheet of text into an alternative format is not
the primary focus of this thesis. My research has focused instead on why
students

still

experience

difficulties

obtaining

materials

in alternative

formats and what barriers stand in the way of transcribing documents in
good time.
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2.5 What gaps are there

in the literature

why are they worth

filling?

Research relating

to dyslexia,

specifically

161

and

visual impairment

and other

underlying causes of print disability is limited. The experiences of students
with visual impairments or dyslexia have been studied to some degree (for
example: Roy, 2003; Cottrell, 2003; Riddick, 2001) but these studies are
less relevant now that SENDA 2001 has been fully implemented. Guidelines
produced outlining the types of adjustments that may be useful (e. g. The
University

of Nottingham,

2006a and 2006b)

and describing

how to

produce alternative formats (e. g. JISC TechDis, 2006a, 2006b, 2007a and
2007b) are useful but do not describe in detail the difficulties that may
arise in implementing these adjustments.
None of the three studies that formed the starting

point for my own

research, Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson (2004), Fuller et al. (2004) and Healey
et al. (2006), included any significant number of print disabled students.
Given the difficulties

print disabled students face in terms of accessing

materials at the core of their studies, it can be argued that the problems
these three studies identified may be more acute for print disabled
students. The Issues they identified relate predominately to academic staff,
including: barriers caused by the teaching methods used (Fuller et al.,
2004, p. 310) and difficulties

obtaining

Riddell and Wilson, 2004, p. 23);

adjustments

inability

students (ibid. ); lack of appreciation

to these (Tinklin,

to devote time to individual

of the barriers faced by dyslexic

students (Fuller et al., 2004, p. 314) and difficulties
(Healey et al., 2006, p. 4. ).

with assessments

In addition they identified barriers to access to

library and IT services (Fuller et al., 2004, p. 311), both of which contain
essential materials for any student.
These three studies provided very useful insights into problems that affect
disabled students

in general but it was beyond their remit to discuss

whether any particular
problems than
particularly

others.

impairment

groups experienced

It is likely that

more significant

the issues they describe as

problematic are even more acute for print disabled students

but to date no research has explored this important area.
In addition, their research suggests that universities

were not generally

prepared in advance for disabled students (Tinklin,

Riddell and Wilson,
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2004, p. 6) even though anticipatory

adjustments

benefit all students (Healey et a/., 2006, p. 6).

have the potential to

What is missing from the

debate is research that considers whether anticipatory adjustments are as
for all impairment

effective

groups.

There is a danger that current

research will lead to the belief that print disabled students benefit from
these to the same degree but the nature of the barriers they face suggest
that this may not actually be the case.
There is clearly a need for research to address issues relating to barriers
by

faced

print

implementation

disabled

students

and

problems

to

relating

of reasonable adjustments to overcome these.

the

Without it

the experiences of print disabled students are unlikely to be addressed
unless legal action is taken.

In response to Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson's

observation that "the kind of culture change required to really make a
difference in this area will take a long time" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson,
2004, p. 24), this thesis will consider what issues still remain and explore
how much students' experiences have changed.

2.6 Conclusion
It has been shown in this chapter that there has been a general move
away from the medical model of disability that focused disability within the
self, to employing a social model which highlights the ways in which society
turns an impairment

into an disability.

Legislation designed to prevent

disability discrimination and promote disability equality in higher education
has not fully adopted the social model but does accept that universities
have a responsibility to reduce the barriers people with impairments face.
As a result,

universities

are obliged to make reasonable adjustments,

although the way in which the term 'reasonable' is interpreted may be less
generous than if the social model of disability was fully endorsed.
Research carried out since SENDA 2001 was introduced has shown that
disabled students still face significant barriers and that they, and the staff
who

support

adjustments.

them,

experience

many

difficulties

implementing

these

This is the case despite widespread dissemination of good

practice guidelines

relating

to the types of adjustments

that may be

required.
The literature
homogenous

to date

has either

considered

group or has separated

them

disabled

students

as a

out into impairment-based
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It is suggested that it is instead more useful to group students

this
disablism
they
type
to
the
result
experience
and
as
a
of
according
thesis focuses on students for whom standard-format print Is a barrier:
print disabled students. The widespread use of standard-format print in
society is exacerbated by the importance placed by higher education on the
Thus print disabled students are arguably the most
written word.
disadvantaged group within the wider category of disabled students.

It Is

suggested that by considering the experiences of this group of students,
important information can be discovered about how much things have
improved for disabled students since the introduction of SENDA 2001.
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research

methods
3.1 Introduction
My

position

methodology
obligation

as

a

disabled

researcher

I applied in this research.

admittedly

influenced

the

I feel a personal and moral

to adhere, as far as possible, to the Emancipatory

Research

Paradigm, and my research methods were designed with this in mind. My
aim was to carry out research that might be, even if only in a small way,
useful to the groups who took part - print disabled students and the staff
who support them.

It has always been my intention not only to document

perspectives and perceptions in an academic thesis, but to seek other ways
to publish and present my findings in order to reach those who may be in a
position to improve and shape future
commitment

adjustments.

that convinced many participants,

Indeed it was this

both staff and student, to

volunteer their time.
The research methods chosen for this research were also influenced by my
own status as a disabled person, since the social model of disability is the
primary method of understanding

disability employed by disabled people

researching disability.

As a disabled person myself, the research methods
chosen were also limited to those that did not present immoveable barriers
given my own impairments,

although

in practice very few changes or

adjustments were needed.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 The Emancipatory

Research

Paradigm

My personal experience of disability meant that it was very important to
me to allow the disabled students in particular to talk about their
experiences and feelings about them. I intended to use these accounts not
only to produce a thesis for academic benefit but to produce findings that
could be used by disabled students and disability practitioners to improve
the experiences of others.
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influencing factor in the methodology of this research was,

An important

the belief I share with many other members of the disability

therefore,

movement that any research should aim to be 'emancipatory' in nature.
The Emancipatory Research Paradigm , is seen as the 'Gold Standard' for
discipline
the
of disability studies (Barnes,
carried
out
within
research
2003, p. 6). It is primarily characterised by: reliance on the social model of
the inclusion

disability;

research subjects);

of disabled

people (both

as researchers

the goal of challenging rather than accepting 'social

and the accessible dissemination of research findings.

oppression';

and
Thus

research is used as a tool not just to explain discrimination and oppression,
but to challenge it.
In contrast
disability
meaningful

with traditional

investigative

research agenda warrants

approaches, the emancipatory

the generation

and accessible knowledge

about the various

economic, political, cultural and environmental
the multiple deprivations

encountered

disabled people and their families.
social

model

transformative

thinking

and

and production

of

structures

-

- that create and sustain

by the overwhelming

majority

of

The integrating theme running through

emancipatory

disability

research

is

its

aim:

barrier removal and the promotion
namely,
...
people's individual and collective empowerment.

of disabled
From this

perspective the role of the researcher is to help facilitate these
goals through the research process.
Barnes, 2003, p. 6.
Whilst this research was, of course, designed to result in the production of
this academic thesis, it is hoped that it will also have some practical
outcomes for the participants.

To facilitate this, participants were provided

further
information
find
list
they
to
should
wish
of
sources
of
out
a
with
legislation
for
that governs the 'reasonable'
the
example,
about,
more
adjustments they receive, as well as a list of contacts should they feel that
they need help or advice as a result of any of the issues raised during the
interviews.
participants
enforced,

It was hoped that providing this information would encourage
to find out more about their rights, and how they can be
thus empowering

them

to challenge the discrimination

for
themselves.
they
experience
oppression

and

Findings were disseminated
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in a number of ways and although

these

included academic conferences, the focus was on student and practitioner
conferences/workshops and articles written for student and practitioner
audiences. The findings were presented in ways that were easily accessible
to disabled students and the staff that support them, and were designed to
encourage discussion about the ways in which the experiences of disabled
students

can

be

improved

by

removing

barriers

and

improving

adjustments.
This research has, therefore,

aimed to be emancipatory

ways. Firstly it was designed and implemented

in a number of

by a disabled person.

Secondly it included disabled participants. Thirdly, and most importantly,
aimed to critically

examine

the experiences

disabled students who took part.

and perspectives

it

of the

In addition to this thesis, it was decided

to disseminate the findings as widely as possible so as to reach those who
have the power to either remove the barriers or improve the adjustments.
It is also hoped that this research has helped the disabled students
involved to think

more critically

adjustments they receive.

about the barriers they face and the

To encourage this, the research findings were

made as accessible as possible

- meaning

both understandable

and

available in a variety of formats.
An unforeseen advantage of adopting this methodology

was that many

participants who were initially wary of taking part in a primarily academic
study, agreed to take part once I explained that the findings would also be
used in a less academic context as the starting point for discussions at
student and practitioner conferences, journals and newsletters.
project looking at the more practical ways of supporting
with visual impairments

A spin off

maths students

also developed and is already having a positive

impact on students at several universities.
Whilst the goal of carrying out emancipatory research is a worthy one, it is
also a difficult burden to bear, especially within the constraints of a PhD.
Whilst I recognise that this study was primarily

an academic one, the

findings were also used in ways that were intended to enable disabled
students and the staff who support them to improve the experiences of
future disabled students. I share Oliver's hope that: "when disabled people
have emancipated themselves (as one day they surely will), I hope [my
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work)

will

be seen as having

made

a small

to

that

perceptions

of

contribution

emancipation" (Oliver, 1997, p. 47).

3.2.2 The importance
their

of staff and student

experiences

The main aim of this research was to explore staff and student perceptions
of barriers and adjustments, with a particular emphasis on the perspectives
of disabled students. Interestingly,

many of the staff who were involved in

disabled students were disabled themselves

supporting

and many had

undertaken or were undertaking

university study. A higher percentage of

disabled people were therefore

involved in this research than may be

obvious at first glance.
These perceptions needed to be elicited and then interpreted as sensitively
as possible to avoid the common criticism that "research about people with
disabilities has sometimes alienated them by failing to reflect their own
perspective" (IRLTHE, 2005, p. 2). By choosing to carry out this research, I
obviously felt that I was (potentially at least) capable of exploring the
experiences of staff and students in a way that would sensitively reflect
their perspectives.

I am a student myself (or else I would not be writing

this thesis) and, as explained in the Preface, I am also disabled.

This

means that the epistemology used by this research hinged on the concept
that the 'knower is also the known'.
This is not to say that a non-student

or a non-disabled person could not

possibly have carried out this research, simply that a person with these
attributes

who has been through the experience of receiving 'reasonable'

adjustments may be better placed to understand the experiences of other
disabled students.

Much has been made of the difficulties of carrying out

anthropological studies of unfamiliar people and cultures, and, much in the
same way that feminists

criticise

'malestream'

studies of sociology as

failing to recognise their experiences, some non-disabled researchers can
easily overlook or misinterpret the experiences of disabled people simply
because they are different from their own.
In addition,

there were possible methodological

disabled interviewer

to carry out interviews

reasons for preferring a

with disabled participants.

Much of the research previously mentioned in this chapter was instituted
figures,
i.
by
e. academics, university
establishment
and conducted
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committees and staff. It was felt that discussions were likely to be more
felt that they could relate to or have

frank and open if the participants

something in common with me as a researcher.

The Idea that disabled

people share a common identity in this way, and the assumption that I
would therefore be seen as an 'insider', was obviously problematic and
In addition, if I was seen as an Insider by the disabled

subject to debate.

students I interviewed, then would this mean that I was automatically seen
as an 'outsider' by the other group I wished to study, the academic and
support staff who made and/or decided upon the adjustments to be made
for print disabled students?

In the end, this was not a problem as although

the students did generally treat me as an insider, so did the staff. I had
become fairly well known within my field of research and had a lot of
previous contact with staff involved in implementing
everyday

through

studies,

attendance

at

SENDA, both in my
courses

conferences,

and

workshops, through Involvement in setting up a working group to look at
issues relating to disability and mathematics.
contributions

As well as through regular

to various JISCmail mailing lists, including the Disability-

Research Discussion List and Dis-Forum,

a 'discussion list for disabled

Towards the end of this study I also
as a disability adviser and become directly

students and their support staff.
started part-time

employment

involved with supporting other disabled students. All this served me very
well during the research process and the writing of this thesis.
In

most

research

more

mature,

non-disabled,

researchers

interview

students, whereas I am closer in age to the average student and I am print
disabled. I also believe that my familiarity with the subject helped me to
that was received from participants and turn it

interpret the information

into something that they could see as a useful and relevant reflection of
their

experiences.

experiences

I,

as a disabled

of other disabled students

have

investigated

the

with a view to improving

the

student,

experience of future generations of higher education entrants. To the best
of my knowledge this has not been done before.
There were, of course, a number of potential problems relating to my own
position as a disabled researcher, researching students with similar
impairments to my own.
things

were

'assumed'

Firstly, on reflection, it is possible that too many
rather

than

explained

during

interviews.

For

example, the interviewees often assumed that I knew what a notetaker did
and so did not explain in detail what their notetaker did for them. Since I
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assumed that I knew what a notetaker did, I did not always ask what the
particular student's notetaker did for them. Despite this, I think that my
position as a disabled researcher was generally a benefit rather than a
disadvantage.

3.2.3 The need for reflexivity
Andrews emphasises how important she found it to remain reflexive whilst
conducting her own research into disabled people who volunteer, as she
herself is a wheelchair user who volunteers:
The

need

for

interviewing

reflexivity

was

particularly

relevant

when

people living with similar impairments to my own,

as I needed to be aware of the impact that my own thoughts,
feelings and emotions could have on both the interview
situation and on my 'self' as a person.
Andrews, 2005, p. 208.
Similarly,

Vernon, a disabled Black woman researching

disabled Black

women, explains how:
reflexivity,

...
researcher's

the

examination

own social identity

of the ways in which

the

and values affect the data

gathered and the picture of the social world produced, Is a
critical exercise for those researching the experience of
oppression, particularly to insure the avoidance of colluding with
the established hegemony.
Vernon, in Barnes and Mercer, 1997, p. 159.
Both accounts clearly emphasise the potential

difficulty

of researching

disabled people when you are disabled yourself. As Andrews points out,
this is particularly

acute when an individual's impairments

are similar to

your own.
When I began this research I was very much aware of the need to remain
keep
did
'research
diary'
in
I
the traditional
a
not
although
and
reflexive,
sense, I did keep notes of the ideas I explored with my husband, peers
feelings
to
took
opportunity
reflect
on
every
my
own
and
and supervisors,
in relation to these. I also relied heavily on the personal support available
'emotional
distance' from
I
that
to
at
a
try
safe
maintained
to
to me
ensure
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my research and the issues it raised. Despite this, I did find that during the
latter stage of this research it could be emotionally very difficult to write
about other students' experiences, particularly the more negative ones. I
was, at times, forced to revisit difficult moments in my own student
journey, particularly those experienced during this research. I hope to one
day publish my an account of my experiences in order to provide useful
reflections for other disabled researchers, in the same way that Andrews
and Vernon have done.

3.3 Qualitative

versus

quantitative

methods

This research was designed to explore perspectives and perceptions, and
this naturally

led to the adoption of qualitative

methods. A quantitative

approach may have allowed views to be elicited from more participants,
and as a result the findings could be argued to be more easily
generalisable. A social survey, for example, could have been as easily sent
to ten participants

as 100, and findings that rely on a sampled of 100

people are naturally more generalisable than findings that are based on
smaller samples. The purpose of this research, however, fits more closely
with qualitative approaches designed to "describe and analyse the culture
and behaviour of humans and their groups from the point of view of those
being studied" (Bryman, 1998, p. 46).
Semi-structured

interviews

were chosen in order to elicit rich reflective

accounts which explore participants' perceptions and perspectives.

Whilst

recognising that no research method can hope to discover "truths which
are unmediated by the situated use of forms of representation" (Silverman,
1993, p. 197), the researcher's own experience of disability,

both as a

disabled student and as a member of staff supporting disabled students,
was used to interpret and analyse these accounts.
It is recognised that these accounts may in some senses be 'constructions'
rather than 'excavations' (Mason, in May, 2002, p. 226).

Participants may

not have thought about their feelings in relation to the adjustments

they

make or receive prior to the interview situation, and the questions that are
asked, as well as the way in which they are asked, may influence the
answers given.
Denzin argues that sociological interviews should not be an "occasion for
one person to do all the talking while the other only asks questions and
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listens" (Denzin, 1989, p. 103).
research

was informal

The interview style adopted during my

and I was not

to share

unwilling

my

own

I was aware that at some point during the majority

experiences.

of

interviews, participants would relate an experience similar to my own, and
I decided in advance that I would tell them this, and share my own
experiences as much as they seemed to be comfortable with.

The idea

behind this was that by confirming the 'validity' of the experiences they
were relating or the feelings they were sharing, they might feel encouraged
to open up further. This worked very well, and during several interviews
the respondent and I openly shared our life experiences and discussions
were further fuelled by the similarities and differences between them.
Another

reason for choosing qualitative

quantitative

interview

methods rather than

ones was the desire for participants to be the chance to talk

about their experiences in their own words.

The Emancipatory Research

Paradigm (see Section 3.2.1) emphasises that disabled people should be
involved in any research about them, and I was keen to facilitate this as far
as possible.

Disabled students

were encouraged

to talk

about

their

Their 'voices' are

experiences and explore their feelings about them.

included in this thesis, but were also more thoroughly

represented

in

dissemination activities carried out between 2006 and 2010.

3.4 Research

questions

The research question, and the three parts in can be broken down into to,
are discussed in more depth in Chapter 1. They are reproduced here to
provide a convenient opportunity to refer back to these.
The research question at the heart of this thesis is:
What barriers do print disabled students face, what reasonable
adjustments are made to overcome these barriers, and how do
staff and students feel about these barriers and adjustments?
This question was broken down into the following parts:
a) Which models of disability

do universities,

staff and students

utilise?
b) What adjustments

are made for print disabled students and in

what situations are they necessary?
implementation
the
What
arise
with
problems
c)

of adjustments?
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d) How reasonable are the adjustments made?
e) How satisfied are staff and students with these adjustments?
f) How far do the expectations raised by particular models of
disability affect staff and student perceptions of adjustments?

3.5 Overview
3.5.1 Preliminary

of research
stage:

process

exploration

of University

documents
This stage was intended to provide background information about the four
universities in terms of: 1) service provision and adjustments each claimed
to provide, and, 2) perspectives on disability and reasonable adjustments.
This information was gathered from their Disability Equality Statements
(DES), policy documents and other materials publicly available on their
websites or on request. Whilst this was primarily intended as preparation
for later stages of my research, some of the findings are included in this
thesis.
The information about service provision and adjustments is summarised in
Section 3.6.1.4 which also provides a rough comparison of these. This
data was collected simply by looking for references to each and collating
these for each university.
Chapter 4 considers the perspectives and understandings
of disability and reasonable adjustments

of the concepts

suggested by each University in

their 2006 DES. This information was obtained by looking for answers to
three questions:
1)

What is disability?

2)

Who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability?

3)

Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that
lead to disability?

3.5.2 Stage one: interviews
This research involved both print disabled students, and members of staff
who supported such students, at four different universities. Initially it was
expected that three universities would take part, but due to the low
number of students who came forward a fourth university was added. The
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universities were all very different in terms of size and student population,
focused,
had
whilst
others
a greater
more
research
were
and some
emphasis on teaching.
The

students

all full-time,

were

a mixture

undergraduates

and

as print disabled and felt they

but they all self-defined

postgraduates,
required "reasonable' adjustments'

of

under the SENDA legislation. After the

interviews had taken place it became apparent that one participant with
dyslexia did not actually need or want adjustments
print.

to standard format

As he did not fit the original eligibility criteria his responses were not

from
broad
Staff
in
three
any
way.
participants
came
or
used
analysed
categories (as described in Section 3.6.3) although no attempts were made
to determine who took part.
Semi-structured

qualitative

interviews were carried out, and these were

designed to be as informal and flexible as possible. An brief 'interview
For staff
guide' was produced which outlined areas to be covered.
interviews, several different outlines were produced depending on the type
of work participants were involved in. A few examples are given in
Appendix B. It was hoped that participants
widely

and in detail

about their

would be happy to talk quite

experiences,

and the outlines

were

designed purely to remind me of areas that I would like to cover if possible.
As discussed in Section 3.3 there were several

reasons for choosing

qualitative

research methods. Although

interviews

eventually

chosen, observation

decided,

however,

that

they

researcher's visual impairment,
throughout

semi-structured

methods
were

less appropriate,

impractical.

their time at university,

had been considered.
and,

were
It was

given

the

Students receive adjustments

and the process often begins even

There is no real 'event' which could be studied, and
although the idea of 'shadowing' staff or students for a day or so at a time
felt
that this would provide much useful
it
not
was
considered,
was
before they arrive.

information

as it would not be possible to gain the 'whole picture' from

such a small snapshot. Instead staff and students were asked to provide a
personal account of their experiences, and questions were asked which
they
judgements
the
to
them
made or
about
adjustments
make
prompted
received.
Semi-structured

interviews

were chosen as opposed to fully structured

freely
talk
hoped
that
it
as
as possible
participants
would
because
was
ones
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by interviewer

In addition, it was not possible to produce a comprehensive
schedule before the event since it was impossible to know

questioning.
interview

enough about the participants and their experiences in advance to predict
the questions that would need to be asked.

The interviews could not be

entirely unstructured since there was a certain amount of information that
needed to be obtained in order to ensure useful comparisons could be
made between participants.

For example,

what was the respondent's

preferred format for materials, or, did the respondent receive a Disabled
Students' Allowance?
Although it was thought preferable to use in-depth, semi-structured, faceto-face, interviews as the primary method of obtaining qualitative data, the
pilot research revealed a number of potential practical problems with this.
As a result, participants who, for whatever reason, were unable or unwilling
to be interviewed in this way were encouraged to communicate their views
via another method, e. g. via email.
The initial plan was to carry out 8-10 interviews in each university,

3-4

with staff and 5-6 with students (however, see below). This reflected the
intention to include staff experiences in this research, but to maintain a
focus on the student experience. It was anticipated

that each interview

would last for about 60-90 minutes, but interviews would be allowed to go
on for longer if it seemed appropriate to do so.
The reality

was that

considerable difficulties

despite

a fourth

adding

recruiting

university,

students to the study.

there

were

Although it is

believed that a large number of students were informed about the study at least 12 in each university were informed via email and posters and
leaflets were designed to attract many more -a relatively small number
took part. Four students took part from University A, four from University
B, only two from University C and four from University D. The response
rates from University C are particularly worrying. The study did not attract
any students who had dyslexia from this university even though emails
were sent out from the disability service. The study also failed to bring
forward any departmental
known why the response

disability officers from this university.
rate from

this university

It is not

was so low. The

response rates from the other universities were pleasing, so perhaps the
predicted

number

of eligible

students

from

University

C was over-

76IPage

especially

estimated,

said that

university

as the

alternative

formats

he only produced alternative

manager
formats

from

that

for a few

students.
The student interviews also tended to be shorter than had been anticipated
as many students had received only a small number of adjustments. A few
students also failed to engage with questions designed to explore their
feelings about adjustments,

and in these cases interviews were short and

focused on 'factual' information.
There was an abundance of staff members wanting to take part in the
research (with the notable exception of Departmental Disability Officers DDOs - from University C as noted above), so between five and ten were
rather than the three or four that had

interviewed from each university
been expected.

These interviews tended to be longer than the student

interviews, perhaps because one member of staff had often been involved
with several print disabled students.

3.5.3 Stage two - electronic

questions

Due to the low numbers of students who took part in the first stage of this
research, and the resulting

imbalance in the staff-student

decided to add a second stage.
support
website)

staff via the JISCmail

ratio, it was

An email was sent out to students and
Dis-Forum

mailing

list (see Dis-Forum

asking print disabled students to consider taking

part in the

research using their preferred method of either email or instant messaging.
Seven students responded, six via email and one via instant messaging.
They were then asked to provide open-ended answers to 20 questions
provided
information

electronically,

using their

preferred

obviously did not need transcribing,

electronic

method.

This

but was analysed in the

for
the interview transcripts (see Section 3.9). Students
outlined
way
same
in
the
indicate
this
to
their
took
stage
of
research
were
part
asked
who
labelling
for
have
been
of
ease
and
marked as
electronically
consent
attending University E.
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and final samples

3.6 Sampling
3.6.1 Universities
Four universities

were selected from those the researcher already had

contact with to make identifying a gatekeeper easier. These were located in
various parts of the UK and offered different experiences to very different
student bodies. For ease these are labelled as A, B, C and D.
Before the

field

background

information

research

got

fully

was collected

underway

in early

about the four

2007,

universities

some
(as

detailed in Section 3.5.1. This information was taken from each University's
2006 Disability Equality Statement (DES) and the universities' websites as
available in late 2006 and early 2007. This information was later
supplemented

with HESA statistics from the 2006/7 academic year, the

period during which the majority of the interviews took place.
This information was designed to provide a basic understanding of disability
provision at the four universities, and also helped to familiarise me with the
job and service titles and descriptions that they used. The following section
presents an anonymised summary of the information collected and is
included to provide a brief overview of the universities studied.

3.6.1.1 Type of institution
Whilst it was felt that some way of classifying

institutions

would be

necessary, it was difficult to decide how to do this. Tinklin, Riddell and
Wilson classified the UK higher education institutions
either "pre-1992

universities"

education institutions"

or "post-1992

(Tinklin,

they researched as

universities and other higher

Riddell and Wilson, 2004, p. 644). Their

rationale for doing this was:
based on the notion that older universities have different
...
histories in terms of governance, funding and degree-awarding
powers, and it is, therefore, interesting to assess whether their
responses were different to those of other institutions.
Ibid.
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was to look for a spread of pre- and post-1992

My original

intention

institutions,

but in practice the sample was self-selecting

due to limited

numbers of institutions wishing to be involved.
Richardson (2009)

classified UK higher education

institutions

into five

categories as described in Chapter 2. This classification system has been
adopted in order to classify and describe the four universities studied.
University A is a Russell Group university, University B is a post-1992
and University D is another (i. e. non-Russell Group) pre-1992
university. University C is harder to classify. Like University D, it is a preuniversity

1992 university and not a member of the Russell Group. In common with
many specialist institutions it has a particular focus on one area of
excellence (details of this area have not been included as they would make
this institution more identifiable) although it does provide a large range of
other subjects too. It also has a much higher proportion

of disabled

students (see Section 3.6.1.2) than the other universities studied, which
was revealed in Chapter 2 to be a common feature of specialist institutions.
Given this,

University

C has been classified,

rather

tentatively,

as a

specialist institution.

3.6.1.2 Number of disabled students
In their DES, the four universities indicated how many disabled students
they had, but did not necessarily use the same measure. University A
stated that "... in 2004-05,

the statistics

indicate that the number of

students declaring a disability at registration increased slightly from 5.2%
to 5.7% of the student population". This is not necessarily the same as the
number of registered students who disclosed a disability as they may have
disclosed after registration.
University B said "for the 2006 year of entry, disabled applicants accounted
for 5% of all applications to [University B], a ratio that is consistent with
sector-level

trends

reported

by UCAS". Since this

refers to disabled

applicants, not the number of disabled students accepted or registered this
is difficult to compare with the other universities.
University C claimed to have around 1,200 disabled students in 2005/6 but
did not give this as a percentage of the overall student population or say at
From
University
data
C's
this
collected.
was
website it was
point
which
had
14,800
2005/6
this
in
This
that
around
university
students.
gleaned
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means that in 2005/6, approximately

179

8% of the students at this university

were disabled. This is much higher than the other two universities but, as
was explained above, this university may be expected to have a higher
percentage of disabled students than the others due to its status as a
specialist institution.
At University D, "5% of applicants declare an impairment and/or identify as
a disabled person". This figure is taken from "analysis of admissions data
for 2006 entry". Again, this refers to the number of students disclosing
disability

on their applications

not the number accepted or registered

students who may have disclosed later.
Data from

the

Higher

Education

Statistics

Agency

(HESA),

rounded

according to their guidelines for use (see Appendix G) was used to find out
more about the students at the four universities in the 2006/07 academic
year. Since this data is provided to HESA by universities themselves it is
difficult to know how or at which point it was measured by each; it might
relate to the number of students who declared a disability at registration,
or the number that had disclosed by another point in this academic year.
Table 3.1 shows the proportions of students with any type of disability ("all
categories"), as well as those most likely to be print disabled: those who
were "blind/partially sighted" (referred to in this study having low vision or
being blind) and those with "Dyslexia".

Table 3.1: Numbers and percentages of disabled students at the
four UK universities studied in 2006/7.
No

%

Dyslexia

970

2.89%

Blind/partially sighted

65

0.19%

All categories

1410

4.3

Dyslexia

615

2.57%

Blind/partially sighted

30

0.13%

All categories

1015

4.2

Dyslexia

635

3.73%

Blind/partially sighted

20

0.12%

All categories

1095

6.4

Dyslexia

295

2.07%

Blind/partially sighted

15

0.11%

All categories

515

3.6

University

Disability

A

B

C

D

category
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These percentages are lower than those provided by the universities in
their own literature (see above) and are also lower than percentages
by
for
Richardson
by
the
statistics
provided
each category of
suggested
institution. This is not unexpected as there are a number of differences
between the various statistics that have been presented. The statistics for
the four universities

studied relate to the number of disabled students

studying in 2006/07, whilst the ones used by Richardson relate those who
graduated in 2004/5.

Both of these rely on HESA statistics, whereas the

statistics which the universities use in their DES varied, and as was noted
above, some universities referred to the number of disabled applicants in
their literature not the number disabled students.
Using this data, it can be seen that University

C still has the highest

number of disabled students of all the universities studied. As this figure is
primarily elevated by this University's larger percentage of students with
dyslexia this would fit with the explanation given above.

3.6.1.3 Model of Disability
It is perhaps useful to point out that all four of the universities claimed in
their

DES to adhere to the social model of disability.

quotations

are

provided

to

show

the

language

used

The following
by the

universities:
The University subscribes to the social model of disability and
accepts that disability is a social phenomenon.
(University A DES)
the

...
disability

university

will fully

recognise

the

social model

of

when planning the actions required to deliver the

commitments set out in the Disability Equality Scheme.
(University B DES)
Approaches to inclusion will be encouraged through the use of
the social model of disability.
(University

C DES)

four

Page
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Our Disability Equality Scheme is informed by the social model
of disability
(University D DES)
The way in which their DES reflect an understanding of the social model is
discussed further in Chapter 4.

3.6.1.4 Services and provision
University A said of its current provision: "whilst we believe that in many
areas we have a good track record in providing accessible education and
services, we recognise that more can be done to improve inclusivity across
the whole university" (DES). It claimed to clarify:
the University's approach to eliminating discrimination and in
...
particular emphasises the need to focus attention on the
of the barriers to inclusion that create disability.
These barriers may vary from the infrastructural (buildings,
elimination

transport),
electronic

through
media),

to

the

informational

the organisational

(access to

(inflexible

text,

policies and

procedures) and the social (stereotyping and prejudice).
(University A DES)
For the purposes of this research, it is perhaps social and informational
barriers that are most important.
University B claimed to have "a long
standing track record of, and commitment
people who may have historically
provision difficult.

to, widening participation

for

found progression to higher education

This includes disabled students"

(University

B DES).

University C did not make any claims about its current provision, and this
is just one example of how different the DES were.
University D said that it was "committed

high priority to the
giving
...
recognition of disability equality, ... promoting disability equality principles
and practices internally as well as to external partners and the local
[and] recognising and valuing positively the disabled
community,
to

community and their culture" but did not explicitly talk about its opinion of
its current provision.
The services outlined in the four universities'

DES were fairly similar but a

few main differences were noted. University D did not mention having a
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policy unit or officer, University

dedicated disability

B did not mention

Disability Officers (DDOs) (and it was confirmed in

having Departmental

the interviews that it did not have these), and universities B and D were
the only two that stated that they had a group for/of disabled students.
These potential differences between institutions had also been noted in
other research:
had committees with a particular

of institutions

The majority

remit for disability issues, but these did not tend to have direct
control over a budget. Institutions
staff

in

representatives

each

varied on whether they had
department/college

with

responsibility for disability issues - this tended to be a Scottish
rather than an English practice - and whether they had disabled
on relevant committees. However, they

student representatives
did tend

to

individual

consult

the

disabled

developments.

student

students

Consultation

with

representative

body and

disability-related

about
disabled

students'

groups

varied, but such groups did not exist in all institutions.
Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson, 2004, p. 647.

Table 3.2: the main similarities and differences in services and
provision between the four universities.
Service

or provision

A 'disability

service'

An 'alternative

formats

service'

or

A

B

C

D

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not

similar
A 'disability policy unit/officer'

mentioned
A group for/of disabled students

Not

Yes

mentioned

Not

Yes

mentioned

An 'assessment centre'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

'Disability support workers'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

183
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3.6.2 Students
If a large number of students came forward to take part in the research, it
had been decided to select participants to reflect a number of
characteristics

so as to ensure the sample included men and women,

undergraduates and postgraduates, as well as a range of subjects studied.
Since so few students volunteered to take part every single one was
included in the research.
Previous experience

suggested that the types of adjustment

students

required varied according not only to their degree of print disability,
also in relation to the courses they studied.

but

For example, social sciences-

based courses tend to require more background reading than maths-based
subjects so require more documents converting to alternative formats, but
the production of mathematical notation etc. can be tricky and lecturers
are more likely to 'chalk and talk', producing visual information

that is

difficult for many students to access. Foreign language-based courses also
present particular challenges as non-English Language materials need to be
produced in alternative formats. This presents particular problems for
Braille users who may not understand the Braille code for the particular
language they are studying, or no code may exist at all. It was hoped that
students from a wide range of courses would take part and in the end the
following

subject types were represented:
foreign

computing-based,

maths-based,

language-based,

social

science-based,
science-based,

psychology-based and media-based.
22 students originally took part in this research, but one was later excluded
because when interviewed it was revealed that although he had dyslexia he
did not need to adjust standard format print and so did not meet the
eligibility

criteria.

Of the

remaining

21 participants,

four

were

from

University A, four were from University B, two were from University C, four
were from university D and seven were from other UK universities (labelled
E). Nine were female and 12 were male. 17 were home students, and only
four of these were not receiving DSA. Four were international

students.

One student's domicile and DSA status are not known.
The most popular subject area was psychology-based
social

science-based

(five),

followed

(six), followed by

by computing-based

(four)

and

science-based (three). The remaining three students were taking maths-,
media- and foreign language-based courses. It should be noted that whilst
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only one student (David) was taking a maths-based course at the time of
interview, another (Jim) had been a joint honours maths- and psychologybased undergraduate

the year before, and many of the science- and

computing-based

students commented on the amount of maths involved in

their

The majority

courses.

of the student

participants

(15)

were

undergraduates and the remaining six were postgraduates.
The majority of the students in this research had visual impairments (15);
one was deafblind,

nine were blind, and five had low vision.

Five had

dyslexia, and one of these also had a squint (the medical term for this eye
condition is strabismus),

but his interview suggested it did not contribute

to his print disability to any significant degree. The remaining student was
colour blind and was the only student who would not have been considered
officially disabled using the DDA definition.
The most common preferred format was Braille which was used by seven of
the students. Electronic format was preferred by five students, large print
by two and audio by one. The remaining six students preferred printed
materials with standard sized font, but preferred to change other factors
such as font type, paper colour, layout or spacing. This information

is

summarised in Table 3.3.
Details such as age and ethnic origin were not collected as they were felt to
be too sensitive to ask about in an interview situation. Flash cards could
not be used reduce any possible embarrassment due to the students' print
disability.

The researcher's

own visual

impairment

possible to make visual estimates of these either.
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3.6.3 Staff
Staff recruiting

also relied on 'referrals'

from network connections that

be
in
that
universities
so
contact
could
made with
various
made
were
Information from these gatekeepers was used,
potential gatekeepers.
along with university websites and publications, to identify which members
of staff would make the most appropriate participants. These were then
contacted via email and invited to take part in this research. Staff who took
part were also invited to pass the details of this research on to colleagues
they felt might be interested in taking part.
29 staff took part in this research; ten worked at University A, five worked
at University B, seven worked at University C and seven worked at
University

D. Staff participants

according to whether
students,

they:

were sub-divided

worked predominantly

referred to as 'disability

into three categories
to support disabled

support staff' (13);

worked with all

students, but a specific part of their role was supporting disabled students,
referred to as 'disability support related staff (6); or, staff who do not fit
into either of the first two categories, referred to as 'non-disability

support

staff' (10). Staff in the third category generally had an interest in disability
issues, although this was not a specific part of their job. Some said they
were members of working groups exploring provision for disabled students,
and all had been involved with supporting
policy decisions that

would

affect

disabled students or making

such students.

Table 3.4 gives a

breakdown by category and generic job title.

Table 3.4: Number of staff who took part by category and generic
job title.
Disability

support

staff

Alternative formats manager

2

Alternative formats manager and disability service adviser

1

Disability service adviser

5

Disability support worker

1

Disability support worker and disability service tutor

1

Disability support worker co-ordinator

2

Maths and disability support tutor

1
Sub-total

13

Page

Disability

related staff

support

Social science-based DDO
Education-based

187

2

DDO

2

Psychology-based DDO
Maths-based DDO
Sub-total
Non-disability
Maths-based

6

staff

support
academic

Computing-based academic

2

Maths support tutor

2

Library and IT manager

2

Library manager
Science- and computing-based subject librarian
Education- and psychology-based subject librarian
Sub-total

10

Grand total

29

It can be seen that the most common job title was disability service adviser
(five participants),

and since these members of staff are at the forefront of

providing adjustments

for print disabled students this is not unexpected.

They belong to the largest category of staff, 'disability support staff' (13),
and again the size of this category was not unexpected.

The category of

'disability support related staff contained only six participants,

in this category would be

been predicted that the number of participants
larger. Greater numbers of staff participants

and it had

fell into the 'non-disability

support staff category (10) than had been expected and this contributed to
a larger overall number of staff participants than had been anticipated.

3.7 Access
In order to gain access to each university,

an email was sent to selected

gatekeepers

to request their help in recruiting

participants.

These gatekeepers were selected from those suggested by

network contacts.
gatekeepers,

In addition, individual

or using websites

both staff and student

members of staff identified by

or other

university

publications,

were

contacted via email.
Initially,

relevant staff members were asked to pass details of the research
They were
on to print disabled students they had had contact with.
provided

with

electronic

copies

of

plain

text

versions

of

research
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Information via email, so that it could be more readily converted into each
did
to
format.
Two
contact
not
wish
universities
preferred
student's
leaflets
be
for
to
had
dyslexia
or
so
posters
email
asked
via
students who
produced instead.

3.8 Methods of data collection
All interviews were digitally audio recorded, as all participants gave their
informed

consent.

Before recording

began, participants

were asked to

choose their own pseudonym, although some chose to use their own first
names instead as they said they did not mind if they were identifiable.
These real names were changed at a later date when the concern grew that
if one respondent was identified, revealing the university they worked or
studied at, other participants would be more easily identifiable.
Recordings were then transcribed as soon as possible after the interview by
a team of assistants who agreed to sign non-disclosure agreements. The
transcripts were made available to participants via email, or in print if the
participant preferred, so that they could verify that the transcripts were a
correct account of what was discussed. They were also invited to highlight
any changes that they wished to make or to remove any parts they were
not comfortable with. Participants were then asked to give consent for this
material to be used and quoted in the final thesis and other papers relating
to this research. In practice, it was necessary to state in the email or letter
that if they did not reply within 30 days it would be assumed that they
were happy with the transcript as it stood to avoid 'losing' data from
participants who had moved house or job, changed their email address, or
were simply too busy to respond. Very few participants requested changes
to be made, although a couple requested removal of specific details that
made them easy to identify.

3.9 Methods of data analysis
Interview transcripts were coded according to a coding framework created
by drawing out similarities and differences between the participants'
accounts.

This coding framework

was not determined

in advance, but

Each
transcript
analysed
systematically
was
responsively.
created
rather
from
later
for
those
comparison
with
categorised
and key themes were
(1991),
described
by
Burnard
follows
the
This
method
other transcripts.

Page
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which is: "one of thematic content analysis. It has been adapted from
Galser and Strauss' 'grounded theory' approach and from various works on
content analysis (Babble 1979; Berg 1989; Fox 1982; Glaser and Strauss
1967)" (Burnard,

1991, p. 461).

A key difference though is that while

Burnard worked with paper copies and highlighter pens, this analysis was
conducted using a computer and a word-processing package.

It had been

hoped to use an Internet based wiki, but constraints regarding the amount
of information
Instead

that

various

each section could contain

electronic

documents

were

made this impossible.

produced

and structured

according to headings easily accessible using the 'document map' function
of Microsoft Word.

These were kept to about 100 large print pages each

for ease of use, and later each heading was turned

into a separate

document containing all the quotes that related to it.
Firstly, transcripts were read through and notes were made on the general
themes, for example, 'a major theme seems to be the difficulty of obtaining
lecture handouts in advance'. The aim was to become more fully immersed
in the data.

Transcripts were read through again and as many headings

"as necessary" were recorded to "describe all aspects of the content" (ibid.
p. 462).

This list of categories was then considered again and some of the

reduced by grouping them together into broader
categories. For example, 'lecturers sometimes forget to provide handouts

categories

were

in advance', and 'the alternative formats service cannot always transcribe
handouts in time for lectures', were grouped together under the categories
of 'problems of accessing lecture materials'.

A final list was then produced

by checking for and removing any headings that were repeated or very
similar.
Transcripts were then reread to ensure that all areas of the interviews were
covered by the headings and subheadings. Each transcript was then gone
over and 'coded' according to the list of headings by cutting and pasting
pieces of the transcript

into the Word document and each item of each

code was then collected together.

This meant that although not all of the

words used by participants were included, those most pertinent to the
research were highlighted under coded headings that were easier to access
than the long original transcripts.
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3.10 Ethical
In conducting

considerations

any study it is necessary to consider how to protect the

welfare of participants.
universities

The need for informed consent, anonymity

of

data were paramount

in

it was necessary to explain

to

and confidentiality

of participant

designing this study.
In

order

to gain informed

consent

participants what the study involved, its purpose and how their data would
be handled, as well as assuring them that it would remain confidential.
During

stage one, it was necessary to provide

a certain

amount

of

information to them prior to each interview (before knowing their preferred
format for correspondence) and it was important to ensure that they were
able to access this. To assist with this, the 'factsheet for participants' (see
Appendix D) was produced as 'clear print' with a minimum 14 point
Verdana font, and 1.5 line spacing.

Copies were printed not only on white

paper but on various shades of pastel paper, including light beige as
suggested

by Fuller et al. (2004,

p. 307).

Large print

versions

were

produced in 16 and 20 point Verdana font, also on white and pastel paper,
and electronic copies were available on CD. The factsheet was also made
available via email, and plans were in place to produce Braille on request
although in practice this was not asked for. In a few cases, the information
had been made available via email but the participant had not had time to
read it and since the other printed formats were not sufficient the factsheet
was read to them. All participants in stage one were then asked to sign a
consent form (see Appendix E) confirming that they had read and
understood the factsheet. They were also given the opportunity to ask
questions before the interview began.
Stage one involved the audio recording of participants during interviews.
They were asked if they would mind their interview being audio recorded
form
had
in
the
also
a
section
consent
which they could indicate
and
be
happy
to
they
were
audio recorded. In practice all
not
or
whether
had
been
although
contingency
plans
made should any
agreed,
participants
of them have declined.
Stage two of the research involved gathering information from students
Potential
instant
participants were supplied
messaging.
and
using email
data was
Before
for
'factsheet
via
email.
any
personal
participants'
the
with
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collected, they were asked if they were happy for the information
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they

supplied to be saved and used as part of this research. All agreed.
After the interview had been carried out or electronic questions answered,
student participants

were provided with a further

factsheet

(in various

formats) of university services and national organisations that they could
approach if they felt they had questions, wished to make a complaint or
needed to find out more (not included in the appendices to preserve the
anonymity of the universities studied). As the universities the students in
stage two attended were not known to the researcher it was not possible to
produce such factsheets

but general advice was given about national

organisations that could provide sources of support if needed.
As mentioned

above, and continued

ensure the confidentiality

later,

many steps were taken to

of the participants' data.

assure participants of anonymity,

It was not possible to

especially the students who took part,

due to the small number studied and the possibility of them having unique
characteristics that make them identifiable.

For example, there are very

few postgraduate maths-based students with visual impairments in the UK.
Full course details were removed to make participants less easy to identify,
however, and steps were taken to allow the universities they attended to
remain anonymous.
Whilst

not

necessarily

remaining

anonymous,

all

information

on

data
treated
the
of
of
storage
was
as
confidential,
and
storage
participants
complied with the Data Protection Act 1998. The digital audio recordings
be
kept
have
been
not
are
and
will
securely
and
not
of
participants
made
released to anyone else.
My disabilities make it difficult for me to access handwritten
data was produced, and stored, electronically.

text, so such

Steps were taken, however,

to ensure the security of this electronic data. My computer and laptop are
password protected, so confidential files are not easily accessible to anyone
The email account used for communication is also password
else.
protected, so any information sent this way is also secure. The computer
and laptop used for this research are connected to a secure wireless
network, which uses wireless encryption and a firewall, which should be
more than adequate to prevent anyone from accessing any data remotely.
Identifying details were permanently removed from transcriptions at the
earliest possible stage, and, In order to comply with the Data Protection Act
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1998, audio recordings will be destroyed within six years of completion of
this study.
To protect

both the participants

and the researcher,

conducted in public places, such as university
Since I have difficulty

getting

interviews

were

buildings or public cafes.

around unfamiliar

places I often had a

support assistant with me while conducting interviews at the universities,
but steps were taken to ensure my assistant did not meet participants.

My

assistant took me to the university or other venue and then waited in a
separate area while I conducted the interviews.

My assistant did not meet

any of the participants and so could not identify them.
Recordings were made digitally,
transferred

to tape for transcribing.

possible to contract

but for practical

reasons most were

Due to cost constraints

this work to private individuals,

it was not

and so help was

initially enlisted from a School secretary at one of the universities under
study.

Her position within the university

had already exposed her to a

variety of confidential information, so there were few concerns there.

The

only exception was when an interview was carried out with member of staff
from the School she worked for when alternative arrangements were
made. In practice the secretary found she was too busy to complete all the
transcription

work, so the remainder of the work was carried out by five

post-graduate

students.

They were involved

in postgraduate

themselves and so were familiar with issues of confidentiality

research

but were also

asked to sign non-disclosure agreements before the work began.
Lastly, it was important

to prevent participants,

particularly

themselves, from expecting too much from the research.

the students

It was necessary

to explain that whilst the long-term goal was to improve the experience of
print disabled students, it was unlikely that this research would have any
impact on the participants' personal short-term
During

some interviews

it became apparent

experience of adjustments.
that

a student

was not

receiving the support he or she was entitled to, but it was not possible to
This had been
intervene directly without jeopardising my research.
anticipated
outlining

and was one of the reasons for designing

the factsheet

who to contact for support both within the university

national organisations.

and via
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3.11 Conclusion
Several factors

have influenced

the design of this research and the

methods used, especially my own status as a disabled person and my
resultant

desire aim to carry out emancipatory

research.

The research

subject is a difficult one, especially for someone so close to it. I am a
disabled student myself and I experience barriers and receive adjustments,
so it is not possible to extricate myself from the topic of research. Despite
the number of difficulties associated with being either an outsider or an
insider, I feel that sensitivity to the difficulties of each enabled me to reap
the benefits of being an insider while avoiding many of the difficulties.
This

qualitative

documents,

study

used

semi-structured

various
interviews

questions answered electronically

methods,
with

by students.

including

staff

analysis

and students,

of
and

These methods were not

exactly the same as those envisaged at the start of the study, but grew
and adapted primarily as a reaction to the response rate of students. They
remained, however, broadly in line with the original aims of the study.
The methods used were very similar to those of other studies of the
experiences of disabled students. For example, Holloway also used: "semistructured interviews, and analysis of documentation from the university
relating to policy and practice" (Holloway, 2001, p. 598); "core categories
were developed from the student information using grounded theory"
(ibid. ); and "students received copies of their interviews and were able to
edit them and had the option of withdrawing
and are referred to by pseudonym" (ibid. ).

from the study at any time

Much consideration was given to the ethical implications of working with
staff and students who might have identifiable characteristics.

Steps were

taken to protect their identities as far as possible, but all participants were
made aware that full anonymity could not be promised. Written consent to
take part in the research and to be audio recorded was a prerequisite of
interviews

taking

place. Those who

took

part

via email

or instant

messaging were also asked to confirm that they were happy to take part
and have their responses recorded.
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4. How

do

universities,

students

understand

disability

and

staff

195

and

the concepts

of

reasonable

adjustments?
4.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses part a) of the research question which asks: "which
It
models of disability do universities, staff and students utilise? ".
considers the way in which the four universities

appear to understand

disability, their responsibility for causing and preventing it, and the types
of barriers they identify.

It similarly explores how staff and students in this

study understand the terms 'disability' and 'reasonable adjustment', as well
as any types of barriers they highlighted. It considers whether the views
of the universities,

staff and students involved in this study tend more

towards those expressed by the social model of disability,
model of disability,

or the model evident in the disability

the medical
legislation (as

described in Chapter 2).

4.2 University

perspectives

This section is based on evidence provided by the first Disability Equality
Statements (DESs) produced by the four universities in 2006 In response
to the Disability Discrimination Act 2005.

The disability provision outlined

in their DESs (and other documents) was briefly considered in Chapter 3,
but this section is concerned instead with the perspectives on 'disability'
and 'reasonable adjustments' suggested by these documents. As explained
in Chapter 3, these documents were analysed by searching for answers to
three questions:
1)

What is disability?

2)

Who or what is responsible for'causing'

3)

Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that
lead to disability?

disability?
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All four universities claimed to have adopted a social model of disability
approach, but these answers provide a greater insight into the theoretical
perspectives of the four universities.
Direct quotations from the four DESs are frequently given, as the language
used is important

in terms of understanding

Terms of

the content.

particular significance are highlighted using italics.

Page numbers are not

given because the need to preserve the identity of the universities that
took part in my research means that the DESs cannot be identified.

4.2.1

University

A

What is disability, and what causes it?
University A explains the main premise of the social model of disability as
being

"the

recognition

opportunities,

that

due to environmental

people who have impairments

It is the loss or limitation

primarily

and social barriers,

from participating

of

that prevents

In society on an equal

level with others".

University A identifies these barriers as varying "from

the infrastructural

(buildings,

transport),

through

to the Informational

(access to text, electronic media), the organisational (inflexible policies and
procedures) and the social (stereotyping and prejudice)".
"disabled

people with

different

impairments

It also adds that

can experience

different

barriers to service provision".

Who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability?
By describing

the social model as 'primarily'

disability

society,

on

considerations

University

A

placing responsibility

provides

of any disabling effects inherent

the

opportunity

for
for

in certain impairments,

although this suggestion is not actually made. University A is careful to
impairments,
how
from
blame
individuals
to
with
and
explain
all
remove
disability results from barriers that such people experience.

It does not,

however, explicitly state that it is society, and the individuals in it, that
creates these barriers. Because of this, its understanding of disability can
be said to more closely resemble that used by the legislation than by the
social model.
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Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that lead
to disability?
The DES states that "all members of the University have a responsibility for
for
inclusive
University
the
not
environment
and
within
an
promoting
harassing

disability".

individuals

on the grounds

of

It therefore recognises that everyone has a responsibility

to

discriminating,

or victimising

It says that "the University's
reduce the disabling effects of impairments.
approach is to mainstream activities across all services in order to ensure
that disabled people are able to access and use services, and are not
discriminated against, directly or indirectly, for reasons of disability".

This

again suggests that it is not just those working in specialist services who
It says the
have a responsibility to promote inclusion, but all staff.
University aims to promote "equality of opportunity
an inclusive

[... ] in which all its provision,

environment
including

procedures,

and is keen to achieve

the curriculum,

policies and

are accessible" and clearly

it is

expected that all staff will play a part in this.
The appendix mentions the legislative requirement

to make "reasonable

adjustments" and suggests that these may be necessary to overcome
barriers. The DES also describes how the University has created a policy
framework

that

encourages

the

mainstreaming

of

inclusivity

and

accessibility. It states that the University recognises the potential
difference between "formal policy documents" and actual practice, and is
"acutely

aware of the importance

of ensuring that the principles

and

are firmly embedded in Its culture and
Whether or not this appears to be the case will be discussed

practice of equality of opportunity
systems".

later in Chapters 5,6 and 7.

B

4.2.2 University
What is disability?
The

University

Government's
People"'.

the

uses
2005

report

definition
'Improving

of

disability
the

provided

by

"the

Life Chances of Disabled

This report defines disability as: "disadvantage experienced by

an individual

resulting

employment

or

impairments".

other

from

barriers

opportunities

to independent
that

impact

living,
on

education,

people

with

The University again quotes from this report to explain the
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types of barriers that disabled people may face, explaining that these may
be:
attitudinal,
...
and among
providers;

for example among disabled people themselves
health

employers,

policy, resulting

professionals

and

service

from policy design and delivery

which do not take disabled people into account;

physical, for

example through the design of the built environment, transport
systems etc; and those linked to empowerment,

as a result of

which disabled people are not listened to, consulted or involved.
The University explains that this definition
model of disability

of disability

reflects a social

perspective, and acknowledges that this definition

different to the definition

used in the legislation.

It adds that:

is

"in the

Disability Equality Duty Code of Practice, the Disability Rights Commission
indicates that the social model of disability "... provides the basis for the
successful implementation

of the duty to promote disability equality"".

Who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability?
In one of the quotations used above, it is recognised that policy-related
barriers can result from "policy design and delivery which do not take
disabled people into account. "

Generally speaking though, University B's

DES does not specifically mention who or what might cause barriers, and
there seems very little recognition that, as the social model emphasises, it
is society, and by implication universities themselves, that cause these.

Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that lead
to disability?
Again, this is hard to determine

from this DES.

It talks of "removing

barriers that may prevent full participation", ensuring a "culture of support
"discrimination
inclusion",
and prejudice" and eliminating
challenging
and
"both direct and indirect discrimination".
B recognises that "there are still improvements that can be
made to promote disability equality across all of the University's functions
building
disability
issues
into
be
to
about
more
proactive
equality
even
and
University

the University's
recognition
indirectly

mainstream

activities".

that the University,
cause disability.

At no point is there any real

or individuals within it, may directly or

This suggests that,

as with

University

A,
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University B's understanding

of disability

and reasonable adjustments is
more closely aligned with that of the legislation than with that of the social
model which it claims to have adopted.

4.2.3 University

C

What is disability?
University C indicates very early on in its DES that it utilises the social
model of disability, and provides social model definitions of impairment and
disability. The latter is defined in the DES as "the loss or limitation of
to take part in society on an equal level with others due to

opportunities

social and environmental barriers".

Who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability?
C explains how the medical

University

for disability

responsibility

model of disability

on the individual

places the

and contrasts this with the

social model of disability which shows how disability is "caused by 'barriers'
or elements of social organisation which take little or no account of people
who have impairments. "

Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that lead
to disability?
University C's DES often talks of bringing disability provision and equality
considerations into the 'mainstream'. This suggests a recognition that it is
the

University

and its

entire

staff

body

preventing

or reducing barriers, although

specifically

stated.

For example:

has responsibility

that

for

unlike University A this is not

"The University

respects the diverse

needs of disabled students and staff and recognises them as being equally
important to the needs of other students and staff.
mainstreaming
strategy".
student

of disability

The University
need

organisation".

equality

into central

provision making

and

"provides services to disabled students where

is a mainstream
"It is the intention

element
that

of

planning,

strategy

Equality and Diversity

including those for disability, are mainstreamed
the organisation. "

This will underpin the

and

issues,

throughout all the work of
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Additional note
One of the requirements of Specific Duty created by the DDA 2005 was to
consult and involve disabled people in the production of their DES.
University C seems to have taken this requirement very seriously, and its
DES included a summary and analysis of the findings of the qualitative and
data it collected.

The elements that are particularly relevant
to my research are related here.
quantitative

University C found that "many [people] don't consider themselves to be
disabled despite technically being classed as such. This was especially
prevalent within the dyslexic respondents. " This had been anticipated and
was one of the reasons for presenting my research as an exploration of the
experiences of print impaired students rather than print disabled ones,
although this is the term adopted in this thesis.
Taken together, the qualitative and quantitative data University C collected
also suggested that "adjustments in lectures were made on the occasions
that they were requested. However, the qualitative data does suggest that
on some occasions the requested adjustments were not made despite
lecturer".
This supports many of the findings from other
by
the
agreement
studies discussed in Chapter 2.
It is perhaps a reflection

on the inclusive nature

University C that "the majority

of assessments at

of respondents indicated that assessment

exercises such as examinations, coursework and viva-voce exams were
rated as not being a barrier to them". Its DES does go into great detail
about

assessment

and

arrangements,

"consideration

of

different

forms

examinations,

for

instance,

additional

alternative

of

states

that

assessment
coursework".

to

these

include

time

written

The subject

of

assessments was raised by a few of my staff participants (see

Chapter 5) and they were generally wary of offering or providing these.

4.2.4 University

D

What is disability?
University

D does not specifically
"the

University

but

recognises and acts upon the legal
"
4.
The wording used in the first
Annex
in
disability
out
definition of
as set
and third paragraphs of this annex is particularly important:
simply

says that

set out how it defines disability,

Page
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When is a person disabled?
A person has a disability if s/he has a physical or mental
impairment, which has a substantial and long-term adverse
effect

on

his/her

ability

to

carry

out

day-to-day

normal

activities.

[... ]
What does 'impairment'
It

covers

physical

cover?

and

impairments;

mental

this

includes

sensory impairments, such as those affecting hearing or sight.
University D does not explicitly state in its DES that there is a difference
between disability

and impairment.

Nor does it include social model

definitions of these.

Who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability?
Only a brief mention of the social model is made, and is presented here in
its entirety:
Our Disability Equality Scheme is informed by the social model
of disability, which maintains that the 'barriers' or elements of
social organisation that exclude people who have impairments
should be identified
include

prejudice

and removed. Examples of such barriers
and stereotypes,

inflexible

organisational

procedures and practices, inaccessible information,

inaccessible

buildings and inaccessible transport.
This statement clearly identifies social organisation as the problem, but at
no other point is the cause of disability mentioned.

Whose responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that lead
to disability?
The quotations provided above do not suggest that University D takes a
strong interest in the social model, and indeed there is little indication in its
DES that it accepts that society is responsible for disability. Despite this,
University D clearly takes its responsibility

to promote disability equality

has
it
D's
DES
that
University
barriers
states
very seriously.
and remove
set itself a number of goals that aim to "ensure that equal opportunities
targets and procedures are understood throughout

the university

and to
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put

in place programs

to implement

good

practice

throughout

the

institution. " One of the planned outcomes of this document is "to achieve
institution-wide ownership of the Disability Equality Scheme and Action
Plan". These statements

suggest that

University

D believes that

all

members of the university should be involved in creating equality, and to
do so they all need to understand how best to do this and embrace the
ethos suggested by the DES.
Another of University D's aims was "to promote engagement of disabled
people and their representatives

with the work of the University".

The

other three universities talked in terms of 'involving' disabled people, but
'engaging'

suggests a higher level of commitment

to ensure the DES

reflects their needs and wishes, and to allow them to be active participants
in its creation.

Indeed,

it states that

importance of securing the contribution
stakeholders

in developing

"the University

recognises the

of the disabled people and other

this scheme".

Its methods

of doing this

included "consultation",

"engagement" and "active involvement".

All this suggests that

University

University

have a responsibility

D believes that all members of the
to prevent

and reduce barriers

and

promote equality. It also enables disabled people to influence the policy
It is therefore very difficult to categorise
designed to encourage this.
University

D in terms of its understanding

adjustments.

of disability and reasonable

The wording used does say that the DES is 'informed' by the

social model and not that University D accepts this model. It also says that
the definition of disability used is the one provided by the legislation. It
appears therefore that University D uses the approach to disability taken
by the legislation.
Generalisations are clearly made in Section 4.2 about the perspectives and
understandings of disability and reasonable adjustments displayed by each
do
first
In
DES.
to
this, it was necessary to
in
their
order
university
can and do have a collective
large
fact
in
They
made
up
of
a
number of individuals with
are
viewpoint.
differing views, and policy documents such as these are an attempt reach
temporarily

assume

that

universities

and document a consensus. Each DES explained in general terms who had
been involved in its production and had therefore influenced the policy
decisions that were made.

Whilst the content and intentions

of these

documents were generally consistent, and it was clear from reading them
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that more than one author had written each document. In fact, in several
cases it was apparent that sections had been added by 'cutting and
pasting' from other documents as the tense and language used was not
always consistent. It was noticeable that the use of 'disabled students' and
'students with a disability' was not always consistent, and some sections
seemed to more closely reflect the social model of disability than others.
Only University C was found to fully embrace the social model of disability,
and the other three were found to be taking an approach much closer to
that used in the legislation.

Interestingly

it appears that the

though,

approach taken to disability does not necessarily correlate with how
seriously a University takes its responsibilities in terms of ensuring
disability equality.

University D appeared to be the most committed

to

this, and yet it adopted the approach suggested by the legislation.

4.3 Staff perspectives
As was described in Chapter 3, staff participants

were categorised

as

belonging to one of three groups: disability support staff (13 participants);
disability support related staff (6 participants);

and, non-disability

support

staff (10 participants).

4.3.1 Disability
Four of the 13 disability support staff interviewed explicitly said that they
define disability

in terms

of the social model.

Only one other

staff

participant, from the category disability support related staff, said this. As
the words they use are of great importance, quotations from each of their
below:
included
are
explanations
I personally absolutely agree with the social model. That it is an
impairment that an individual has but they are further
hampered and handicapped by what's around them.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
I would always use a social model of disability...
caused by the barriers that

[its] an issue

people face in society

in their
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life. [... ] barriers might be attitudinal, physical or
environmental or just built into the system like institutional.

day-to-day

Lizzie, disability service adviser, University B.
I take a social model approach to disability
Procedures and
...
practices are put in place by society that make life more difficult
for people than it should be.
Karen, disability service adviser, University C.
it's very much the social model
it
is
the
that
environment
...
...
is causing difficulty.
Rachel, disability service adviser, University D.
I tend to immediately go for the
disability, so
social
model
of
...
it's I think a disability more in terms of things that disable
students from participating in things.
Abbey, education-based, University A.
Four of these five staff were disability

service advisers so it is not

that they are aware of the social model of disability.

surprising

They

describe the problem as arising from the way in which people are 'further
hampered' by the 'attitudinal,
barriers,

that

physical or environmental'

result from 'procedures

and practices'

and 'institutional'
'put in place by

society'.
Whilst the approach to disability
compatible

taken

by the legislation

with the social model of disability

is not fully

(see Chapter 2), all four

universities said in their DES that they adhere to this (see Chapter 3 and
Section 4.2).

Since universities

are required

to make adjustments

in

accordance with the legislation, there is potentially a conflict between these
two approaches. One disability support staff participant
saying:

"obviously

described

highlighted this,

in the job I have to go along with the definition

in the Disability

personally absolutely

Discrimination

Act and saying that,

agree with the social model of disability"

as

but I
(Susan,

disability service adviser, University A). None of the other three quoted
above alluded to contradictions between their work and personal definitions
of disability but, as is discussed in Chapter 2, this is a potential problem.
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This is not to say that other staff participants did not make statements that
One
showed they distinguished between disability and impairment.
disability support related staff participant said: "someone with a long term
medical condition could be classed as disabled, if that medical condition is
giving them a physical or mental impairment"
based DDO, University A).
really

within

impairment"

the

context

(Charlie, social science-

Another said: "we look at the term disability
of long

illness

term

(Jessie, psychology-based

and any

DDO, University

comments were made by a third participant

A).

long term
Similar

from this category (Laura,

social science-based DDO, University A).
None of the non-disability support staff participants, however, appeared to
draw such distinctions,

and their general discussions seemed to indicate

that many were more aligned to the medical than social models. One nondisability support related staff participant spoke of "sight disabilities" (Mike,
maths-based academic, University B) rather than visual impairments, and
another from the same category defined disability in terms of "physical, or
cognitive or emotional factors" (Tom, maths support tutor, University C)
rather than pointing to how society makes these impairments into
disabilities.

This is not to say that these two members of staff definitely

understood disability in terms of the medical model, but their language was
not typical of a social model approach. This language was more commonly
used by non-disability support staff, and may reflect the fact that they are
less involved in disability issues and so less likely to be aware of the
'correct' terminology.
Non-disability
terms

support staff did still show some very progressive ideas in

of disability,

including

the

ideas that

everyone

is potentially

'disabled' In some way. One said: "everybody has particular needs in some
way" (Melanie, library and IT manager, University A) and another said
"there's official disabilities and unofficial disabilities. I guess a lot of what I
do is helping people with what isn't defined officially as a disability (Eric,
science- and computing-based subject librarian, University B). A third also
recognised the different abilities that people have: "There is a big range of
abilities that people have and where you start calling a disability is difficult
isn't it? " (Julia, computing-based interested academic, University B).
Across all categories

there

were

staff

who,

perhaps

unintentionally,

explained the term 'disability' as something experienced by those who were
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not part of the 'majority' or'normal' part of society. One disability support
staff participant said: "a disability is where a person requires things
different to the majority of other people" (Jackie, disability service adviser
and alternative formats manager,

University B). A non-disability

support

staff participant also suggested that a disabled person is someone who is:
"so differently abled that someone says OK that's a line you are now
different

and you know you've got to have special help offered"

science- and computing-based
added).

This last comment

subject librarian,
is particularly

University

Interesting

(Eric,

B, emphasis

as his wording

introduces the idea of someone other than individuals themselves deciding
that their impairments make them 'disabled'.
In terms of who should make the decision as to whether

another

is

disabled, this was something staff participants could not agree on. One
disability support related staff participant said she tried to ensure that she
"the
She
instead
'disabled'
term
the
imposed
spoke
of
on
anyone.
never
person who defines themselves as disabled" and went on to say that:
I've had students coming to me and explaining what they have,
and ask me if they are disabled. And I've said that's your
legislation],
[of
in
is
the
text
the
definition
there
The
opinion. ...
but also you need to make sure that people feel happy with the
definition.
Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A.
In contrast, one disability support staff participant felt that she needed to
disabled
in
to
decision
to
order
not
someone
was
this
or
whether
as
make
apply for DSA:
So for a student
whatever
qualify

they're

who comes into my office, I'm looking at
dealing with and thinking, 'right, does this

as a disability

in Higher Education? '...

If it wasn't

classed as a disability you wouldn't get exam arrangements,
you wouldn't get the DSA, you wouldn't get reasonable
adjustments.
Rachel, disability service adviser, University D.
There was a recognition amongst many staff participants that the term
'disability' should not just be applied to those with physical impairments.

One disability

support

related staff participant

individuals have "non-physical

pointed

University A "uses the term [disability]

out that

some

She also mentioned that

separately in its terminology

adds] and/or dyslexia and long term illness" (ibid. )
related staff participant

"mental impairment,
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problems which effect their everyday life"

(Laura, social science-based DDO, University A).

support
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[and

Another disability

agreed, saying that he would include,

a learning disability can be classed as a disability, like

dyslexia, dyspraxia and so on, [or] someone with a long term medical
condition"

(Charlie,

social science-based

DDO, University

A).

A third

disability support related staff participant also talked about including "long
term illness" (Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A), and a disability
support staff participant

referred to "medical conditions" (Lizzie, disability

service adviser, University B). One non-disability

support staff participant

listed some of the things he would consider to be a disability:
dyslexic
have hearing
students
students
who
are
who
...
...
problems, the students who've got sight problems, ... we've got
students with very serious muscular ... In wheelchairs ... So it is
a whole range of things so I wouldn't try to pin it down to one
particular thing.
Mike, computing-based academic, University B.
One disability

support staff participant

did not specify which groups she

might consider to be disabled, but did say that: "I think really, disability
encompasses such a wide group of people" (Karen, disability service
adviser, University Q. This is of course reflected in both the legislative and
social model definitions of disability, and shows a degree of familiarity with
the many facets of disability.
Staff participants

pointed out that for some students their disabilities are

obvious - they may carry a white stick, use a guide dog or wheelchair, or
wear hearing aids. One non-disability support staff participant talked about
the number of disabled students that he had met and whether or not their
disabilities were obvious:
Sometimes it's obvious and sometimes it's not I mean if you've
got a student in a wheelchair ... who isn't allowed up in the lifts
because of fire risks it is absolutely obvious.
Mike, computing-based academic, University B.
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Some deaf students that he had worked with had had "special equipment
so they could hear, that's obvious" (ibid. ). But he also had one student
with a visual impairment that he did not know about until he saw him using
a pair of binoculars in a lecture.

One disability

support related staff

participant mentioned the need for students to disclose their disability if it
is not obvious, e. g. if they have dyslexia (Jessie, psychology-based DDO,
One disability support related participant

University A).

highlighted that

disclosure, and early disclosure, makes it easier to ensure that appropriate
arrangements

are in place.

He said this was particularly important if the

student has a disability that is likely to have a "significant impact" and
require very individualised adjustments.

He said that if his department

knows they will have "a student doing a course then we would consider it
before they arrive, before we even make the offer, they would say can we
make reasonable adjustments here and nearly always you can" (John,
maths-based DDO, University A). No-one else, however, brought up issues
disabilities and disclosure, which is perhaps not
of obvious/hidden
unexpected since it is a very delicate area.
One disability support staff participant talked about disability in a subtly
different way to everyone else, describing it as:
difference in the way in which people perhaps come to
a
...
learning, they bring with them different strengths as well as
different weaknesses and it's an opportunity we have to harness
the strengths in order to overcome the weaknesses.

Sarah, maths and disability support tutor, University C.
When asked if she saw dyslexia as a disability or something else she
replied: "I think it's a specific learning difference and we use SpLD but the
D being difference rather than disability" (ibid. ). Picking up on this thread,
an email was sent to several of those who had taken part in the research to
ask them what they believed the 'D' in 'SpLD' to stand for. One disability
support
difficulty"

staff participant
(Rachel,

representative

from

replied to say she uses "the 'D' as meaning

disability

service

University

A's disability

adviser,

University

service

said

D).
(in

A

private

correspondence):
tend to use the words 'difficulty' or 'difference' as part of
we
...
dyslexia
help
their
to
them
the
to
about
student
an explanation
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understand what dyslexia is.

I think that we use these as the

other terms can be unhelpful to the students but we may well
explain that some other terms have been used (and in some
cases still are in use. )
Anonymous, University A
These 'other terms' might include 'disability',

'disorder'

or 'dysfunction',

three terms that are perhaps used more in America than in the UK. When
this term was used in 2003 by the Government's SpLD Working Group it
meant

'difficulties'

and Included

"dyslexia,

dyspraxia,

AD(H)D [Attention Deficient (and Hyperactivity)
Innovation,

dyscalculia

and

Disorder]" (Department for

Universities and Skills (DIUS) Website, 2009).

The British

Dyslexia Association (BDA) also calls dyslexia a "specific learning difficulty"
The Idea of SpLD standing for 'specific learning

(BDA Website, 2009).

difference' is an interesting one and one of the students who had dyslexia
said she herself preferred to think of the 'D' as 'difference'

(see Section

4.4.1).

4.3.2 Reasonable
Staff participants

adjustment

gave a number

reasonable adjustments.

of examples

One disability

of what they

saw as

support related staff participant

said, "so if the access to learning needs to go through an audio tape
instead of visual text, or if it needs to be different print or if
a
notetaker
...
is needed
to accommodate the access, library browsers etc. "
we
need
...
(Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A). One disability support staff
participant identified the following:

"notetakers for people who have slow

writing speeds in lectures, digital recorders in place of the notetakers

...
assistive technology in terms of software and providing laptops and so on
under the DSA arrangements,

but also study skills support" (Sarah, maths

and disability support tutor, University Q.

These comments seemed to

encompass most of the common adjustments

(for more details on these

see Chapters 2 and 5).
When asked to define 'reasonable adjustment',
the temptation
example,
adjustment

one

some staff participants felt

to use the word 'reasonable' in their definition itself.
disability

support

staff

participant

said:

For

"reasonable

to me means something that the University can do within a

reasonable time scale, wherever is practical and within a reasonable cost
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(Susan, disability service adviser,

given the resources of the University"
University

A, emphasis

One disability

added).

support

related

staff

participant said adjustments must be "reasonable in terms of resources ...
reasonable in the sense that they don't give an advantage" (Abbey,
DDO, University A, emphasis added).

education-based

This is perhaps

because it is very difficult to define a term that is deliberately left vague by
the legislation.

These two participants do make good points, however, as

the Code of Practice does list factors such as cost and other resources as
reasons why a university

may justifying

failing to make an adjustment.

One disability support related staff participant suggested that "reasonable
could mean that the effort of putting something in place doesn't outweigh
the benefit" (Charlie, social-science based subject DDO, University A). One
disability

support

related staff participant

pointed out that providing a

reasonable adjustment might be "about being anticipatory about where you
might need to put systems in place that naturally accommodate the needs
of students with disabilities", or responding "at the time when the need for
an adjustment arises in relation to a particular student" (Laura, social
science-based

DDO, University

A).

Again, the

legislation

does split

adjustments into those made responsively for disabled students already in
attendance and those made in anticipation of future disabled students.
Some staff went into great detail about how they would decide whether
something was reasonable or not. For example, one non-disability

support

staff participant said:
I think

if there was an additional

cost for providing

some

support for a student I think that I would think that would be
reasonable as long as it was not a disproportionate amount of
funding compared to what is available for everyone else. I
suppose that the way to do it is to look at the total cost of the
provision and if that is a relatively small percentage of the total
then that is certainly not unreasonable.
Tom, maths support tutor, University C.
The answers discussed above all relate to when a reasonable adjustment
however,
Some
be
staff,
answered this
made.
not
or
should
should
does
function
'What
in
terms
a reasonable adjustment
of
question more
by
intended
the question. (That is not
',
is
originally
what was
serve? which
to say that the other answers given were not interesting or useful, simply

Page

that they were not what had been expected. )
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One disability

support

said that a reasonable adjustment was one that
would "help the student in question basically learn on a level playing field
related staff participant

with other students"

(Charlie, social science-based

DDO, University A).

Similarly,

another said: "you do as much as you can to ensure that a
student's experience in the classroom is the same as anybody else's in the
classroom and that they are able to do a course like anybody else" (Elma,
DDO, University A).
A third talked of "enabling
education-based
participation"
disability

(Abbey, education science-based DDO, University A).

support

said that

staff participant

an adjustment

One

should be

something that was "useful and rewarding and enables effective learning"
(Sarah, maths and disability support tutor, University C) and a disability
support related staff participant also talked about ensuring students could
"access learning, that's what they're paying for" (Jessie, psychology-based
DDO at University A). Another disability support staff participant said that
"most of the barriers to learning, for disabled people, don't need to be
there" (Karen, disability service adviser, University C) and said that a
reasonable adjustment

was about "adjusting

something

include more people, and not exclude people" (ibid. ).
participants

it is obvious that

what was important

so that it can
For these staff

was that

disabled

students are entitled to study their subject just as much as non-disabled
students are, but they might need some reasonable adjustments to allow
them to do this, and will perhaps do it in a slightly different way.
was also

a suggestion

that

the

university

environment

There

can create

unnecessary barriers for disabled students and is not always as inclusive as
it might be. This is clearly the approach taken by the legislation, and may
even suggest a social model approach.
Some staff went slightly further than this.
said that adjustments

participant

(Lizzie, disability

One disability

support staff

should be made "in a way that's best"

service adviser,

University

B) for the student,

which

perhaps Introduces the idea that students should have some say in the
adjustments that are made for them. This an Idea that Is introduced in the
social model of disability,
emancipate
disability

themselves

support

and also contributes
from

the

staff participant

disablism

to students being able to
they

experience.

Another

included social life as part of what

students should be able to participate

In: "reasonable adjustments

are

made so that they enable that student to ... take a full and active part in
life, both academic and social, within the university" (Sarah, maths and
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disability

Of course, DSAs only pay for

C).

University

support tutor,

adjustments to academic areas of the university experience, and this is all
that SENDA 2001 covers. The DDA 1995 and 2005 does also require other
things such as the Students' Union Bar to be accessible. Obviously, for the
purposes of this research, it was course materials that needed to be
accessible, but it is interesting to see that some staff also recognised that
social activities

were important

to the lives of students as these were

usually far beyond their remit.
These very generous

interpretations

of what constitutes

adjustment were all suggested by disability support staff.
because staff participants

a reasonable
This is perhaps

in this category have a close involvement

disability issues, and generally adopt the social model of disability.

with
One

non-disability support staff participant who had had some involvement with
making adjustments for disabled students also took a very generous view
of what

is reasonable.

When asked what

he thought

a reasonable

adjustment was, he said: "if someone needs something adjusting and we
can do it that's a reasonable adjustment.

I mean reasonable adjustment

would mean anything that wouldn't involve me breaking the law, hmm, or
spending so much time doing it that ... I get the sack" (Eric, science- and
computing-based subject librarian, University B). He did not talk about
reasonable

adjustments

that

involved

a cost to implement,

perhaps

because these were not the type of adjustments that he had been involved
in,

but seemed willing

to consider

that

was

Some of the staff discussed the need to be fair to all students,

both

any other

adjustment

requested.

disabled and non-disabled,

and to make adjustments

without giving the

disabled student in question an advantage over others.

One disability

support related staff participant said: "I don't think anything should be put
in place that gives them an advantage over other students" (Charlie, social
science-based DDO, University A).
make "adjustments

Another said that it was necessary to

to normal practice that enable disabled students to

take part in the things we're doing, but don't in any way disadvantage
(Abbey,
involved"
fair
being
to
everybody
educationstudents
other
...
based DDO, University A). In doing so staff were clearly trying to ensure a
level playing field,

but were not comfortable

promote positive discrimination.

with going as far as to

Page

As has been shown above, reasonable adjustments
and are made for many different reasons.
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come in many forms,

One disability support related

staff participant pointed out that "reasonable adjustments [are] defined in
different ways for different situations" (Elma, education-based DDO,
University A) and it is often the case that students with similar impairments
need very different adjustments. She therefore suggests that it Is best to
make reasonable adjustments
seen as reasonable,
decision.

however,

"on a case by case basis" (ibid. ).

What is

can also depend on who is making the

One disability support staff participant illustrated this by saying:

"what a disabled person might think of as reasonable an employer might
jump up and down and say no no [we] can't possibly do that it'll cost us
two and sixpence" (Lizzie, disability service adviser, University B). It is
also clear from later chapters that what a disabled or non-disabled staff
closely involved in supporting disabled students may feel is a

participant

is not necessarily the same as what another

reasonable adjustment,

member of staff may feel is reasonable (see Chapter 6).
As outlined

above,

disability

support

staff

and disability

participants

support related staff participants tended to give very theoretical

answers

when asked to define the term reasonable adjustments and often referred
to elements of the legislation.
support,

Staff who were less involved in disability

and were perhaps more involved

in making

adjustments

to

teaching and learning directly (e. g. academics) sometimes had different
concerns

about

making

reasonable

One non-disability

adjustments.

support staff participant said: "if you were assessing a student and because
of their disability

you had to assess them in a different

way to other

students I think that's where it can get tricky deciding what is reasonable"
(Julia, computing-based
adjustment

academic, University B).

She said that the main

she had been involved with recently was creating accessible

PowerPoint presentations which in her words is "very easy" (ibid. ). She felt
that

"the

real

difficulty

is where

you

have

to

make

changes

assessments] and it's unclear if the standards are the same" (ibid. ).

[to
She

was referring to situations in which it is necessary to provide alternative
assessments to those provided as standard.

The challenge is to keep

intended learning outcomes and difficulty of assessment the same, whilst
altering the assessment itself to involve work that presents less of a barrier
to the student concerned.
raised by a disability

The issue of alternative assessment was briefly

support related staff participant,

but her concern

seemed more with ensuring that what they "expect from the student"
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(Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A) is reasonable.

No other staff

(or student) participants raised concerns about this.
Concerns

were

reasonable

occasionally

adjustments

however,

raised,

in standard

in

assessments.

relation

to

making

One non-disability

support staff participant was "not entirely convinced that we know how to
or whether we should or how we should make allowances for problems in
(Mike, maths-based academic, University B).

coursework"

He was also

sceptical about some diagnoses of dyslexia. He said: "we've had cases and
I'm not joking where students have suddenly developed some form of
before they come up to their

dyslexia just

final examinations.

You

sometimes wonder to what extent it is a genuine problem" (ibid. ). Whilst
this was not an issue brought up by any other staff participants, Chapter 2
makes reference to an article by Taylor and Carter on the rationale of
making adjustments for students who have dyslexia. As quoted in this
earlier

chapter,

they

assert

that

"while

it

may

be

comparatively

to make appropriate adjustments for those students with a
physical disability, it is more difficult and even controversial to make
similar adjustments for students who have a 'learning disability"' (Taylor
straightforward

Carter,

and

date

unknown,

http: //www. nottingham. ac. uk/
htm). Thus this is clearly a

academicsupport/adjustments/rationale.
recognised problem, although it is suggested that it is one more likely to be
raised by those who do not fully understand and adopt the social model of
disability.
One non-disability

support staff participant

reasonable adjustments

was concerned about making

because he worried about what would happen to

some disabled students once they went out into the workplace.

He warned

that it was necessary to think about:
is going to be fair to the students with additional needs
what
...
themselves because at some stage those students have got to
be let out into the real world either with or without help and
they will be working
who've

graduated

in companies alongside other students

and I suppose that

in fairness to those

students that have been given additional help it needs to be
fend
for
to
that
they
go
out
and
prepared
well
are
such
themselves,

in a workplace

that

is also making reasonable
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adjustment but maybe not as much adjustment as education is
making.
Tom, maths support tutor, University C.
This

issue was discussed

in Chapter

2 where

Taylor

and

Carter's

explanation of the rationale behind making adjustments for students with
dyslexia was discussed in more detail.
difference between adjustments
examination"

They suggest that there is a

required in the

"unreal situation of the

(Taylor and Carter, date unknown, http: //www. nottingham.

ac. uk/academicsupport/adjustments/rationale.

htm) and those required in

employment.
One disability support staff participant

suggested that there are definite

limits to what can be deemed to be reasonable, and suggests that this is
precisely why the term is used in the legislation:
I think the word was there as well because sometimes you're
not going to be able to change something enough for a student
to make it completely accessible ... I think 'reasonable' is a bit
of an open term but I think it does need to be reasonable
because you could get into the whole realms of knocking down
an entire building for one student.

But at the same time,
...
who's making that judgement on it being reasonable? Ultimately
it's the university.

And then is it reasonable? And then really

you've got to take it to someone suing the institution to find out
whether something's reasonable. ... why would you? You're on a
university course, how much time energy and money would that
take. You'd have to be pushed so far.
Sarah, maths and disability support tutor, University C.
Very few cases have been brought under SENDA 2001 to date, although
one such case is described
alternative formats.

in Chapter

5 in relation

to handouts

in

None of the post-16 education cases have made it to

court; they have either been dropped or settled out of court.
that the courts have still not had the opportunity

This means

to provide guidance to

universities about what the law says is and is not reasonable.
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4.4 Student

perspectives

As was described in Chapter 3, the students who took part in my research
15
fell into three categories: 1) students with visual impairments,
2) students who have dyslexia, five participants;

participants;

and, 3)

students with other impairments, one participant.

4.4.1 Disability
Only

one

student

participant

explicitly

Discrimination Act definition of disability.

mentioned

Disability

the

He has a visual impairment and

described disability as something that "impairs someone's ability to [do]
most everyday tasks" (David, maths-based undergraduate, University A,
blind). Another student participant with a visual impairment was aware of
the "difference between the medical term disability, and the social term"
(Scott, computing-based

University

postgraduate,

knowledge of the legislation
amongst the staff participants,

B, blind).

and theories of disability

Whilst this

was widespread

Scott and David were alone amongst the

student participants in using such terms, and David was the only one to
mention impairment as something distinct from disability. It is impossible
to say if the fact that they both have visual impairments is significant, but
it is worth noting nonetheless.
Many of the

participants

student

with

visual

impairments

talked

of

(Jenny,
"unable"
social science-based undergraduate,
was
who
someone
University A, low vision), "can't work or perhaps ... can't do things" (Jim,
psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind), or "not 100 percent
physically able" (Jenny, ibid. ). They compared them to someone who
is
(Jenny,
),
ibid.
"the majority of
"perform
generally
required"
as
could
...
people" (Jim, ibid. ), "a normal person" (Paul, psychology-based
postgraduate, University C, blind), or "an able bodied person" (Steve,
undergraduate,

science-based

who

participants

"disadvantaged"
dyslexia)

or

undergraduate,

have
(Carly,

have

a

University

dyslexia

talked

also

need"

University D, dyslexia).

of

(May,

The student

students

undergraduate,

science-based
"special

D, low vision).

social

who

are

University

C,

science-based

These definitions are much closer

those employed by the medical model than by the social model, using as
they do words that suggest disabled people are in some way inferior to
non-disabled

people.

These student

participants

used very

personal
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language to describe what a disabled person is 'unable to do'. They did not
refer to society being to blame in the way that staff participants tended to.
though, they did not generally

Significantly

blame the individual either.

One student participant with a visual impairment

talked about "something

beyond your control" (Steve, science-based undergraduate,
low vision)

and another blamed "certain

circumstances"

University D,
(Jenny, social

science-based undergraduate, University A, low vision) for disability.
One of the

student

participants

has dyslexia

who

was not

wholly

with the language she found herself using. She corrected
herself saying, "well I'd say compared to normal, but compared to

comfortable

someone

else? "

(Carly,

dyslexia),

recognising that to say 'normal'

science-based

person is in some way abnormal.

undergraduate,

University

C,

is to imply that the disabled

Perhaps the nicest definition, however,

came from another student participant

who has dyslexia, who said, "not

necessarily someone that's different just someone that's individual" (May,
social science-based undergraduate, University D, dyslexia).
Some of the student participants got into discussions about whether or not
dyslexia was a disability,

as staff participants

had done.

One student

participant with a visual impairment said he was unsure whether or not he
would

class dyslexia

consideration"

as a disability

(David, maths-based

but felt that
undergraduate,

"it definitely

needs

University A, blind).

Another, who has dyslexia, felt that "when people hear the word disability
they automatically

think of someone in a wheelchair or someone with a

severe need or something.

But I think [dyslexia]

learning need" (May, social science-based
dyslexia).

is just an alternative

undergraduate,

University

D,

After the recorder was turned off, she went on to say how she

preferred to interpret the acronym SpLD as Specific Learning Difference,
which fits with her explanation above of dyslexia as an 'alternative'

way of

learning.

Reasonable

adjustments

As was highlighted
participants

in the previous

about their definitions

section,

of disability

discussions with

student

tended to involve fairly

negative words, and reflect a medical rather than social model approach to
disability.

Encouragingly, however, they were a lot more positive about the

term 'reasonable adjustments',

although

as with staff participants

Section 4.3.2) they interpreted the question in different ways.

(see
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participants

student

be.

should

adjustments

answered
They

in

terms

said they

of

should

what

reasonable

be "suitable"

and

"adequate" (David, maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind), there
should be "flexibility"

(Carly, science-based undergraduate,

University C,

dyslexia) and they should "meet the needs of the student" (ibid. ).
should be "fair" (May, social science-based undergraduate,

They

University D,

dyslexia) to disabled students and be something that "suits them" (ibid. )
and something "they're happy with" (ibid. ).
The only slightly negative view of what a reasonable adjustment should be
came from one student participant with a visual impairment, Steve, who
was generally very negative about being disabled. He said, "a reasonable
adjustment

would be something

where an adjustment

is made that in

combination with effort from the individual, [... ] a problem caused by the
be overcome"
disability
(Steve,
individual's
could
science-based
undergraduate, University D, low vision). This comment, and others made
during his interview, suggest that Steve feels in some way responsible for
his disability, and as a result believes he has a responsibility to contribute
to the adjustments

made for him.

Whilst discussions in Chapter 6 show

that many students did decide to become actively involved in making
adjustments in order to ensure they were the most effective they could be,
Steve talked instead of the need to work harder whilst accepting that he
still may not adequately overcome the barriers he faces. This is very much
at odds with the way in which other students expressed their
understanding

of reasonable adjustments,

and suggests his view is closer

to a medical model understanding of disability.
Some student participants

answered this question in terms of what the

purpose of a reasonable adjustment
visual impairment

is.

One student participant

said the purpose of a reasonable adjustment

with a

is "to be

able to put a student as close to, as she or he would be, a position in the
university as a normal student would be" (Jenny, social science-based
undergraduate,

University

A, low vision).

This matches the legislation

fairly closely. Another took a far broader view that reasonable adjustments
are "basically anything that's been able to help me to carry out my course"
(Simon, computing-based

undergraduate,

University B, blind).

This very

of what is reasonable suggests a social model
is
the
the
student's needs rather than
of
reference
point
as
perspective,

generous interpretation

available resources.
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Most student participants

as something that

saw reasonable adjustments

they were entitled to because they were print disabled, and indeed most
under the legislation.

to such adjustments

were entitled

however, recognise that there were limits.
with a visual impairment

participant

For example, one student

said that

reasonable to "redesign an existing building...

Braille translation

would
...
rooms if it was to do

with a building being inaccessible" (David, maths-based
A, blind).

Many student

constraints on what is reasonable.

not be

while it would

be reasonable, [as would] trying to find alternative
University

They did,

undergraduate,

talked about financial

participants

One student participant with a visual

said, "what's reasonable to one is not reasonable to another,
depending on who's paying for it" (Scott, computing-based postgraduate,
impairment

B, blind).

University
participants

This is a sentiment

in Section 4.3.2.

shared by one of the staff

He argued that, "that is the problem with

disability laws in this country, [... ] the clause, 'what is reasonable? "' (Scott,
ibid. ).

Another student

participant

with a visual impairment

spoke at

length about what is reasonable:
in terms of financial and practicality so to a reasonable
...
degree they need to have things in place that enable you to do
Well I suppose in extreme

the studies.

cases it would be

impossible for them because they can't do them, or because it's
too expensive.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
In answering this question, the student participants gave a lot of examples
of types of reasonable adjustments that had been made for them, "Braille
(David,

maths-based

notetaker"

(Jenny,

transcription"
"having

a

undergraduate,
social

University

science-based

A, blind),

undergraduate,

University A, low vision), "translation services or other study support" (Jim,
psychology-based

postgraduate,

University A, blind), access to "materials

in the format

that

undergraduate,

University B, blind).

I need to access them"

(Simon,

computing-based

The one student participant who did

not fit into either of the first two categories as he was colour-blind,
talked about reasonable adjustments

for other types of disability,

even

"ramps

for people with wheelchairs and induction loops for people with hearing
aids" (Graham, computing-based

postgraduate, University B, colour-blind).
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4.5 Conclusion
While generalizations
university

were inevitably

made in Section 4.2 about the

perspectives and understandings

of disability

and reasonable

adjustments display in their first DES, they are in fact made up of a large
number of individuals with differing views, and policy documents such as
these are an attempt reach and document a consensus. Each DES explains
in general terms who had been involved in its production, and it can be
assumed that these people influence the policy decisions that were made,
but these will not be the only key players.
Whilst

the content

and intentions

of these documents

are generally

consistent, it is clear from reading them that each DES has more than one
In fact, in several cases it is apparent that sections have been

author.

added by 'cutting and pasting' from other documents as the tense and
language used is not always consistent.
terms

such as 'disabled

inconsistent,

students'

It is noticeable that the use of

and 'students

with

a disability'

is

and some sections seem to more closely reflect the social

model of disability than others.
It is suggested,

on the basis of these 2006 DESs, that of the four

universities studied, only University C fully embraces the social model of
The other three universities appear to be more closely aligned to
the approach to disability used in the legislation. Interestingly though, it
disability.

appears that the way in which a university understands the term disability
does not necessarily correlate with how seriously it takes its responsibilities
in terms of ensuring disability equality. University D appeared to be the
most committed to this, despite adopting the approach suggested by the
legislation rather than one suggested by the social model of disability.
There were a number of differences between the accounts provided by staff
and student participants.

Students tended to give much shorter definitions

of both disability and reasonable adjustments than staff. Students also had
a tendency to answer the question about how they understood the term
reasonable adjustment
them personally.

in terms of adjustments

that have been made for

This may be due in part to the fact that those who

struggled to answer the original question, and many did, were prompted to
think of adjustments that had been made for them and whether they felt
that these fit with their understanding of the term 'reasonable'.
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It is clear therefore that whilst the student participants did not generally
understand disability in a way that suggests a social model perspective,
their understanding of reasonable adjustments did very much fit this model
Except that is, for Steve

and this was also true of the universities.
(science-based undergraduate,

University D, low vision) who seemed very

much to take a medical model approach to disability
adjustments.

and reasonable

For this reason, his account will be drawn upon in Chapter 6

to provide one example of a student participant

who adopted a medical

model approach to disability.
based postgraduate,

He will be contrasted with Scott (computingUniversity B, blind) and David, two students who

clearly adopted a social model approach.
Generally speaking, staff seemed to understand disability and reasonable
adjustments in terms of the social model of disability, although a few
provided

suggest they favour

accounts that

the less generous

model

The one staff participant who displayed a
adopted by the legislation.
perspective that could be suggestive of the medical model, was Mike
(maths-based academic, University B).

Susan (disability service adviser,

University A) on the other hand, clearly understood disability in relation to
the social model and interpreted
She also recognized

the

the word reasonable very generously.

potential

discrepancy

between

her personal

adherence to social model ideals, and the legislative approach she had to
reflect in her work.
Chapter 6 to illustrate

Mike and Susan's accounts will be drawn upon in
the contrasting

perspectives of the medical and

social models of disability.
It is therefore

clear that

it is impossible

to state categorically

perspective each university or participant is most closely aligned with.

which
It is

possible, however, to make generalisations. These will be used in Chapter
6 to explore satisfaction levels and try to establish whether the perspective
a participant has about disability bears any relation to their stated and
apparent satisfaction levels.
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S. What

are

the

making

issues

involved

in

implementing

and

adjustments?
5.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to address parts b) and c) of the research question:
b) What adjustments

are made for print disabled students and In

what situations are they necessary?
c) What problems arise with the implementation

of adjustments?

It also aims to begin to address parts d) and e), which will be returned to
in Chapter 6:
d) How reasonable are the adjustments made?
e) How satisfied are staff and students with these adjustments?
This chapter focuses on adjustments

that are made for print disabled

students as described not only by student respondents themselves but also
by staff respondents involved in making these adjustments.

It attempts to

outline adjustments described by respondents, provide a rationale for these
and

the

explore

respondents

highlighted

with

their

It will also consider how reasonable these may be and

implementation.
provide

problems

examples

few

of the

unreasonable

adjustments

respondents

described.
This chapter

It begins by discussing

as follows.

is structured

how

adjustments may be funded and considers the process by which needs are
assessed and adjustments are recommended (Section 5.2). The four main
categories of adjustments
(Section
5.4);

5.3);

specialist

adjustments
5.6).

are then considered in turn: alterative formats

non-medical
equipment

to teaching,

helpers/disability
and assistive

self-directed

support

software

workers

(Section

(Section
5.5);

and

study and assessments (Section

Other more general issues are considered in Section 5.7, including

difficulties

students experienced in getting the support they needed and

problems staff faced due to lack of resources. Section 5.8 then outlines the
three examples of unreasonable adjustments that respondents gave.
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5.2 Funding

adjustments

and assessing

needs

Although some adjustments can be made for free or without incurring any
significant cost, many adjustments are expensive and a range of funding is
available to both institutions and individual students (see Chapter 1).
Funding for institutions was not something respondents talked about in any
great detail, and so this section focuses primarily on funding for individual
students.

Respondents

explained

that

for

an

institution

to

make

and for students to be eligible to apply for funding to meet
the costs of these, students first have to provide evidence that they are
disabled (see Section 5.2.1). Several respondents expressed concern about
adjustments,

the medical nature of the evidence required, and how this may conflict with
the models of disability used by the institutions themselves or in the
legislation. This is discussed at length in Section 5.2.1.1.

Most student

respondents were in receipt of Disabled Student's Allowance (DSA), and
had undergone Study Aids and Strategies Assessments that had resulted in
recommendations

of adjustments

(see Section 5.2.2).

Respondents also

talked about additional sources of funding such as the Access to Learning
Fund (ALF), as well as funding options for disabled international
(see Section 5.2.3).

Respondents also discussed universities' obligations to

provide equipment for some students, and the difficulties
meeting these obligations (see Section 5.2.4).

5.2.1 Providing

students

they had had

evidence

Before students can receive any adjustments

under SENDA 2001 or DDA

2005, they must provide evidence that they are disabled according to the
definitions used by the DDA 2005. Respondents' accounts suggest exact
details regarding who must provide this and the level of detail required
depended
funding
the
from
the
to
often
on
and
next
university
one
varied
body concerned. This evidence was not always the same as the evidence
for
DSA.
As
the majority of students,
in
to
apply
order
required
students
including those interviewed, were eligible for DSA, it is not surprising that
respondents talked predominately

about the evidence required in order to

described
how
this
for
Both
this.
respondents
and
student
staff
apply
from
form
the
has
take
to
evidence
written
a medical
of
either
evidence
SpLDs,
Educational
in
the
with
students
an
of
case
or,
professional,
Psychologists' Report. At the time fieldwork was carried out, many students
the
to
of
nature and severity of
evidence
not
only
provide
were required
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their disability, but also a statement of the impact it has on their studies.
Educational

Psychologists

are

trained

to

but

this,

provide

medical

professionals are not.

5.2.1.1 Difficulties with medical evidence
Respondents explained that the provision of suitable medical evidence is
potentially problematic,

as medical professionals are naturally experts in

the medical aspects of impairment. They are less likely to understand, and
be in a position to comment on, the way in which impairments become
disabilities as defined by the social model. Medical professionals may be
able to make the statement that 'patient x has a detached retina which has
left her with limited vision', for example. They may be able to test her
vision to determine that she cannot read print at all. It is unclear, however,
how it follows that they are qualified to state the effect on her studies.

To

do so presupposes that they not only fully understand how this impairment
effects their patient, but also that they are familiar with the nature of her
studies and the requirements
presupposes that

they

of her discipline.

understand

More than that, it also

the social model of disability

well

enough to recognise the myriad of ways in which the higher education
setting may be disabling and appreciate the legislative obligation to make
'reasonable' adjustments.
Some respondents complained that the requirement for medical evidence
forces them to accept the medical model of disability. They complained that
the initial focus is on a medical evaluation of impairment
impairment

may affect performance

and how this

in higher education. Taking a social

model perspective would instead involve a consideration of how the higher
education

setting

turns

an

impairment

into

a disability,

and

what

adjustments can be made to reduce the level of disablement experienced,
or even prevent it altogether.

This is the purpose of a needs assessment,

and the way in which some staff respondents felt their work was negatively
affected by this are discussed below (see Section 5.2.2).

5.2.2 The DSA 'Study

Aids and Strategies

Assessment'

Students who are eligible for DSA and whose medical evidence has been
judged suitable will generally be referred for a 'Study Aids and Strategies
Assessment', commonly called a 'needs assessment'.

This will be carried
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out in an Assessment Centre and consists of a meeting between at least
one trained assessor and a student (NNAC Website, 2010).
Many of the disability support staff respondents were also trained assessors
and explained how a needs assessment works. They described this meeting
as

an

opportunity

impairments/disabilities;
experienced

discuss

to

any

previous

in the educational

following

issues:

adjustments

they

the

or work

setting;

students'
may

have

how effective

these

may have been; and, how well these or other adjustments
might work in terms of the student's current studies. If students have not
received any adjustments before, or if they have not been wholly effective,
adjustments

assessors are able to suggest alternatives. Some said they may be able to
give students the chance to try out equipment and software depending on
their needs and what the Assessment Centre has available.
Disability support staff respondents explained how they take a very student
centred approach. One described this as starting with "the problem and
coming up with a solution"

(Jackie, alternative

formats

manager and

disability service adviser, University B). Another said she felt the purpose
of the needs assessment was to create a "level playing field" (Karen,
disability service adviser, University C). This was a sentiment shared by
many staff and students who took part in this study, and demonstrates a
very generous approach to what is reasonable. A less generous approach
would involve starting from the point of what adjustments the institution
can easily make and what funding is available, and then mapping these to
students' needs. This was, however, in no way the approach that staff
respondents described.
They commonly said that whilst their recommendations are often based on
the adjustments
the

effectiveness

students have received previously,
of

these

with

students

rather

they always discuss
than

automatically

assuming them to be the right ones to recommend again. Several staff
had
been
to
adjustments
not
suitable or
pointed
cases
where
respondents
were not effective at overcoming a barrier. For example, one described
how students often say to her they have had "materials enlarged to A3
[using a photocopier] throughout their schooling but when you ask if that is
how they like them, they'll say, 'No, I'd much prefer my preferred print size
on A4 paper"' (Susan, disability

service adviser, University A). Another

disability support staff respondent agreed with this, explaining that "the
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nature of mainstream education is that quite often people haven't had half
of what they should have had" (Karen, disability service adviser, University
C).
This is perhaps because although parts of SENDA 2001 also apply to pre-16
education, the requirements and terminology used is very different. During
compulsory education, pupils who have a learning difficulty or disability
that affects their progress at school are said to have "special educational
needs" (Department for Children, Schools and Families, 2009, p. 6) and are
likely to be "given extra or different help from that given to other children
of the same age" (ibid. ). If the pupil does not require extra resources (such
as staff time or equipment),

and their current school can deal with their

needs, the pupil's teacher may produce a written Individual Learning Plan
(ILP) (ibid, p. 12). Where extra resources are required or the current school
cannot deal with their needs, pupils may require "a statutory assessment"
(ibid, p. 17) and a "statement of special educational needs" (ibid, p. 17). As
with the sections of SENDA 2001 that govern post-16 education, this
approach, and the terminology used, focuses on the problem with the
individual, in this case a pupil's 'special educational needs'. One redeeming
feature of pre-16 provision, however, is that it is not necessary for pupils
or their parents to apply for special funding. Instead is the Local Education
Authority's

responsibility

to ensure that

the chosen school

mainstream or specialist, maintained, non-maintained

(be this

or independent) can

meet the pupil's needs. How well these needs are met is beyond the scope
of my research, but pre-16 provision was criticised by several respondents
(see Chapter 5). They complained that it often did not properly meet the
pupil's needs or prepare them adequately for post-16 education.
Indeed,

the

results

of research

by UK Aim

Higher South Yorkshire

(Madriaga, 2007) revealed that students, as well as their parents and their
higher education tutors, were generally disappointed with their pre-16
schooling:
Tutors (in many instances) did not take positive steps to ensure
that disabled students acquired equal access to learning.
Moreover, tutors did not envision student respondents excelling
academically

and pursuing

higher

education.

The action or
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inaction of school tutors

has impacted on the attitudes

and

confidence of the respondents' pursuit of higher education.
Madriaga, 2007, pp. 403-4
In addition to their poor experiences in compulsory education, Madriaga
reported that some students also experience disablism and discrimination
at

further

education.
sentiments

education

levels

which

"disappointment

Unfortunately,
expressed

too,

about

school

often

continues

into

higher

in university lecturers mirrored

and

further

education

tutors"

(Madriaga, 2007, p. 408). An exploration of this is beyond the remit of this
thesis, but the possibility

of student respondents

negative experiences of adjustments

having had previous

in education must be borne in mind

when considering their perceptions of adjustments in higher education.
Staff respondents detailed recommendations for specialist equipment and
assistive software (discussed further in Section 5.5) that they commonly
make as assessors. These usually include a computer of some sort for
students' home use and assistive software. Assistive software commonly
used by respondents includes: screen readers which allow speech access to
screen content, e. g. JAWS; text readers which provide speech access to
electronic materials, e. g. TextHelp Read and Write; screen magnifiers, e. g.
Lunar; combined screen readers and magnifiers,
mapping software, e. g. Inspiration;
Dragon

Naturally

Speaking.

e. g. SuperNova; mind-

and, voice recognition software, e. g.

If students

require

the use of standard

software available on university computers on their own computers, such
as Microsoft Word, respondents explained they may recommend this as
well. They may also recommend other equipment such as CCTV viewers
items
digital
sundry
such as toner cartridges and
and
recorders,
and
coloured paper.

Assessors also make recommendations

in relation to the

provision of alternative formats (see Section 5.3) and non-medical helpers
(see Section 5.4), as well as adjustments to teaching, self-directed study
(see
Section
5.6).
assessments
and
A few staff respondents said they sometimes recommend more than one
barrier.
For
to
example, when a student
a
particular
overcome
adjustment
taking notes in lectures, one respondent recommended a
lecture
device
of
notes in advance
copies
and
notetaker, a recording
because she felt that a "variety" of methods were needed (Karen, disability
had difficult

because
interesting
is
This
C).
University
using a narrow
service adviser,
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definition of 'reasonable', it would be possible to argue that this approach is
too expensive and therefore overgenerous.

All of the staff respondents

involved in needs assessments emphasised however that what was needed
was an "individual approach" (Karen, disability service adviser, University
C) which considers the impact that "their disability has on their studies"
(Jackie, disability service adviser, University B, emphasis added). Time
and time again they emphasised that no two students are the same and
they all have different needs.
Staff respondents explained that needs assessments culminate in a written
report, officially called a "Study Aids and Study Strategies Report" but
to as a 'needs assessment report' (NNAC Website,
They described this report as providing specific recommendations

generally
2008).

referred

equipment, software, sundry items and non-medical helpers that should be
funded, as well as quotations from several suppliers for these. This report
also

contains

recommendations

about

other

adjustments

students'

universities should consider making. These include adjustments to teaching
and assessment such as providing handouts in advance and allowing extra
time in examinations.

Staff respondents

often provides justifications

explained that this report also

for their recommendations

and explanations of

It was clear from their
accounts that the reports served two purposes; to request funding be

the rationale for making particular

adjustments.

provided for certain items and to outline a package of support to enable
students to meet the demands of their courses.
Staff respondents were generally positive about needs assessments. Their
explanations about the format and purpose of these suggest a social model
approach
below).

(apart

from the difficulties

This is also evidenced

recommendations

they

describe

with

medical evidence discussed

by the comprehensive
making.

They

clearly

nature

of the

believe

needs

assessments should be student focused, and to this end the adjustments
they recommend are clearly based on a generous interpretation
reasonable. Student

respondents

rarely had complaints

of what is

to make about

their own needs assessments, except for the two whose experiences are
discussed in Section 5.2.2.2.
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5.2.2.1 Problems caused by medical evidence
As was noted above, several disability support staff respondents who
worked as assessors described how they were expected to use the medical
evidence or Educational Psychologist's Reports as a starting point during
the needs assessment. One such respondent described this as a "question
and answer session" (Susan, disability service adviser, University A) but
complained that because of the need to provide evidence it was very
led" (Ibid. ).

"medically

This respondent

had a wealth

of experience

handling DSA applications and carrying out needs assessments, and spoke
of the danger of medical professionals exceeding their area of expertise.
She said she had experienced problems when medical evidence had been
too specific about affect on study or recommended particular adjustments,
especially in terms of equipment or software. In such cases, she had found
that funding bodies tended to assume that this was all that was required
and turn

down any further

made during

recommendations

a needs

She was therefore very wary of the requirement for medical

assessment.

evidence to include comments on impact on study.

5.2.2.2 Problems with some recommendations
Although staff respondents who worked as assessors indicated that their
recommendations

must follow broad guidelines, they emphasised that the

specifics of each report

are very important

and much individualised.

Generally student respondents were in agreement with this and described
their needs assessments as useful and positive experiences, but there were
two notable exceptions. One had not yet had her needs assessment but
had been told that the item she felt would be most useful to her, a
'list'
the
on
standard
of items that could be purchased
not
was
whiteboard,
from DSAs. She complained that:
They

buy you

whiteboard.

all this

fancy software

but I just

want

a

[... ] I find it so much easier to use a whiteboard

than anything else and it'd be cheaper for them to buy me a
whiteboard than computer software but apparently that's not on
the list.
Emily, psychology-based

undergraduate, University D, dyslexia

She may have been given incorrect information, and even if not it may be
that when she actually had her assessment her assessor was able to make
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a case for this in her needs assessment report. The information she had
been given does not fit comfortably, however, with the student centred
approach described above. If true, she would be denied an adjustment she
knew herself to be useful in favour of a more expensive solution that she
It is not known what happened when she later had her
needs assessment. It is possible the assessor was able to show her the

did not want.

advantages of the software over a whiteboard, but at the time of interview
she was quite apprehensive about the idea of attending it.
Another

had

also

assessment.

a

negative

experience

One of the recommendations

in

to

relation

his

needs

made was for software to

display notes taken on his notetaker's laptop on his own laptop screen in
real time.

His notetaker would be copying from the board, which was too

far away for him to see, and this would enable him to follow the lecture
more easily. As he was taking a science-based course, however, very few
notes could be made using his notetaker's laptop as the majority

of the

content was graphical. He complained that this software was:
totally inappropriate

because if you take all the words from

...
an hour lecture you'll probably have about an A4 page worth of
words but four pages of [graphical]

stuff. [... ] And the thing

was that later in my DSA I wanted to get a more powerful
computer [... ] but there wasn't enough [money left, so] I
couldn't get as powerful [a computer]

as I would have liked

because I wasted 300 quid on this stupid piece of software.
Steve, science-based undergraduate, University D, low vision.
His experience

highlights

a potential

problem

with

having

to

make

adjustments within a limited budget, as this error effected the equipment
he was able to purchase later. Whilst his budget could clearly have been
better managed, the limits imposed did cause problems for several student
respondents.
section

They told of DSA budgets being exceeded and as the next

describes

some staff

and student

respondents

had to

seek

alternative funding to meet the extra costs of making adjustments.

5.2.3 Other sources

of funding

If students are not eligible for DSA, if their DSA budget is not sufficient to
meet all their study-related costs, or if their disability leads to costs that
are not covered by DSA, there are some alternative forms of funding. This
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issue was discussed at length with one disability support staff respondent
who had worked with two students who required additional funding. One of
her students had dyslexia in addition to a medical condition that reduced
his mobility, whilst the other was blind.

She explained that the costs of

providing for these "high support needs" could be "part-funded

for any

shortfall, within reason" (Rachel, disability service adviser, University D)
through the Access to Learning Fund (ALF) (discussed further in Chapter
1).

Another from University A also mentioned using the ALF for "things

that cannot be funded through

the DSA" (Susan, a disability

service

adviser, University A) so this does not appear to be an isolated case.
Respondents' accounts suggest that ALF is often allocated differently
different universities.

by

For example, some carry out means testing on all

applicants, whereas others do not require this where a student is applying
for costs not covered by DSA. One disability support staff respondent
explained that at University D:
[There is] a lot of
there is some level of means testing
...
...
discretion with the ALF fund and it's really to make sure they're
students who really have got some additional
funding, but that's so unlikely to happen. [... ] There are a lot of
not over-funding

disabled students who get ALF funding, either for support or, for
example,
necessarily

personal care support that
through

social services

might
or the

not be covered
Disability

Allowance [DLA], or other things like that, travel

Living

costs and

things like that that aren't otherwise covered.
Rachel, disability service adviser, University D.
It seems that it is therefore possible that students may in effect be meanstested for funding to provide support that would be provided through DSA
if the maximum allowance was higher. Setting a tight budget, even for
students with complex or multiple disabilities, suggests a less generous
for
Increasing
this
is
to
such students would
reasonable.
what
approach
for
funding
for
face
that
adjustments and
means-testing
none
ensure
would seem to fit a more generous approach to what is reasonable.
Staff respondents explained that International
the whole, to fund their

own support,

students are expected, on

either themselves

or via their

sponsors. A disability support staff respondent explained that at University
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D disabled international

students are required to ensure they have their
own funding in place before starting a course. Students who develop a
disability during their course are offered some limited funding, but only for
the current academic year. They are expected to find their own funding
before the start of the next academic year (Rachel, disability service
adviser,

University

D). The possible impact

of funding

limitations

on

disabled international

students is beyond the remit of my research, but
Soorenian explains that "there are no available specific grants for disabled
international

students to meet their impairment

related costs.

They are

only allowed to remain in the UK with the condition that they make no
recourse to public funds including such welfare benefits as DSA, and
therefore

they

have

to

rely

on the

individual

funding

discretion

of their

university"

(Soorenian, A, 2006).
In

addition

the

to

mentioned

above,

the

same

respondent explained that University D also has a special central fund to
allow departments

to "make their courses accessible" (Rachel, disability

service adviser, University D). None of the staff at the other universities
studied mentioned

a similar central fund for their departments.

A few

mentioned specific equipment that had been purchased for their disabled
students, although the funding source was not revealed. It is possible that
this was purchased from the HEFCE funding several staff respondents said
was available for home students.

One staff respondent also mentioned

that University C had some money "in the pot" (Karen, disability service
adviser, University C) for students who are not eligible for DSAs, including
international students who are not eligible for HEFCE funding.

5.2.4 Universities'

obligations

Most of the students who took part in this study or were mentioned by staff
respondents had funding for specific equipment to use at home. This does
not mean, however, that their universities do not still have an obligation to
provide equipment
respondents

for them to use on campus.

said they sometimes

Many of the student

need to use computers

on campus,

especially in sessions where computer work is involved. By providing this
universities also make things easier for students who do not have funding
for equipment

(including international

students) and potentially for those

who have not disclosed their disability.
important

for postgraduate

This equipment

is particularly

students since it is normal for them to have
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offices on campus to work from and to use computers provided by their
Interviews

universities.
to

university

university,

suggested, however, that provision varied from
and

sometimes

from

even

department

to

department.

5.2.4.1 Problems meeting these obligations
Provision

of specialist

equipment

and software

at

University

A was

generally good, but individual staff experiences of arranging it were rather
Some DDOs said they had tried to make computers in their
mixed.
departments

accessible, with varying success.

One said that she had

"made sure that one of the computers downstairs is accessible, and it can
be set up for an individual student to have their own log-on and go straight
in" (Elma, education-based DDO, University A). Another had encountered
problems when she had wanted to make all, or at least some, of the
computers in her department accessible. A colleague from the university's
IT department told her she could not have specialist software installed for
students with dyslexia and visual impairments because "it would be
extremely difficult to do" (Jessie, DDO, psychology-based, University A). In
this case the problem was partly

an institutional

one as not all the

computers had a good enough specification to run this software.

Another

problem was that one piece of software she requested, a screen reader
called JAWS, cannot be purchased with a university wide licence and
individual licences were felt to be too expensive.

The response she was

given was clearly that in this case it was felt it was unreasonable, in terms
of cost, to upgrade all the computers and purchase individual licences.
Instead it may have been more reasonable to upgrade and provide licences
for a proportion

of the computers available, and this seems to be the

approach many of the universities had taken.
It was clear from interviews with other staff respondents at University A
that funds had been found to provide some specialist software on a wider
for
library
A
and IT facilities stated that
responsible
staff
respondent
scale.
mind-mapping software had recently been put on the university network,
and that they now had licenses to allow a small number of students at a
time to run a screen magnification program via the network.
that University

A provides specialist equipment

She also said

and software

bookable rooms (Melanie, Library and IT Manager, University A).

in a few
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The problems experienced at University A were not isolated ones as staff
respondents at the other three universities also said they experienced
similar problems. It is obvious that all four universities studied made
efforts

to provide suitable

equipment

and software

for print

disabled

students, but that funding was a thorny issue. The provision of equipment
by universities was not an area, however, which student respondents in
this study discussed in any great length. It is impossible to say if this
means that they were satisfied with it, or if they were so dissatisfied that
they decided not to use it.

5.3 Alternative

formats

As was discussed in Chapter 2, many print disabled people are unable to
access materials in standard formats, and require them to be provided in
more accessible formats.

As many

documents

are not automatically

available in an accessible format, it is often necessary to convert these to
Examples of
'alternative formats' and this process is called 'transcription'.
alternative

formats

include:

Braille,

large

print,

audio and electronic

format. Many print disabled people have a specially tailored format they
find easiest to access, known as their 'preferred format'. This is generally
true of the student respondents and all four of the universities studied were
Regardless of their
involved in producing materials in these formats.
preferred format, print disabled people, including the students who took
part in this research, say they often access materials in a variety of
different

formats.

This may depend upon the accessibility

of formats

already available, the content of the material, the timescale they are
for.
For
to,
the
needed
example, a person
materials
are
and
what
working
but
format
In
be
happy
to
prefer course materials
audio
access
novels
may
In Braille. A generous Interpretation of what is reasonable, would require
that,

as far as possible, print disabled students are provided with the

format they feel best suits their needs, rather than one that is easy or
cheap to produce. A less generous interpretation

would require students to

find ways to adapt in order to access the formats

that

are already

available.
If the needs of print disabled people are considered when materials are
designed

even standard

formats

can be made more accessible.

For

example, printed materials can be made easier to read by using a format
called 'clear print' (which improves readability)

and electronic formats can
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be designed to be accessible using screen readers and other assistive
technology.
stored

Changing the way materials

may mean that

transcribed.
transcription

It

are produced, structured

some people no longer

also often

means that,

should

or

to be

require

them

it still

be required,

is much easier and quicker. Another way of improving access

to materials is to produce documents in a variety of formats rather than
only in standard-format print. It should be recognised, however, that some
people will still require

materials

to be transcribed

into their

specific

preferred format.
In reality, the most materials are produced in one standard format and this
format is often fairly inaccessible. Thus it is frequently necessary to
transcribe materials. In order to understand what is involved in transcribing
materials, and to appreciate how creating more accessible materials from
the outset may reduce this task, it is perhaps necessary to start by
explaining the main types of alternative formats.

5.3.1 Main types of alternative

format

Braille
Braille is a method of accessing written information using the fingers to feel
raised dots. It may be found on items such as lift buttons or medicine
bottles but generally it is produced on paper using a computer and a Braille
like
for
Braille) or on a Perkins Brailler
(which
a
printer
acts
embosser
which looks a lot like a typewriter. It may also be created on a Braille
display, a device that attaches to a computer and consists of movable pins
that represent changes on the computer screen.
Braille is produced in 'cells' of six or eight dots depending on the system
latter
64
256
(including
the
former
The
combinations,
possible
gives
used.
the blank cell that contains no dots at all). Braille characters represent not
but
There
letters
the
punctuation.
the
a-z
also
are not
alphabet
of
only
enough possible combinations to represent everything so often modifiers
0
1-9
by
the
the
For
and
are
numbers
represented
example,
needed.
are
letters a-j preceded by a 'number'

modifier.

It is also necessary to use

formatting,
in
text
indicate
to
Braille
changes
such as
characters
extra
bold, italic or underlining, causing Braille to use significantly more
characters than its text equivalent.

To combat this, contractions are used

for commonly

of letters,

used combinations

for example,

one Braille
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character means "th" which in some contexts also means "the".
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This is

similar to shorthand.

Large print
Although many people attempt to produce large print by simply enlarging
documents on a photocopier, this is fairly inappropriate
than

the results

that

can be achieved

and is little better

using a handheld

magnifier.

Producing easily readable large print often involves changing the font size,
style, text formatting,

layout, spacing and colour.

It may also involve

printing on coloured paper, often pastel shades.

Electronic format
Some print disabled prefer materials in electronic format, and most read
these using a screen-reader or text-reader, or a Braille display. Others
enlarge the screen content using a screen magnifier or by enlarging the
font. This is not always the case however, and the most potent example of
print disability described in this research related to a physically disabled
student supported by one of the disability support staff respondents. She
have
dyslexia,
has
does
the
that
not
perfect
vision
and
student
explained
but cannot read printed materials as he is paralysed and cannot turn the
page. Instead, he requires electronic texts that he can view on screen and
selects pages using assistive technology (Jackie, alternative formats
manager and disability service adviser, University B).
Electronic texts that are to be read by a screen-reader (or text reader) are
usually best provided as either a Microsoft Word document (the
accessibility of other word-processing packages varies greatly), or as plain
or rich-text word-processing formats since these are easier for screen
readers

to

interact

with.

For Standard

English text,

PDF (Portable

Document Format) files may be accessible but it depends when and how
they were produced (for a discussion of this see JISC TechDis, 2007a). It
is also becoming common to provide text as a Digital Accessible
Information SYstem (DAISY) book (see http: //www. daisy. org).

Audio
Audio formats are usually recordings of materials read aloud by a human
reader, and are often referred to as audio books. These may be provided
on CD (including DAISY CD) or cassette, or downloaded from the Internet.
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Professional recordings

are often available from organizations

such as

RNIB, local libraries, or even bookshops, but many are abridged versions
and fiction titles are most common. Some universities do make recordings
of course materials for students, but as none of the students who took part
in this study used these they are not discussed in detail in this thesis.

5.3.2 Producing
Staff

respondents

alternative
outlined

five

formats
requirements

that

for

are necessary

successful transcription:
1) Advance notice of the material to be transcribed (i. e. knowing what
needs to be produced and when for);
2) Provision of that material, preferably in editable electronic format;
3) A reliable method of transcribing the material;
4) Sufficient time to transcribe the material;
5) Ideally, time and ability to carry out proofreading of the transcribed
material.
Respondents'

accounts

suggest

that

the

provision

of

accessible

or

alternative format materials is the most valuable adjustment for many print
disabled students, yet it is also the most problematic one to implement.
The process of transcribing
available

on a standard

Standard

UK computer

English text
keyboard)

(i. e. the characters
is technically

fairly

and Chapter 2 contains references to several documents
providing guidance on this. Several respondents explained, however, that

straightforward

materials

containing

non-standard

English, such as foreign

languages,

mathematical notation and graphics, are much more problematic. Particular
difficulties were experienced by the five Braille readers whose courses
contained a large about of mathematics. This is because mathematical
notation is two dimensional in nature and Braille is essentially linear.

The

specific difficulties they encountered, however, are beyond the remit of this
thesis.
Regardless of content type, respondents explained that difficulties

with

were experienced in relation to all five of the requirements,
albeit to differing degrees. Only the first two are discussed in detail below
as these are the ones respondents identified the most significant problems
transcription

with.
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5.3.2.1 Requirement one: advance notice of the material to be
transcribed
This advance notice of material to be transcribed

generally needs to be

provided by academics teaching print disabled students as they generally
determine which materials students should read. They often provide
students with reading lists detailing materials required and copies of lecture
notes or materials to be used in sessions. Research students or taught
students

completing

self-determined

projects

would not normally

have

access to reading lists, but academics may still be asked to provide
guidance in regard to useful materials to reduce delays transcribing these.
Students or academics may also be aware that access is required to other
produced materials and where this is the case the alternative

university

formats service will also need to be notified of these.
Respondents explained that reading lists (see Section 5.6.1.1),

lecture

notes and other lecture materials (see Section 5.6.1.2) are often requested
directly from academics, but these are now often available to download
from the University's Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).
universities

studied had some form of VLE that could be used to store

electronic copies of materials,
material

All four of the

but respondents said that the amount of

that is placed there varies greatly.

As a result, several staff

respondents said it is still necessary to contact academics directly in order
to gain access to materials in advance. There were varying reasons for
this; either because their materials were not available electronically (e. g.
they only had hardcopies),

they were not accessible (e. g. they were

handwritten or were saved as PDF files containing mathematical notation or
graphics),

or because they choose not place materials

on the VI-Es In

advance or at all.

5.3.2.2 Requirement two: obtaining the original material
Respondents explained that the process and difficulty of obtaining original
materials depends, in part, on whether these are produced by the student's
university or by external bodies such as publishers.

University produced materials
A few staff respondents described how some departments made it easier to
obtain university

produced materials

in advance by creating documents
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with accessibility in mind and storing electronic copies of these, generally
in an accessible format. It was not only materials required for lectures that
the universities' studied tried to make available in advance. At University A,
the production and storage of library materials such as leaflets had been
One non-disability support related
overhauled to increase accessibility.
respondent described how the software previously used to produce
materials

created electronic

copies inaccessible to screen readers and

unsuitable for transcription. The software was changed and staff are now
encouraged "to make sure things are available more electronically"
(Melanie, library and IT manager, University A).
Some services and departments

had attempted

to make all of their

materials available online to all students. This is a general anticipatory
adjustment, and as is noted by Healey et al. (2006) in Chapter 2 such
adjustments

generally benefit all students. Some academic departments

were reluctant do this as they were concerned that students would rely on
these and choose not to attend the sessions. One disability support staff
related respondent said this was a particular concern for her department:
Well, in terms of anticipatory

[adjustments],

we have got ...
stored and we've sent

almost all our materials electronically
those to some dyslexic students in advance of courses. We
don't have them on our website and freely available in that form
at the moment, although that's something we are considering.
We've not done it historically because we feel that - and this
may be right [or] wrong - ... that if they were [online] a lot of
students would just look at them and say, "Well, I've had these
materials and I won't come [to the lectures]". And we think that
there's an added value in being part of the course.
Abbey, education-based DDO, University A.
As more universities opt to provide lecture materials online in advance, it
fact
in
to
become
are
choosing
not
not
students
or
whether
apparent
will
instead.
On
the
but
the
lectures
to
materials
accompanying
read
attend
this
to
that
felt
there
that
no
suppose
was
reason
respondents
staff
whole
be
lectures
that
Several
should
more
happen.
university
commented
would
than an instructor reading out lecture materials and should always aim to
believe
if
they
that
As
benefit
to
students
a
result,
students.
provide added
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choose not to attend lectures and rely on lecture materials alone, they will
be the ones to lose out.
Many student respondents said academic staff provided them with lecture
materials individually,

or made them available on VLEs or websites for all

students. In these cases student respondents said that if the materials
were accessible they did not always require them to be transcribed.

Externally produced materials
As outlined above, producing alternative

formats is generally reliant on

having some form of editable electronic text to work with.

The cheapest

way of getting this Is to approach publishers for an electronic copy, but
unfortunately

they are not always able to provide this.

For example, one

student respondent said that "we asked the publishers about an electronic
copy and all they could provide was in 'postscript format' which is [... ] of
no use for

Braille transcription"

(David,

maths-based

undergraduate,

University A, blind).
The student respondents said they find this difficult because it often results
in long delays. One said:
[It] takes so so long from your initial email to the publisher to
the final point where you get something back from them even if
it's saying "no we can't give it to you", even then, I have never
come across a case where it has taken us less than two weeks,
I would say. Never. And I think the longest one was I'm sure it
was more than six or seven months from start to finish.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
Some publishers are reluctant to provide copies because they worry about
them being misused, but the same student said that copyright

can be

"guaranteed in other ways whilst still giving us accessibility" (Paul, ibid. ).
Another potential problem is that publishers tend to assume that any type
of electronic format

is accessible to print disabled students. The same

student pointed out that this is not necessarily the case:
they encode or they encrypt their files in a way so that it will
...
be specifically hard to, for example, copy and paste, which is
reasonable because you don't want people to copy and paste
your content of your book into Word or into web page [but] that
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is the work that the screen reader has to go through to get hold
of the text that's on the screen. [... ] If it is encoded or
encrypted or blocked then you get nothing totally out of it.
Paul, ibid.
This means that when students or staff ask for a book from a publisher
they are often met with the response that it is available as an eBook, but
these are not necessary accessible.

Respondents complained that when

they request an electronic copy, publishers often provide PDF files which
may sometimes be suitable for Standard English text, but are not at all
helpful if they contain graphics or mathematics as this information

is lost

when converted into editable format.
Staff respondents

said that

when they approach publishers

they

get

varying responses. The length of time it takes to provide materials and the
format in which they are provided varies, as does whether the publisher
requires a fee and how much this costs.

One disability

support staff

respondent said:
it's the publisher who will also determine how long it takes. I
...
think that some are a lot better than others and some require
the student to actually buy the book and send them proof of
purchase and sometimes if we've got maybe a few copies in the
library they'll be prepared to provide it without the book having
to be bought again.
Lizzie, disability service advisor, University B.
Respondents reported that they are often told that a publisher cannot
provide an electronic copy at all as it does not have one. Some student and
staff respondents questioned this, suggesting that original submissions will
have been made electronically. Publishers explain, however, that although
formats
(e.
Word
LaTeX)
be
in
g.
or
a
suitable
may
submitted
a manuscript
this is usually edited and typeset into an inaccessible format before being
be
final
PDF
or
to
may
may
not
accessible
which
version,
a
converted
(Publisher Lookup UK website, 2009).
Several student respondents said they often tried to obtain copies of the
had
Others
they
to
taken
from
said
publishers.
original manuscript
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approaching authors directly as they usually had a better response from
them. Two of the student respondents said:
I just email the author and say I'm blind, would you mind
emailing it and they usually email it straight away.... if you say
'I just want this chapter' they tend to reply. If you're nice about
them and say you really like their work and you want to use
their theory or whatever.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
I try to find contact details for the authors themselves so you
try to write a convincing

email saying you know this is my

situation this is- ... "I'm really sorry to trouble you with this.
This is the experience that I would get if I was going to go
through the publisher. Can you help me in any way? Do you
have at least a contact for example of a publisher who has to be
in some way helpful or speedy in their reply? Or something like
that? " And most people are compassionate and they will send
you [... ] what you are asking for.
Richard, computing-based undergraduate, University D, blind.
Clearly the original copy submitted

ways. This may not be a problem

final copy in significant
students,

by authors may well differ from the

but it can cause potential

for many

problems for others in terms

of

referencing the materials they have cited.
This issue of publishers

being unable to provide accessible electronic

versions of materials is a non-institutional
books and journals for everyone in society.
the SENDA legislation;

barrier as publishers produce
Publishers are not subject to

instead they are covered by the DDA 1995 which

does not require them to provide accessible versions of any sort. The
Copyright (Visually Impaired Persons) Act 2002, however, allows accessible
versions to be made for those with visual impairments
Licensing

Agency

(CLA)

Photocopying

and

and the Copyright

Scanning

Licence allows

universities to make accessible copies of materials print disabled people
provided they own an original copy of the publication.
updated further since fieldwork has been completed).

(This has been
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This

is

a

non-institutional

removable,

barrier,

as

publishers

could

endeavour to produce and store accessible electronic versions of their
and some do, but the issue is one of resources.

publications,

The

resources needed to produce an accessible electronic copy depend on how
the

original

manuscript

was submitted

and

how

changes have been made since then.

typesetting

many

editing

As a result,

and
most

publishers argue that it is unreasonable (both in a legal and more general
sense) for them to produce and provide an accessible electronic - or other
alternative format - version. Some publishers have sought other ways to
print disabled people have accessing their
reduce the difficulties
publications.
Since the data was collected for this research, two new resources have
become available. One of these is the Publisher Lookup UK website which
provides details of who to contact at each publisher if you are seeking an
There are two caveats however, only publishers who
have submitted their details are listed, and their details may not be up-to-

electronic version.

date unless they have advised the service of any changes. This service is a
collaboration between JISC TechDis and the Publishers Association and only
lists UK based publishers.

(For US based publishers the unrelated site
http: //www. publisherlookup. com is available. )
is the JISC TechDis online

A related

resource

Textbooks

in alternative

formats"

"Guide

to Obtaining

(DISC TechDis, 2008, online) which

advises university staff on what to ask publishers for and how to find out
It advises that "publishers cannot normally
whom to ask for it from.
supply a Microsoft®

Word version of a book since this format usually

disappears at an early stage of the production cycle - specifically ask for a
PDF version. " (ibid. ). It recognises, however, that not all PDF files are
accessible, "you need to ensure the PDF has selectable text - some PDFs
do not contain selectable text but merely an image of text characters. This
is incompatible

with

most assistive

may

have

limited

publisher

inbuilt

technologies.
accessibility

The PDF from
(e. g.

no

the

structural

navigation, unreliable reading order, no ALT tags etc. ). These accessibility
benefits may need to be added locally" (ibid. ). It also points out that PDF
files are only useful for Standard English text, "it can be straightforward

to

make text accessible by adding heading structures where appropriate. It
can be more challenging to provide suitable descriptions for images. It is
yet more difficult to provide access to scientific notation, mathematics and

Page

formulae"

(ibid. ). It also says that books published
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prior to 2000 are

unlikely to be available in electronic format, but most published since 2003
should be. The information in this guide may only be helpful in relation to
obtaining certain types of materials (i. e. those that are primarily standard
English text) that have been published in the last 9 years or so, but it does
go some way towards addressing some of the concerns raised by my
respondents.
What many respondents said would be useful was a central repository of
electronic versions of ALL books currently available in electronic formats so
that they do not have to try to identify

the correct contact at each

publisher and then wait for them to try to source an electronic format.

One

disability support staff respondent said:
I think [that in the US they] have a central repository for any
new books that are issued, so that anyone can access them
from within the US. We haven't got such a system here. It
seems amazing in the age of electronic publishing.
Colin, alternative formats manager, University C.
A repository of all books does not currently exist in the UK, but there are
formats
least
directories,
of some
of
electronic
or
at
repositories,
some
books. One of these is BookShare, which is based in the US but does have
some books available to those with qualifying disabilities who live in the
UK. Most books are only available to paying members however.
Alternatively,

the RNIB National Library Service loans out reference books,

music and maps in alternative formats (free of charge to eligible readers)
and has a catalogue of over 40,000 titles. The RNIB also has a paid for
Talking Books service which loans out books in DAISY format. Its focus is
on fiction and general interest titles, and requires a paid subscription.

5.3.2.3 Other issues with transcription
If materials are not available in a suitable format for transcription,

it is

necessary to produce these using the formats that are available. Some
materials are available as PDF files, and although these have become a lot
more accessible to screen-readers in recent years, it is not possible to
automatically turn these into large print or Braille. There are now various
pieces of software available to turn PDF files into editable text, but many
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suffer from

the same limitations

described below in relation

to OCR

software.
Information

available

in html format

is usually accessible to screen-

readers, but may need to be converted into editable text to produce large
print or Braille. This can often be done fairly easily by cutting and pasting
it into a word processing package.
If these methods are not possible, it is usually necessary to take a printed
copy of the text and process it using a flatbed scanner and an Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) program. This is the most error prone method
as problems may occur at two stages: the scanning stage (e. g. dirt on the
scanner glass distorts text) or the OCR stage (e. g. text is not properly
recognised and converted).
If an editable electronic format has been produced from an inaccessible
one it is likely that it will be necessary to proofread the text produced (or
at the very least selections of it) to check that it Is true to the original.
Errors

are often

software,

made by conversion

programs,

scanners

and OCR

and are not always picked up by spellchecker software.

For

example, the author found that her texts often contained errors such as
'modern' becoming 'modem', 'and' becoming 'arid', and 'he' and 'be' being
used interchangeably.
In most cases it is also necessary to ensure that the student can identify
the original page or PowerPoint slide numbers from the accessible version
for referencing purposes or so they know they are on the right page in a
lecture. These often need to be inserted manually as the software does not
always pick them up correctly or at all, and this can be time consuming.

5.3.3 Effect of transcription

problems on students

When asked about the impact delays receiving materials
formats,

and other problems, had on students,

in alterative

staff respondents

gave

responses. One disability service staff respondent felt that the
had
had
coped all right:
with
worked
she
students
differing

The students we get seem to be very resilient and realise and
delay
figure
different
be
they
to
there's
that
and
a
going
accept
didn't
if
if
that
It's
provide alternative
we
as
almost
ways out.
formats they would still manage somehow but not at the same
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level that other students would. So it is a problem but it's out of
our control. We can't do anything to speed that along.
Jackie, alternative formats manager and disability service
advisor, University C.
Another felt that delays could make things much harder for students:
I think it does have an impact. I mean, the student that [Hazel]
works most closely with,
because you're permanently
access just

you know it's a constant

impact

trying to find something you can

so you can keep up with the course, and that

student's thinking of doing a PhD so that's going to bring up all
sorts of new things. For another student who did a Masters, he
was the one who preferred to have everything scanned, you
know that took quite a while and he had to wait for the
department to issue a book list which was, the book list needed
to be issued to the library as well so they could make sure they
had the books in and then there is a time delay.
Rachel, disability service advisor, University D.
The respondent above felt that,
achievers',

the impact

particularly

of problems

where students were 'high

receiving

materials

in alternative

formats may not be so obvious:
I think we're also dealing at [University D] with students who
are highly academic as well, which in some respects might not
highlight as much as it might at another institution, how difficult
it is for some students and how much extra work they're putting
in. We're talking, well, over double the amount of time I would
say and some of them will still manage a First and it looks like
they've been fine and in fact they've been struggling all the
way. So I think maybe that, the high level of academic ability
sometimes shields the rest of the university from knowing quite
how much a student's struggled.
Rachel, Ibid.
Student respondents had much more to say about the effect that problems
making this adjustment had on them and their studies. Most of the student
respondents said they experienced delays receiving materials that needed
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transcribing.

A large number said they avoided using books and journals

for this reason. One said:
Generally I prefer to get the same information from an online
source if there is one and I've managed not to be forced to get
anything from the library.
Steve, science-based undergraduate, University D, low vision.
Steve's use of the word 'forced' reveals how difficult he and many others
found it to rely on having materials from the library transcribed. It was
common for student respondents to say they prefer to use the Internet to
search for information rather than trying to gain access to hardcopies of
materials from libraries.
Student respondents tended to be quite concerned about their access to
alternative

formats.

One explained that his university

had had great

difficulty providing him with materials due to the amount of mathematical
notation

involved,

and he said he was "concerned about getting

extra

materials to read" as his final year involved a "research project" (David,
maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind). He said he was "probably
but
his
difficulty
that
high
marks"
obtaining materials during his
of
capable
degree had led to a lack of knowledge. Another was also concerned about
how his lack of background reading may have affected his grades.

He

said:
I used to get all the lecture notes and slides emailed to me, so
I'd rely on them. I wouldn't do any kind of extra reading and
just relied on all the notes for the exams and essays and that
I still managed to pass and do OK but I
kind of thing.
...
probably could've got better marks if I had done the reading.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
It is obvious that not all of the students had access to the extra materials
they needed to properly read around their subjects and get good marks.
One was particularly annoyed about this:
I'm not too happy with [the alternative formats service]. This is
have
been
I've
they
fourth
always
slow.
and
year,
my
hard
just
try
to
but
they
few
times,
so
always
will
complained a
defend themselves, rather than solve any problem ... and I'm
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not satisfied with [them]

it has come to the point where I
...
don't really rely on them at all. And I guess in a sense that
shows how bad it's getting ... for me anyway.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
Most of the print disabled students who needed substantial

changes to

text, e. g. Braille or large print, had provision for their university to convert
materials for them.

It was also common for the student to be provided
with a scanner and OCR software from their DSA to enable them to scan
and read small quantities of materials.

Some of the students in this study

revealed, however, that they were actually

using this facility for large

volumes of materials, either because their university did not do this for
them at all, or because they were not doing it as well, or as quickly, as
students needed. One student respondent said:
Now I don't actually rely on the [alternative

formats service] at

all, simply because they are far too slow and unresponsive, and
I just scan all my books and read them on my computer now.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
Another said there was no provision at her university for transcribing
materials into Braille. Instead she scanned her lecture materials herself so
she could read them
additional

information.

using her computer

and used the Internet

for

She said that she also listened "really hard" in

lectures and confessed that she had "managed without" reading any books
so far (Caroline, media-based undergraduate, University E, blind).
The extra work involved for students in scanning their own materials or
finding them on the Internet
'reasonable'
particularly

adjustments

should not happen if they have adequate

in place.

Whilst

Caroline

unhappy about not receiving this adjustment,

did

not seemed

Jim complained

heavily about the delays that forced him to scan his own materials.
said:
I've told them many times what I need, and what books I need,
and that I need them in an electronic format, but they never
really listen to what you say, that's the problem. And it takes
them absolutely ages, I have no idea how they do it
it's just
...
really incredible. I sent them my module guide, and what

He
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readings I need. I only have two modules this term and last
term, and I sent them my module guide at the beginning of
term ... well before actually, it was during summer, and for one
of the modules they haven't sent me back anything at all, and
the other one they have sent me much less than a quarter.
There is no way I can really get going with the course at all.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
Of course, non-print disabled students may decide to photocopy sections of
books which they wish to read, but scanning Is a different matter. It takes
time to scan each page, run the OCR software, deal with errors and then
listen to or read enlarged text on the screen.
to many

transcription

print

disabled

Given the Importance of

students,

universities

provided with sufficient funds, ideally though the students'
have one, to ensure that students get the materials

should

be

DSA If they

they need in an

appropriate timescale.
The print disabled students in this study also complained that most nonprint disabled students can go to the library and have immediate access to
any materials they require, but since they themselves could not they felt
their choice of reading material

was sometimes

limited.

One student

respondent also complained that as a student with a visual impairment he
was denied much of the choice over what books to read that a non-print
disabled student would have. He said:
Someone spent weeks and weeks transcribing and scanning and
doing whatever they can for me and then you think I hate this
author but I'm stuck with it while everyone else gets three or
four books to choose from in the library and chose the person
they like.
David, maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind.
Another made a similar comment:
Someone can come to the library and pick up a seven day book,
you know, or something like that. They can sit in one of the
quiet areas and read or go home or something whereas we
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have to go through

this extremely
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long process that takes

forever it seems.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate,
This is a very difficult

University C, blind.

but in an ideal world the

problem to overcome,

alternative formats service should be able to offer students a wide enough
choice of reading materials to complete their courses. This would of course
rely on academic staff being able to provide reading lists sufficiently in
advance (see Section 5.3.2.1) and publishers providing suitable electronic
formats in a timely manner (see Section 5.3.2.2).
Although

many students'

universities

converted

materials to alternative

formats for them, some students were heavily involved in this process
A long conversation

themselves.

was had with one student about the

amount of processing he needed to do before being able to access a
document. He complained that 30-90% of the time he spent accessing a
document was actually used making it more accessible to him. He said:
What takes someone [else] half an hour to read or something
like that may sometimes take me, I don't know, about two
hours or sometimes three hours.
Richard, computing-based undergraduate, University D, blind.
In Richard's case it would have been very difficult to convert his materials
without his input, but it is clear that this slowed down the reading process
for him.

helpers/disability

5.4 Non-medical

support

workers
The term

used in DSA applications

describe those providing

and needs assessment reports

to

human support for disabled students is 'non-

medical helpers'. At the four universities studied many different terms were
used to describe this umbrella term, but the generic term used in this
thesis is 'disability

support workers'.

Many different

types of disability

support worker exist, and again, the terms used in the four universities
varied. Generic terms are used in this thesis to describe the different types
of disability
notetakers;

support
readers;

workers

respondents

scribes and library

talked

assistants.

of. These

include:

In some cases,
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students did use other types of disability support worker, such as mentors,
because they had additional disabilities, but only those relevant to
overcome barriers related to print disability are discussed in this thesis.
Most student respondents said they had been provided with notetakers,
several had worked with readers and scribes to varying degrees, but only
one or two said they had needed a library assistant. They did not report
any significant problems using disability support workers, but it was clear
that

they only used them

occasionally

methods of accessing materials.

and generally

preferred

other

As can be seen below, respondents only

reported problems with readers and scribes, and these were fairly minor.

5.4.1.1 Notetakers
Many print disabled students have difficulty

taking notes in lectures and

seminars, and student respondents explained there were many different
reasons for this. This may be due to difficulty following the content of the
lecture; for example, not being able to copy items from the board or follow
a session that relies heavily on inaccessible audio-visual aids. It may also
be due to physical problems taking notes; for example, typing too slowly to
keep up or being unable to write notes neatly enough to read back later.
For students who have dyslexia there are likely to be additional difficulties
relating to organising notes in a way that is useful for later use.
As a result,

many

print

disabled

students

have human

notetakers,

generally paid for from their DSAs. Notetakers are usually trained and their
job is to attend lectures with students and take comprehensive notes. How
much detail notetakers are required to provide, and whether they use
bullet points or full sentences, generally depends on the student they are
taking notes for and the student's condition or impairment.

5.4.1.2 Readers
Some print disabled students prefer audio materials, but very few course
materials are available in this format. Screen reader and text reader
software

(often

called text-to-speech)

can be used to read electronic

formats aloud, but even the more natural sounding voices can be difficult
to listen to and concentrate on for long periods of time (see Archambault et
al., 2007).
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Readers can prove expensive when compared to assistive technology or
transcription and are less convenient because of the need to pre-arrange
times. The advantages are that they are relatively easy to use and can
access print in any format be it standard-format

print or on a computer

Commonly text is read to students, while non-text elements such
as pictures, graphs, diagrams, etc., are described.
screen.

Problems
One disability
ambiguous,

support staff respondent emphasised that speech can be
especially when dealing with mathematical notation. The

example she gave was that the simple phrase "A over B plus C" can mean
either "A over (B plus C)" or "(A over B) plus C" (Sarah, maths and
disability support tutor, University Q. She said that complicated equations
are much harder to understand and this is a constant difficulty for her and
her students.

She suggested it may be helpful for the reader to be aware
of materials required for a reading session, to draft a written description of
non-text

or to become familiar with subject specific language.

ambiguities

in spoken

language

can present

difficulties

Possible

for students

dictating mathematics to a scribe, but although two student respondents
Jim (psychology-based
postgraduate, university A, blind) and David
(maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind) had done this and
neither reported any problems.
Listening to a text being read aloud or the verbal description of a graphic
item is time-consuming. It takes far longer to read a text aloud than it
does to read silently, as does comprehending

the description a graphical

item when opposed to simply looking at it. The process can seem very dry.
To a lesser extent with screen-reader and text-readers this is also an issue,
but most software allows speech rates to be changed without significant
loss of clarity. Staff respondents mentioned these possible problems, but
none of the student respondents had any complaints.

5.4.1.3 Scribes
Print

disabled

students

may

have

difficulty

physically

producing

handwritten work, generally because they cannot see well enough to read
their handwriting or cannot write clearly enough for someone else to read
it. Although in some cases computer use can overcome this difficulty, some
students do not feel they can type fast enough in timed situations such as
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examinations.

Additional difficulties exist in subjects that cannot easily be

produced on a computer, such as maths and science based subjects that
may contain a lot of specialist notation. Students may, therefore, need to
dictate their work to a scribe.

Problems
A number of student respondents said they successfully use scribes in
examinations, but some found this difficult. For example, one said she
disliked the experience:
I tried using a scribe last year for the first time, but I screwed
up my paper because I'd never used a scribe before... Trying to
construct sentences in thin air [was difficult]...

I felt very, very

lost and uncomfortable.
Jenny, social science-based undergraduate, University A, low
vision
Another said he found it easy to use a scribe for maths-based subjects but
felt this would not be the case for psychology-based subjects:
I'm quite used to it now. But, I mean, [for the maths-based
subject], that kind of stuff is a lot easier than [dictating] an
essay. I have no problem with it, but I'm sure I would have a
problem if I had to write my essay by dictating.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
Those with

longstanding

visual impairments

found the use of scribes

simpler than those who had more recent visual impairments or dyslexia.
This is perhaps because of their greater experience of enforced reliance on
these.

5.4.1.4 Library assistants
Disability support workers may assist students to overcome accessibility
difficulties encountered whilst conducting literature searches and obtaining
electronic

or physical

materials.

This generally

involves

supporting

students to use library catalogues (printed or online) or online information
gateways to find out what literature exists and where to find it. They may
then help the student to download electronic versions of materials, access
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websites and eBooks or identify physical copies of books or journals, all of
which may need to transcribed.

It is important

assistants are designed to overcome difficulties

to note that

library

students may have with

accessing materials, and are essentially there to 'be the students' eyes'.
They are not intended to assist students in deciding which materials are
appropriate,

having

although

knowledge

subject-specific

can

make

searches quicker if they are familiar with the library or online resource.

5.5 Specialist

equipment

and assistive

software

Many print disabled students are provided with specialist equipment and
assistive software via DSA. As with all aspects of DSA, recommendations
are suited to the student's needs and course requirements,

and different

solutions may be needed for different students.
Specialist equipment includes additional equipment such as magnification
devices,

reading

stands,

accessible versions

filters

coloured

or glasses,

For example,

equipment.

of standard

but

also

more

traditional

calculators may be replaced with ones that provide speech output and
computer keyboards may be replaced by ones with large print lettering.
This assistive software can often be used to assist with producing as well
as accessing

and some

materials

students

use computers

examination answers or use laptops to take notes in lectures.

to

write

Sometimes

even without assistive software computers can help some print disabled
students with access to, and/or production of, materials.

5.5.1 Problems
Student

with compatibility

respondents

compatibility

often

said

they

are

unhappy

about

the

poor

of the software they need to use on their courses with their

assistive technology. Cooper explains that there are two main reasons why
the specialist software may be incompatible with the assistive technology
some students use:
This incompatibility

can come about for two main reasons:

either the assistive technology and the software package make
competing

demands

on

the

resources

of

the

student's

computer, or the software package does not provide the 'hooks'
needed for the assistive technology to interact with it. [... ] One
simple example of the second type of problem

is where a
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student does not use a mouse or equivalent pointing device,
and the controls of the software package are presented only for
mouse interaction with no keyboard equivalents.
Cooper, 2003, p. 45.
Some student respondents had difficulties for other reasons. For example,
one student respondent needed to use maths-based software and that
while he could use it to some extent it was fairly difficult:
There was a way round it
had to be edited for it
text
that
any
...
could be written in Notepad and then you just saved it in a file
and then load[ed] that file into the software and then the output
could be read. It was normally just the editing that was the
problem.
David, maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind.
His problem seemed to have been created by software that would not let
him edit data or read the data that was output. Since this could be read by
his screen-reader

if he transferred

it into Notepad there seems no real
reason why this piece of software could not have been made accessible.
In some cases, however, student respondents spoke of situations where
the reasons for the software being inaccessible were material to the
function that the software was designed to perform. One needed to use
software to, "draw data flow diagrams which wasn't really accessible at all"
(Simon, computing-based undergraduate, University B, blind). He said this
inaccessibility was common, "it's often not very accessible, [so] I'll have to
have a notetaker or helper, to get the software for me" (Ibid. ). The
problem here was of an additional type to the two described by Cooper as
the issue was that the output the software was designed to produce was
graphical (data flow diagrams) and many pieces of software used by maths
and science-based subjects in particular produce graphical outputs such as
diagrams and graphs. Since these outputs are dynamically created using
the data that students or their assistants enter in to the computer there is
no way

the

software

developers

can

produce

an alternative

audio

description or program the software to produce one.
Another student respondent also experienced problems accessing output
that could be solved by pasting into another program. Again there was no
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inherent

reason why the software he needed to use, SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences), could not have been made more accessible to

his screen-reader, JAWS:
JAWS isn't brilliant with [SPSS]
I have to copy and paste the
...
output into [Microsoft] Word and then [JAWS will] read it OK
then, but actually entering the data its quite slow and it doesn't
[always work] - somehow if the number's 12 it will say 3- for
some reason it adds the 2 numbers rather than saying 12.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
In most cases the student respondents who struggled with software were
blind and they usually resorted to sighted help to access the software.
Another solution was to use alternative,

accessible, software,

and one

student respondent was able to do this as his project allowed him some
flexibility.

He said that

his department

allowed

students

to "choose

whichever software you want for it, so I am using something that isn't
standard in [my] department but does work well with my speech and
they're happy with it" (David, maths-based

undergraduate,

University A,

blind).
In some ways this is a non-institutional

barrier, since most universities do

not design software themselves. They do, however, have some choice over
which software they use and could base their decisions on how accessible
particular

programs are.

Cooper says that,

"as a way of meeting

its

obligations to make its courses accessible to disabled students, an HEI
should set essential accessibility criteria for selecting any software package
for use in its courses as a matter of policy" (2003, p.40). This seems
sensible in theory, and is possible in some cases, but in reality most types
of specialist software do not have accessible versions, and may not be able
to be made accessible due to their inherently graphical nature. This means
that there is often little for universities to choose between. It is therefore
currently

necessary

for

universities

to

provide

non-medical

helpers,

preferably with knowledge of the software to be used. This is a responsive
individual
effective.

adjustment

and it is 'reasonable',

appropriate

and, generally,
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to teaching,

5.6 Adjustments

self-directed

study

and assessments
Undergraduate

(UG) and taught

postgraduate

(PGT) courses generally

frequently
in
following
three
the
need
students
will
areas
which
consist of
to access written materials: 1) teaching 2) self-directed study; 3)
assessment.

Research postgraduate

(PGR) courses are generally based

around self-directed study and written assessments called dissertations or
theses. PGR courses include supervision sessions but these are not
discussed separately

as access to written

materials

is not usually an

All
these.
on
problems
with
commented
part
and
no
respondents
essential
lab
but
incorporate
types
as
and
work,
practical
sessions
may
course
decided
focus
it
that
is
the
to
not
of
such,
was
materials
written
access
these fall beyond the remit of this study.
Most print disabled students will require adjustments that take into account
their underlying condition/impairment as well as their preferred methods of
accessing materials and any limitations of these. Whilst these adjustments
are often

recommended

in a student's

'needs assessment'

or by the

disability service, they often need to be made by, or in consultation with,
for
is
that
The
these
rationale
providing
adjustments
staff.
academic
university practice may not be inclusive enough to allow print
disabled students to study courses without facing barriers.
'standard'

5.6.1 Teaching
Lectures, seminars and other teaching situations often require students to
access audio-visual aids and to produce written or graphical notes at quick
if
Teaching
problems
used
also
present
accessibility
methods
may
pace.
board
by,
for
the
level
on
example,
writing
of
visual
ability
they assume a
or using hand gestures.
Many academics use 'lecture materials' such as handouts and slides to
lectures,
to
complement
seminars and
and
understanding
enhance student
disabled
inaccessible
to
These
print
often
are
teaching
methods.
other
in
the
they
because
case of
print
or
graphics
standard-format
use
students
handouts, or involve text or graphics too far away to be seen properly in
the case of slides.

Page

Some academics provide comprehensive
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notes on session content

for

distribution to all students or only to those who specifically request them.
These comprehensive notes are referred to herein as 'lecture notes'.
Lecture notes are particularly useful when academics use a 'chalk and talk'
approach, which involves writing on a board, a flipchart, or an interactive
whiteboard during lectures. This is most common in maths-based and
science-based subjects. (This technique is referred to in this thesis simply
as 'writing on the board'. ) Student respondents with visual impairments
said it is particularly useful for academics to produce lecture notes with
details of what will be written on the board during the lecture.

It should be

noted that, as with other lecture materials, lecture notes may need to be
provided in advance for transcription.

5.6.1.1 Providing reading lists in advance and prioritizing
materials/identifying

key texts

Many academics produce a substantial reading list of useful materials for
each course that they teach, and make this available to students at some
point during the course. Staff respondents involved in producing alternative
formats said they generally request that these lists be provided to them in
advance of the start of a course so that conversion can be started early.
Many ask for items on this list to be prioritised so that only the most
important

as producing every item on the list is

texts are transcribed,

prohibitively time consuming and expensive.
by a student on a particular
seminar, then this information
transcription

If a particular text is needed

date, e. g. to be read as preparation for a
is also requested. This helps manage the

workload more effectively

and increase the chance of the

students receiving material in good time.
Academics may therefore
enable them to provide
transcription.

need to adjust their teaching preparation
reading

lists sufficiently

in advance to allow

Those who do not routinely produce reading lists can assist

by either creating one on request or identifying key texts.
transcription

to

This will allow

resources to be appropriately channelled on materials that are

most useful.
These adjustments appear to be a reasonable, and although respondents
reported problems associated with the practicalities of making them, as
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discussed below, they did not report concerns about the rationale behind
them.

Problems
One disability

support related staff respondent had been involved with

obtaining required reading lists for students with visual impairments.
We had a meeting with the module convenor and we asked the
module convenor to review their booklist to prioritise the texts
and the chapters

of particularly

of Importance

because we

couldn't physically convert everything to Braille and we couldn't
give a student too many choices. The module convenor said,
'What are you particularly interested in? What would you like to
write

your

essays on? ' and

[then]

finite

lists

were

then

photocopied and given to [the alternative formats service].
Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A.
One disability support staff respondent admitted that the need to prioritise
reading lists in order to reduce amount of transcription required could be a
problem for students. She said:
I guess the student does have to miss out on some aspects of
books because they wouldn't always get [their materials] when
they need [them]. There's a time delay in getting these things,
even from the publisher.
Jackie, alternative formats manager and disability service
adviser, University B.
Another felt that for students with dyslexia it may be necessary to reduce
required reading simply because of difficulty reading everything and
difficulty

choosing between different

materials even if these are entirely

accessible. She said that in the case of students with dyslexia "the choice
be
to
reduced because they cannot read all the things
needs
necessarily
been asked to (Sarah, maths and disability support tutor,
Q. This would be equally true of any print disabled student

that they've
University

whose reading speed is reduced.
It is important, however, to emphasise the difference between reducing the
workload for students (so that they are only required to read the most
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useful materials) and reducing staff workloads in terms of transcription. In
an ideal situation, decisions about prioritising reading lists would be made
based on what is most useful to students rather than how much can be
produced using current resources.
If done for the right reasons (i. e. to primarily
prioritising

reading lists is an appropriate

benefit students not staff)

adjustment,

and may well be

effective at reducing the amount of reading a student has to do. A possible
consequence of reducing a student's access to materials is the reduction in
background reading, thereby hampering the students' abilities to perform
well in examinations

But if this adjustment

is made

carefully and the right materials are selected, this adjustment

can be a

and coursework.

'reasonable' one.

5.6.1.2 Providing lecture notes and other lecture materials in
advance
Several student respondents said that lecture notes and other materials
are essential to their understanding of a lecture. One also said these help
to improve his concentration in lectures:
By far the most useful adjustment is the fact that lecturers are
happy to provide me with copies of the electronic notes.... If I
have the notes... I can follow the lectures easily; if I don't have
the

notes I tend

to fall asleep...

My mind just

wanders

elsewhere all of the time.
Steve, science-based undergraduate, University D, low vision.
Providing lecture materials
universities

in advance is a reasonable adjustment

to make, and is essential if transcription

is required.

for
Many

academics find it difficult to provide these and so students do not always
receive them

in time.

This was something

staff and students

were

unhappy about, and is discussed further in Chapter 6.

5.6.1.3 Allowing students to have notetakers present
Most academics encourage students to take notes during lecturers and
seminars, although the researcher's own experience is that some actively
discourage this for fear of interference with verbal comprehension.

Most

students are required not only to take notes in lectures and seminars of
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what is being said, but also from slides or content written or drawn on the
board.

Many print disabled students have difficulties with this. For some,

this is due a combination of difficulties seeing these materials (especially
for students with visual impairments), comprehending them and producing
notes that they can access later. For other students, particularly those who
have dyslexia, the issue is rooted in the production of well organised notes
while

paying

to

attention

speakers.

Thus,

a

common

reasonable

adjustment is the provision of a support worker acting as notetaker for the
This was not an adjustment that
student (see Section 5.4.1.1).
respondents reported any problems with.

5.6.2 Self-directed

study

Self-directed

study generally Involves students reviewing notes they or
their notetaker have made in taught sessions. Another Important aspect is
accessing extensive written and/or graphical material, generally in the form
of books and journal articles. Given that this Is difficult for most print
disabled students this is inevitably problematic.

5.6.2.1 Problems
Many student respondents said delays with transcription
using

self-directed

predominately

study

time

effectively.

because transcription

These

led to problems
delays

occurred

is a slow and resource extensive

process that does not allow students immediate access to materials. The
impact of problems with the transcription process are discussed in detail in
Chapter 6. Some student respondents also said the amount of work they
were able to do was limited by their reduced reading speeds, or because
they experienced eye strain if they read for too long. Where self-directed
study was carried out to produce coursework this was usually alleviated by
allowing extensions to deadlines (see below).

5.6.3 Assessments
5.6.3.1 Extensions to coursework deadlines
Coursework

and other written

assessments

such as dissertations

and

theses usually have set deadlines and students are expected to show that
they have read a reasonable number of different source materials.
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Academics may make reasonable adjustments

to help students to reduce

the amount of materials to be transcribed and the amount of time they
need to spend reading (see Section 5.6.1), but for many students this is
still

process. As a result,

a time-consuming

extended

deadlines.

coursework

Interviews

some find they
suggested

that

require

extension

length varies and some universities have a strict limit on the length of time
that

can be given,

often

limiting

them

to one week.

Other student

respondents found their universities are more flexible, offering to let them
postpone assignments until the next semester, or complete them over the
summer. This seems to be a reasonable adjustment that many universities
are willing to make, but student respondents did highlight some problems
with extensions (see below).

Problems
At University

B, extensions could be hard to get for students in some

departments.

One disability support related staff respondent said:

Not

all

departments

grant

extended

deadlines.

Some

departments have a blanket policy of not granting them and the
only thing we can do then is support the student's application.
What happens [in such a case] is that basically they lose the
marks in the first place and it goes through to the extenuating
circumstances

committee,

who

decide

whether

the

circumstances are extenuating enough to give them their [full]
marks.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A
For example, a disability support related staff member at University A said
that in his department

extensions for students who have dyslexia are

generally limited to one week to give them extra time to proofread their
work (Charlie, social science-based DDO, University A).
At University Ca

non-disability

support related staff respondent said the

general policy is to provide a maximum of one week's extension regardless
of the student's disability (Andrew, computing-based

academic, University

C). A disability support related staff respondent at University C confirmed
this, and added that although

it was up to individual

academics, the

disability service did not recommend them just on the basis of dyslexia.
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Instead they recommend students "get help with time-management

and

organisation if that's a problem" (Karen, disability adviser, University Q.
At University D the length of extensions granted depended very much on
the reason why the student needed one and, to some extent, who they
requested it from. One disability support staff respondent said: "I think it
does depend what the circumstances are and what the work is really, and
when the student has asked and whether the student has actually been
talking to the right people as well" (Rachel, disability service adviser,
University D).
Although many student respondents granted extensions said they found
these useful,
commonly,

Most
are not without their own problems.
are faced with several pieces of coursework to

extensions

students

complete and examinations

to revise for. Extending one deadline often

interferes with another. As a result some students try to avoid asking for
extensions if at all possible. One said:
It's all well that you can ask for extensions but of course that
puts the pressure on something else. For example, if I have x
[deadline assigned] and I have to produce something for it by
Friday, if I postpone it [one week], it will mean that whatever I
was going to do in the second week is going to be pushed even
further... It would be kind of an escalating effect and extensions
[necessitating]

other extensions and so on (sic), you end up
being very far behind, so I try my hardest not to get extensions.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
He is not alone as two other students

also said they tried to avoid

extensions:
[In my psychology-based subject] there are essays, but I don't
ask for extra time. I don't think it's strictly necessary... I don't
see any point in having extra time. I take it as a given fact that
if you have a disability you just have to work that little bit
harder maybe, and I think maybe people should just accept
[that]... I mean you can't ask for an extension of your life
anyway...

There's just no point asking for extra time all the

time. That's my personal opinion.
Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind.
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I'm quite motivated when it comes to work, so I just pressure
myself

to

get

things

done.

I've

never

asked

for

any

extensions... I'm quite determined to get it done in the amount
of time [allowed].
May, social science-based undergraduate, University D,
dyslexia.
These two students clearly felt they could meet deadlines if they were more
motivated and worked harder than other students, but not everyone felt
this would help. One student with a visual impairment said extensions are
invaluable because even if she worked harder she could not finish in time.
She said: "there's only so many hours in a day. I do read extremely slowly,
even if I read all day I wouldn't catch up with everything"

(Jenny, social

science-based undergraduate, University A, low vision).
Staff respondents

said they recognised that some students

may need

extensions to coursework, but that these are not always easy to provide.
For example, one disability support related staff member explained that "as
a general rule the term is so packed that giving extra time isn't really
practical"

(John,

respondents

DDO, University

maths-based

seemed happy with the situation

A).

Generally

regarding

though

extensions

to

coursework.

5.6.3.2 Extra time in examinations
Examinations require students to prepare and revise by re-reading lecture
materials,

lecture notes provided by academics and other notes they or

their notetakers have made. Questions are usually provided in standardformat print, answers are usually expected to be handwritten and time
limits are generally
disabled

students.

imposed, all of which can be problematic
Students

often

require

examination

for print

papers to

be

transcribed or read to them, and some students require scribes. By far the
most common adjustment

student respondents reported was the granting

of extra time in examinations.
(which

The extra time granted varied from 25%

was the most common)

generally

to 100%.

said they receive 25% extra time,

Those who had dyslexia
whilst

those with visual

reported receiving a quarter to double the amount of time
extra. The reason for this was generally given as slow reading speed, either
because this was an inherent feature of the students' underlying condition
impairments
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or a result of the alternative
her

made

"quite

slow

format used. One student said her dyslexia
at

reading"

(May,

social

science-based

undergraduate, University D, dyslexia) whereas another said it "takes a bit
longer to read in Braille" (Simon, computing-based
undergraduate,
University B, blind).
Another

reason

some

students

said

they

extra

required

examinations was that some required a lot of careful reading.
reported as a problem with multiple

most commonly

time

in

This was

choice questions.

Multiple choice examinations are usually seen as easier exams as answers
are present for the student to identify. Difficulties arise, however, when
the student has problems with reading and finds it harder to identify the
difference between the choices that are given.
Time limits in examinations

are an institutional

barrier,

but are easily

overcome by allowing extra time to each student who needs it.

This

is responsive and individual, and must be so as each student
will need a different amount of extra time depending on their degree of
adjustment

print disability

and the type of examination.

This is a relatively

cheap

adjustment to make as it is only necessary to pay the invigilator for their
extra time,

and none of the respondents reported

problems with this

adjustment.

5.6.3.3 Setting alternative assessments
If the adjustments above do not prove satisfactory, it may be necessary for
academics to set alternative assessments. As one disability service adviser
who had negotiated

alternative

assessments with

academics said the

nature of this alterative assessment very much depends on the needs on
the individual student and the barriers they experience:
Sometimes we've arranged for course work rather than exams;
it's been a practical piece of work rather than a
been
done
it's
Sometimes
work
on audio
of
work.
written piece
tape rather than handwritten. It just depends on the needs of
sometimes

the student.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
Since assessments are usually planned with specific learning outcomes in
they
to
be
ensure
are appropriate, one
moderated
even
mind, and may

Page

support

non-disability

related staff respondent

said she worried
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about

setting suitable alternative assessments (Julia, computing-based academic,
University B). No other respondents expressed concerns about this
adjustment and, depending on individual circumstances, this appears to be
a reasonable adjustment for some print disabled students.

5.7 Other issues
5.7.1.1 Difficulties getting help and support
Several student respondents said they experienced difficulties getting the
help and support they needed. One felt he needed to be proactive in asking
for help:
I find that if I ask [people] they are fine, [but] people don't
come to you, so you have to be quite proactive, which I wasn't
I don't think I'm pushy enough
as an undergraduate. ...
really. I'm just like "I'm ok. I don't want to hassle people". ...
But I think eventually I'll learn to just ... keep ringing them up
and hassling them.
Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University C, blind.
He frequently

used words such as 'proactive',

'pushy' and 'hassling' and

described how he wasn't these things as an undergraduate student.
begs the question of how many undergraduates,
are these things, and should they have to be?

This

or students at any level,

Many of the student respondents relied on informal support on top of, or in
One
from
DSAs
their
instead
their
or
universities.
support
cases,
of,
some
said: "I often try and find other people who want to read [the document]
and get them to read it to me" (Paul, psychology-based postgraduate,
University C, blind). Another said: "I have a friend actually who reads for
me sometimes"

(Emily,

psychology-based

undergraduate,

University

D,

dyslexia), and a third talked about using "others in my group" (Caroline,
media-based
tasks.

undergraduate,

University

E, blind) to help with practical

This practical support did not always work out and Caroline said

that other students in her group were not always "reliable" but commented
that "I don't know of another way round it when I've got no sight and need
have
do
I
help
to do" (Ibid. ).
to
what
sighted

When asked if anyone else
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could help her she said, "lecturers seem reluctant to do it with me and the
notetaker doesn't know enough I don't think to do it" (Ibid. ) which seems a
very sad state of affairs for a student with DSA. One student respondent
said he made use of other students attending the same conferences as
him, but he was lucky that his DSA helped out when this support fell
through: "there's normally somebody I'm going with who can help me out.
But this time everybody else is not going so they're paying for a [support]
me for the two days" (Paul, psychology-based

person to come with

postgraduate, University C, blind).
Although

many of the students were happy to rely on some level of

informal support and many people were happy to provide it, it seems
necessary to ensure that this does not take the place of formal support that
be provided

by the university

under SENDA.

There are no
guarantees that informal support systems will not break down and leave

should

students without support, and although more formal systems may be able
to pick this up as was the case for Paul it does leave students at risk.

5.7.1.2 Lack of staff and/or other resources
Most of the staff interviewed felt that a lot of the problems they faced in
terms of making adjustments could be solved if they were given more staff
and more resources. One disability support staff respondent said:
[The alternative formats service doesn't] seem to be particularly
well staffed, we don't have enough room in the building that
we're located in at the moment so part of the argument is even
if they got us more staff we haven't got anywhere to put them,
but we just seem to be getting more and more stretched in
terms of workload. I'm conscious that I don't always get things
done in a timely

manner

because I've got a case load of

students, I've got management of the access centre and just
by the very nature of the things that a lot of my students need,
seeing them for an hour could then generate another hour or
two hours work.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
when asked if there was one thing that would make her job
like
disability
said
respondent
she
staff
would
a
support
easier, another
Similarly,
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full-time assistant as there is always more work than she can do (Jackie,
disability service adviser and alternative formats manager,
One disability support-related

University B).

staff respondent said she felt the same:

Things are very busy, particularly at the start of term, I would
say that as many resources as possible that the university can
continue to feed into supporting students with disabilities would
I would like to say that I've been in

always be a good thing.

this position four years now and I work a lot with [the disability
service],

with their staff, and I just
job,

think that they do an

but even

absolutely

tremendous

supporting

students in this context I think would be a good

more

resources

into

thing.
Laura, social science-based DDO, University A.
Staff respondents clearly felt that at least some of the problems they faced,
particularly in terms of producing alternative formats, would be reduced if
they had more staff available.

5.7.1.3 Academic staff insufficiently aware of disability issues
and their responsibilities
As has been discussed several times during this chapter, respondents said
they did not always feel that academics understood their responsibilities to
make adjustments for print disabled students and to assist others to make
The non-academic staff all said that their jobs would be
adjustments.
easier if academic staff worked with them more effectively.
I think it's to ease the flow of information

between me, the

academics and the part time tutors, and the feedback just to
have a flow of information
flow of information.
seamless
...
Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A.
As an academic himself,

one disability

support-related

staff

respondent said he understood why they found it difficult:
It's obviously not all academics, as they all work In different
ways ... and this just doesn't relate to disability issues, but often
if you ask them for extra things they have their own timescales
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and their own priorities,

which they can always meet, or the

universities timescales and deadlines...

But in thinking

of the

visually impaired student it would help considerably there if we
could get information as we needed it.
Charlie, social science-based DDO, University A.
This is clearly a problem that needs addressing if adjustments are to be as
effective as possible for print disabled students.

5.7.1.4 Advance warning of print disabled students
Staff

respondents

explained

that

when students

applications they are given the opportunity

fill

out their

UCAS

to disclose any disabilities or

and if they do so the disability service is notified. If the
service feels that it is appropriate, they inform the academic

impairments,
disability

department that the student will be studying with them so that appropriate
adjustments can be made early on. Staff respondents warned that this is
only the case for undergraduate students applying under the UCAS system,
and relies on student choosing to disclose on their applications. The limited
provided on the form also means that disability service staff
rarely knows any details about a student's print disability. Nevertheless,
staff respondents generally felt that this advance notice was helpful.
information

One disability support staff respondent said that once the disability service
knew what the student's needs were they had a referral system in place:
If [students] disclose at registration or on their UCAS form then
they automatically

get a set of paperwork which asks them to

fill it in, send it back and part of that is to give us permission to
pass that information

on on a need to know basis to other

services within the University.

We then have a referral form

which goes to the [alternative

formats service] so they know

what format a student will need,

it goes to the departments

[and] anyone who might reasonably be sending out material to
that individual.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
Two student respondents, Jim (psychology-based

postgraduate, University

A, blind) and David (maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind) had
declared that they had visual impairments on their application forms, and

Page

the DDO for their department,

John (maths-based
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DDO, University A) had

been told that they had chosen his department as their first choice. It was
not until mid-August when they got their examination results, however,
that he knew for sure that they would be on his course. Since they needed
to access mathematical notation in Braille he and other staff began to
make arrangements but unfortunately University A had not produced
mathematical

Braille before and so did not anticipate the problems they

might face. He said:
We'd contacted the [alternative

formats service] and had a look

at what was available and at the time it seemed like it was
going to be easy. There were choices, two different types of
software that we could use and it was fine. They all said that
they'd help with that so we thought that it was going to be a bit
of extra work getting stuff typed up and so on but we didn't
think that it was going to be a major issue.
John, maths-based DDO, University A.
In

fact,

University

A

experienced

significant

problems

producing

felt
John
Jim.
Despite
the
for
David
Braille
problems,
and
mathematical
that the six weeks' notice he had been given was sufficient, but he
dyslexia
he
disability
had
if
that
print
such
as
a
milder
a
student
explained
would not have been given this notice.
the UCAS forms the student may or may not
on
obviously
...
tick the boxes, if there is something that as a disability would
have serious impact on a student doing a course then we would
consider it before they arrive, before we even make the offer,
they would say can we make reasonable adjustments here and
nearly always you can.

But even if it is something

like a

wheelchair user or physical disability of some sort or even with
a hidden disability where it might affect their ability to
concentrate or so on, so if it is something that will need extra
thought then hopefully we will know about it before they get
here. It will be flagged up and hopefully we'll talk to the student
or prospective

student

Dyslexia generally

when they come for their Interview.

speaking

is not considered an insolvable

problem the solution is in place so I'd probably get told about it
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by [the disability service]. I'd get the referral letters we won't
do anything other than that.
Not all academics felt they were given adequate time to prepare or
sufficient Information about their print disabled students and how to
This partly depended upon the point at which students

support them.

disclosed that they were print disabled and how much Information
provided,

but also on how and when this was passed on.

universities

had referral procedures and the disability

passed information

on to academic departments

they

All four

service generally

if they had It and the

student agreed, but some academics felt they were not as well Informed as
they would have liked.
One disability support-related

staff respondent at University A complained

that they did not always get referral forms from the disability service, and
when they did the information was not always very helpful:
In theory

we get [referral

forms].

But, I think there's two

problems with them: we get very few, they don't come through
routinely so we certainly don't have them for all postgraduate
students with disabilities. And secondly, the information doesn't
quite address what we need to know. It will say things like "the
student needs handouts in advance. " That's another thing we do
quite often, send out course handouts in advance, but it won't
say, [for example] some of the problems of working in group
work or the kinds of tasks that students might get set on a
course like the sorts of things that we do, it wouldn't really alert
us to the potential problems for the student with the activities
that we run on the course. They're geared more at lecture and
seminar situations.
Abbey, education-based DDO, University A.
As a result,
getting

some academic departments

the information

were more proactive

from students themselves,

encourage students to disclose as early as possible.
support-related staff respondent at University A, said:

about

especially trying

to

Another disability

The first thing we do in the summer is we send [students] a
letter and we explicitly say "even if you haven't disclosed a
disability on the UCAS form, this is fine, now is the moment to
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let us know. " And they come in and there's

obviously

no

problem about being discriminated against, and so we tell them
very explicitly

that it's no problem if they haven't disclosed

before and I introduce myself in the letter, and we give them
the advantage to go onto the [name removed] system online to
write their needs.
Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A
The department she worked in also followed this up during the first week of
term by asking new students if they had any particular requirements.
We don't actually say "do you have any disability",

we say "is

there any preferred way that you want to access knowledge? "
"Is there any requirement

for [you to] access knowledge? "

Because somebody with dyslexia might not feel at all that the
word disabled is appropriate for them.
Some academic staff said they were not always given enough information,
and did not always know they were teaching print disabled students. One
non-disability support staff respondent said this was particularly difficult if
the student's disability was not obvious (e. g. they did not have a guide dog
or a white cane):
I suppose it is having information

about people who aren't

obviously dyslexic or sight impaired ... It is something that we'd
react to if we know about it but you don't always have the
information and I'm not quite sure where that comes from but
I'm quite happy to talk to students and then some of them
aren't happy to talk to you, you might have an administrator
who knows of a problem but doesn't actually tell you so it is
partly just knowing as it were which students you are dealing
with.
Mike, maths-based academic, University B.
Although some staff respondents clearly worried about getting the right
information

about students

in time to prepare for them,

the various

approaches that were used generally meant they found out about students
and had enough time to prepare for them unless they needed complex
adjustments.

Certainly

no student

respondents

made complaints

that

seemed to be based on staff having had insufficient notice of their needs.
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5.8 Unreasonable

adjustments

Respondents gave surprisingly few examples of time when they had been
told, or had decided, that proposed adjustments were unreasonable. One
example of this, which was justified on the grounds of cost, was given in
Section 5.2.4.1 where it was decided it was too expensive to install a
program

screen reading

on all the computers

in one room. Another

example relates to proofreading of alternative formats where a student
complained of errors in his Braille materials and was told that this was not
possible. He said:
I did ask about it [proofreading]

and was told that it would just

be too time consuming but even just to do a random sample of
documents would be better than nothing.

I would say that that

would probably be reasonable if they're going to offer such [an
If there is particular type of
alternative formats] service.
transcription

that is problematic

then they should be doing

some quality checks on it.
David, maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind.
Only one other respondent gave an example of an adjustment a student
had asked for that was deemed to be unreasonable. David (ibid. ) required
mathematical

notation

to be transcribed

into Braille, and due to the

had
had
doing
University
A
this for him (see, for example,
that
problems
Section 5.7.1.4) several methods had been considered. One of these was
a Tiger embosser, a device for producing two-dimensional mathematical
Braille. University A borrowed one of these so David could evaluate the
output, but he found it made mistakes and the unfamiliar layout was too
difficult to read, so they went back to using the previous system instead.
Later on, continuing problems with the original system led David to ask to
revisit the option of a Tiger embosser, but as the machine costs £6,000
he
his
final
told
that
this
in
he
was
was not reasonable.
year
now
was
and
Susan, a disability support staff respondent who was the alternative
formats manager at the time said:
materials
[were] already being transcribed into
that
given
...
Braille albeit with some problems, [... and] the Tiger system
[still had] some blips in it, although it would be slightly easier to
them
producing
so we
the
already
were
we
materials,
produce
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didn't feel that that was a reasonable adjustment

[... ] because

we were already making another reasonable adjustment.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
These are both examples

of where

was said to

an adjustment

be

unreasonable on the grounds of cost, and it is perhaps surprising that so
few examples were given.

It is not possible to say whether these are just

the 'tip of the iceberg' and whether in fact many other adjustments were
also being turned down on the basis of lack of funds. Given that many
adjustments are paid for by students' DSA or via ALF, rather than directly
from University funds, as the adjustments

above would have been, this

is perhaps less likely to be accepted by the courts and this may

justification

account for it only being used rarely.

5.9 Conclusion
Perhaps unsurprisingly,
standard-format

accessible formats

producing

and transcribing

materials into alternative formats has been shown in this

chapter to be the most problematic of the adjustments

required by print

disabled students (see Chapter 5). As standard-format

print presents a

fundamental

barrier

to

such students,

necessary to make this adjustment.
provided this adjustment
important
experience
obtaining

it

is clearly

reasonable

All four of the universities

and student respondents repeatedly

it was to them.
delays receiving

They all said,
materials.

however,

that

Some also said that

and

studied
said how

they

often

problems

suitable electronic copies of original documents or difficulties

scanning hardcopies meant that they could not be provided with as many
materials as their non-print disabled peers. Several were concerned about
the impact these difficulties

have had on their studies and many were

concerned about the possible effect on their grades.

It is therefore clear

that this adjustment is not always as effective as it could be.
The reasons for these problems are multi-faceted
the staff who produce materials

that

and it is not necessarily

are responsible.

Both staff and

student respondents pointed to two main difficulties: 1) receiving lecture
materials and reading lists from academics, and 2) obtaining suitable
electronic copies of materials from publishers. The first is an institutional
barrier as reading lists and lecture materials are produced by academic
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staff.

Once reading lists are provided,

the non-institutional

barrier

of

obtaining externally produced materials then needs to be overcome.
Producing

materials

institutional

in

adjustment

alternative

formats

can

be

an

anticipatory

in so far as universities can ensure that all the

materials they produce are available electronically in an accessible (e. g.
rich text) version. If other versions such as PDF files and PowerPoint slides
are used problems can be reduced if they are produced as accessibly as
possible.
Students also need to access books and journals produced by publishers,
which are normally only produced in standard-format
electronically,

print, or if available

these versions may not be accessible. Publishers are not

legally required to ensure that all the materials they produce are available
in an accessible format, nor do they have to provide an electronic format
suitable for transcription.

The work involved in trying to obtain these or
transcribe hardcopies must not be underestimated.
All students are individuals and have different requirements for accessing
materials. This means that there will often be a need to make responsive
individual adjustments for students in terms transcription even if accessible
electronic formats or alternative formats exists. There are clearly ways,
however, of making this transcription process run more smoothly and with
fewer delays.
Respondents did not report any significant

problems with self-directed
study or assessments that were not related to delays receiving materials in
alternative formats. These delays were often exacerbated, however, by
lecturers

not providing

reading lists or lecture materials

advance for transcription,

and students

sufficiently

in

clearly did suffer as a result.

Student respondents said that receiving lecture notes and other materials
in their preferred format in advance of lectures was very important to their
ability to follow a session and to understand its content.

Yet it is evident

that not all of the academics in all of the universities were doing this. This
problem is not restricted to the universities under study, and one of the
Commission
Rights
Disability
the
then
to
was about this
referred
cases
issue:
The client has a severe visual impairment and is unable to read
documents on white paper, OHP sheets or whiteboards. Her
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university had agreed to supply all printed information on blue
paper in a large font, and that lecturers would be asked to
provide copies of any material presented on OHP on blue paper
at the start of lectures. These arrangements broke down
repeatedly. The client found this very stressful.
DRC, 2004, p. 14.
The case was settled out of court and the client received "a goodwill
payment of £1000 for injury to feelings" (ibid. ).
This

is an appropriate

and

'reasonable'

but

adjustment,

it

is not

Many student participants reported that they frequently do

unproblematic.

not receive materials in time to make use of them in lectures, and as a
result this adjustment is often less effective than it could be. The barriers
involved

seem

primarily

related

to

time

pressures

on the

part

of

academics, which can be seen as institutional barriers to some degree, but
there are also attitudinal barriers in terms of academic and support staff
understanding the constraints each are under. Students naturally lay the
blame on the individual academic staff who fail to provide this adjustment,
but perhaps the issue is one that runs deeper than that.

If academics

genuinely do not understand why materials are required in advance, and
genuinely struggle to find the time to produce and transcribe them, then
surely this is a problem that needs addressing at an institutional level.

By

disability and ensuring that all staff are clear

continuing to mainstream

about their role in promoting

disability

equality,

academics may more

easily be able to understand the adjustments they can, and should make,
to teach in a way that

is inclusive and accessible.

It is suggested,

however, that in order to do this, academics may need to be encouraged to
devote more time to teaching preparation, and this can only be done if the
time taken up by other aspects of their role is adjusted accordingly.
As respondents stated in Chapter 4, the purpose of reasonable adjustments
is to overcome such barriers and enable students to "access learning"
(Jessie, psychology-based

DDO at University

A) and "learn on a level

playing field" (Charlie, social science-based DDO, University A). moreover,
adjustments
(Sarah,
accounts

should be made in a way that "enables effective learning"

maths
given

and disability
of

some

unsuccessful, particularly

support

student

tutor,

University

respondents

this

Q.

From the

was

sometimes

with reference to the transcription

process. As
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will

be

discussed

implementation
dissatisfaction

in

Chapter

of a particular

6,

however,

adjustment

with this adjustment,

frustration

the

does not necessarily lead to

or overall dissatisfaction

efforts that are made to overcome barriers.

with

with the
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6. Exploring

barriers

further

and

understanding

student

accounts

and adjustments
staff

and

6.1 Introduction
The chapter explores some of the issues and themes that emerged during
my research and considers what these reveal about staff and student
experiences.

It aims to address parts c-f of the research question:

c) What problems arise with the implementation

of adjustments?

d) How reasonable are the adjustments made?
e) How satisfied are staff and students with these adjustments?
f) How far do the expectations raised by particular models of
disability affect staff and student perceptions of adjustments?
This chapter explores the complex nature of the barriers and adjustments
print disabled students experience. It suggests that barriers are not always
easy to overcome, they take many forms and each print disabled student
experiences different barriers to different degrees. It highlights that many
different perspectives and perceptions exist, and it is often difficult for one
'stakeholder' group to appreciate the needs and pressures of another.
It explores staff and student accounts, considering how satisfied they are
with adjustments and why this may be. Finally it asks why students were
not more critical and why staff were not more satisfied.

6.2 Exploring

the complex

nature

of barriers

and adjustments
6.2.1 Some barriers

are very difficult

to overcome

The literature on the social model of disability, as well as the expectations
evident In many respondents accounts, seem to suggest that all barriers
can be overcome, and that when they are not this is because of the actions
of society, or a person in it. This assumes that it is always possible to
identify a barrier and recommend an adjustment (or adjustments) that will
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overcome it, even if in fact the implementation is problematic. This is often
true, for example, whilst academics find it difficult to provide materials in
advance they are often able to find a way to do this once they understand
why it is necessary (see Chapter 5).
My research suggests, however, that some barriers are inherently difficult
to overcome, no matter how many different reasonable adjustments are
tried. The case study below describes how mathematical notation remained
a barrier, despite the expending of significant time and effort by both staff
and student respondents.

6.2.1.1 Case study: maths-based courses
The problem
Courses that rely on mathematical

notation are particularly

print disabled students. Whilst it is relatively straightforward
adjustments

difficult

for

to recommend

for students who require access to Standard English text,

there are practical barriers to be overcome when converting other types of
content, and mathematical notation is perhaps the most problematic. This
Is evident from accounts given by my respondents, but is also noted by
Cliffe, who draws "a comparison with the level of access provided by
assistive technology

for students studying

less symbolic subjects

[and

attempts to] clarify the nature of this technology gap and the direction of
projects addressing the accessibility of mathematical resources" (Cliffe,
2010, p37).
For Braille users, the basic problem with mathematical notation is that It
(i.
be
found
those
that
e.
on
characters
cannot
non-standard
many
contains
a computer

keyboard)

and Is two-dimensional

whilst Standard English

Braille is essentially linear (Maddox, 2007). Mathematical Braille, and twodimensional Braille do exist, but some student respondents said they had
difficulties understanding this as they had not encountered it before. For
large print users, maintaining the correct layout of mathematical notation
or graphics whilst making them big enough to see is also a challenge, and
describing these orally is not straightforward either (Rowlett, 2008).

PDF files
staff participant said that he tried very hard
to get an electronic copy of a mathematics textbook for two print disabled
One disability support-related
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students from the publisher, but when he finally received it it was in PDF
format and "basically unusable" (John, maths-based DDO, University A). It
is almost impossible to extract mathematical symbols and the correct
layout of formulae from PDF documents as these only contain the
mathematical notation as an image. Respondents explained that, at best,
you will extract a string of letters and numbers but will not be able to tell
how they relate to each other and what other symbols, for example 00
(infinity) or I (sum) have been ignored.
This is a problem with all PDF files (and hardcopies, see below) containing
mathematical notation.

LaTeX
Several respondents

the best format

explained that

for mathematical

notation to be provided or produced in if it is to be converted to alternative
formats s LaTeX. This is a mathematical
standard

keyboard

characters

to

typesetting

produce

language that uses

mathematics

and

provide

information about the layout of equations and other formatting such as line
breaks, font size and type. This is difficult to convert to Braille, due to the
limitations

of common Braille translation

programs,

and although

possible to convert this to large print it requires the transcriber
really careful with it and check through
readable [by inserting]

everything

it is
"to be

to make sure it is

line breaks and page breaks in sensible places"

(Lucy, disability support worker, University A). Respondents found it very
difficult to obtain materials in LaTeX format, and typing them up into it was
very time consuming. Typing also need to be done very carefully to avoid
mistakes because "in an equation just one character can make a big
difference to the meaning" (David, maths-based undergraduate, University
A, blind).

Math-type or equation editor
Another common method of producing mathematics at the time my field
work was carried out what to use Equation Editor in Word. This is not
longer available in Office 2007 and after, however. Whilst Equation Editor
format itself could not be transcribed,

some progress had been made at

University C in terms of obtaining mathematics from MathType, the paid
upgrade to Equation Editor.
dimensional

This was only possible however, using two-

Braille and a special embosser

called a Tiger

embosser
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(mentioned

in Chapter 5). The alternative

formats manager, Colin, who

could not read Braille and did not have knowledge of university level
mathematics himself, typed up the materials he was given using
MathsType in Word using DotsPlus and a Tiger embosser. No student users
took part in my research, however, so it is not known if this was more
reliable than using LaTeX, or if similar errors occurred.

Methods used by students
Student respondents used a variety of methods to access mathematical
notation;

Including large print of various sizes and human readers. Most

interesting were the four Braille readers, as they each employed different
tactics. One student had his maths turned Into ordinary
Braille (Scott, computing-based
example, instead of 'A +B=C,

postgraduate,

University

English 6-dot
B, blind).

For

the Braille would say 'capital a plus capital

b equals capital c'. This is a very simple example,

and the student

concerned only had a small amount of maths In his course, but he did find
this approach challenging. Another student used a variation of LaTeX code,
where the formatting

commands are removed to leave only the maths,

some of which is the abbreviated to make it more concise (Richard,
computing-based undergraduate, University D, blind). For example, \frac
became V. As the abbreviations were of his own choice, this output would
have been almost impossible for anyone else to Interpret. He then read this
in an 8-dot Braille version of his native language. The final two students
used a software script to modify LaTeX code so that It could be more
reliably turned into 6-dot mathematical Braille. One then read this using a
Braille display attached to a computer (David, maths-based undergraduate,
University A, blind) whilst the other preferred it to be embossed on paper
(Jim, psychology-based postgraduate, University A, blind). All four students
worked with transcribers to produce formats they could read and
from
time
This
them and
commitments
significant
required
understand.
Richard was particularly frustrated by this (see Section 6.3.1).
It clearly took a lot of trial and error for these students and the staff
transcribing for them to find methods that worked. These are unlikely to be
useful for other students,

however,

as the method

of producing

and

different
it
tailored
specifically
the
as
was
vastly
so
was
notation
accessing
to each individual student. The individual nature of the adjustments made
different
types
important
to
these
of
and
when
students,
were clearly very
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Braille were produced, often accidentally, this caused them difficulties as
they could not read it at all.

Screenreader access
Issues associated with screenreader access to mathematical
also complex (Archambault,
formats,

electronic

mathematical
Information.

Fitzpatrick and Miesenberger, 2007).

including

notation,

and

Mathematical

notation are

web

content,

so screen

notation

are

readers

images

actually
cannot

Most

extract

of
any

can be displayed on web-pages as

MathML (a mark-up language) which requires either Internet Explorer with
the MathPlayer add-in installed or Mozilla Firefox with the correct fonts
installed.

MathML allows users to zoom in on the mathematical notation or

have it read aloud while the item being spoken Is highlighted.
also be accessed by screen-readers

MathML can

such as JAWS (Cliffe, 2010; Cooper,

2006). All these things mean that MathML is potentially

very useful for

print disabled students and some respondents felt that it was the way
forward.
basically

There are, however, two types of MathML, content MathML which
describes

presentation

symbols

MathML which

in

terms

of

what

encodes semantic

they

meaning

look

like

so instead

and
of

reading 23 as 'two superscript three' or 'two to the power of three' it would
say 'two cubed'.

This is a simple example, and In many cases semantic

meaning is not required, but there are some cases when mathematical
notation in presentation MathML can be ambiguous when read by a screenreader.
Very little material is currently available in presentation MathML, let alone
content MathML and most non-print impaired users do not require it. Hazel,
felt that encouraging MathML use was difficult and she said that "to be
honest [... ] you're not going to get anyone [in an academic context] to use
MathML" (Hazel, disability support worker, University D). She felt that
people will only start producing MathML when people start asking for it,
and they will not start asking for it until they have had experience of
accessing MathML and they will not get this because so few people produce
it and so this "becomes a vicious circle" (Ibid. ). She said that without
MathML, however, mathematical
handle as Standard English text.

notation will never become as easy to
She said:

[Standard English text] we can spell
and
paste
can
cut
we
...
check [it] we can put it on the web easily [and] we can OCR it.
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is kind of stuck [... ] and we can't do any of

The mathematics

that, MathML is the only possibility for that at the moment.
Hazel, disability support worker, University D.

Scanning and performing
Part

the

problem

mathematical

notation

of

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

in

term

of

transcribing

materials

containing

is that scanning hardcopies is very difficult

as

standard OCR programs cannot handle it. Hazel had tried software called
InftyReader that could do this in certain circumstances but she said it was
unreliable and could not be used unless the material to be scanned was in
a very specific format

and of exceptionally

good print

Since

quality.

publishers were very rarely able to provide materials in LaTeX or MathML
format this made access very difficult.

Commonly produced formats
Academics produce materials

in variety of different

ideal for transcription.

were rarely

At University

formats,

and these

A this was generally

Equation Editor or MathType in Word, but occasionally LaTeX. At University
hard copy, which Colin, an alternative formats
reproduced in MathType although he had very little

C this was generally
then

manager,

knowledge of mathematics.
hardcopies

At University D, formats included LaTeX or

produced in LaTeX, as well as some that

originally

or produced on typewriters.

handwritten

were

Producing materials In LaTeX,

which Is, on the whole, the most practical solution, would greatly improve
Given the amount of work this would create for
the ease of transcription.
many

academics,

especially

those

who

still

handwrite

their

lecture

materials, and the difficulties that remain even if this format Is available,
this is unlikely to be considered a reasonable adjustment.

Summary
The non-institutional
very

difficult

difficulties:

one

barrier of accessing mathematical notation is clearly a
to

overcome.

Technologically

speaking

there

are

no completely reliable systems exist to convert mathematical

notation to Standard English Braille; re-typesetting of large print needs
doing manually; and screen-readers have difficulty accessing mathematical
notation.

All

mathematical

of

the

notation

student

respondents

who

needed

to

access

had their own ways of doing this and required

different responsive individual adjustments to be made for them. Despite

Page
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huge amounts of effort on the part of both students and disability support
staff they all reported that there were problems. The adjustments

that

were made were generally the most appropriate ones that were currently
possible, and therefore were the only 'reasonable' options, but they were
not often good enough to be truly effective. This is clearly an issue that still
needs to be addressed.

6.2.2 Barriers

easy to classify

are not always

and

explain
As was explained in Chapter 1, the barriers experienced by print disabled
students can be classified primarily as either institutional
or nonBoth categories contain barriers of different types, including
institutional.
technical,

logistical

This section
and attitudinal.
discusses some of the main barriers described in Chapter 5 and considers
how they can be further classified and described.
physical,

practical,

6.2.2.1 Institutional

barriers

Problems that arise from

running

technology

assistive

over university

networks are generally logistical ones. They are institutional barriers as in
many cases these problems could have been anticipated when the
networks were set up or when later improvements were made. Of course,
they are also practical barriers as a suitable alternative would have to be
found, and they have financial implications

too which may also lead to

barriers.
Difficulties
institutional

transcribing

university

documents

are generally

caused by

barriers, but these are of several different kinds. Sometimes

there are no practical or logistical reasons why these cannot be created and
stored electronically

in anticipation

of future transcription,

possible to create common alternative

formats in advance.

and often it is
Reasons why

this does not happen are complex. Staff often do not realise this may be
required,

perhaps

because they

do not

realise

current

formats

are

inaccessible and that it is possible to make simple changes to improve this,
or because they expect that this adjustment would be handled later by the
alternative formats service. Even if they know this is required, they may
not know how to produce documents with improved accessibility, or may
feel they do not have the time or other resources to do so. As is discussed
in Section 6.2.2.2,

there can also be practical difficulties

that are non-
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institutional,

particularly

those

that

to

relate

the

production

and

transcription of materials containing mathematical notation.
As has been discussed numerous times in this thesis, the biggest problem
for students and for disability

support staff was obtaining reading lists,

lecture notes and other materials from lecturers in advance. There are
clearly practical difficulties for staff in terms of the time available for them
to spend on teaching.

It seems however, that once the reasons why is is

important are fully explained, and they understand the affect no doing this
has on students, most are able to provide these materials.

This suggests

that it is to some extent an attitudinal barrier.

6.2.2.2 Non-institutional
As was explained in Chapter 5, DSA medical evidence policy forces DSA
needs assessments to be conducted within a Medical model framework,
although assessors generally do their best to shift the focus back towards a
social model understanding of disability. This is an attitudinal barrier on
the part of DSA funding bodies, as other funding for adjustments, such as
the Access to Work scheme, do not require this.
Difficulties

obtaining

suitable

electronic

copies of externally

materials cause a lot of problems for staff and students.
barrier, but clearly providing
extent an attitudinal
straightforward

produced

This is to some
these

isn't

as

for publishers as may be assumed as there are practical

and logistical barriers too.
The issues of converting
graphics,

PDFs, particularly

into editable electronic

format

those containing

that

maths or

can be transcribed

is a

practical barrier. This is technologically difficult at this time and although
done
Cliffe
improve
being
try
to
this,
is
to
suggests that this Is
work
hindered

by "the slow impact

of research and development

on both

mainstream and assistive technology and by the difficulty of deploying
current developments on the ground" (Cliffe, 2010, p41). As was revealed
in Chapter 5, staff were often unaware of the problems until they tried to
make adjustments and Cliffe found that "it was common for staff to believe
that mathematics in electronic formats was already accessible which can
hinder the use of human support to allow access" (Ibid. )
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types and degrees

6.2.3 Differing

of adjustments

are

required
Respondents' accounts suggest that more effort was required to make
adjustments for students with visual impairments than for students who
have dyslexia.

It was often the case that once adjustments were in place

for students with visual impairments;
them

for

students

with

dyslexia.

this also made it easier to make
For example,

when

asked

about

adjustments for students who have dyslexia such as handouts in advance
one disability support-related

respondent said:

In general we don't have copies of the notes for any random
module, but anything that the two blind students have done we
do now have a typed copy and so it has been very
to give them a copy of that.

straightforward

John, maths-based DDO, University A.
This is perhaps because the nature of dyslexia means that adjustments can
be more standardised, as the range of formats required for students who
have dyslexia was less varied.

On the whole, the universities

studied

seemed better able to manage the needs of students who had dyslexia
than of students
"dyslexia,

with visual impairments.

John said that as a result

generally speaking, is not considered an insolvable problem"

(John, maths-based

DDO, University

A). It seems that the universities

studied were also more easily able to meet the needs of students who had
low vision than students who were blind, and it was clear that the latter
group

generally

required

more support

than

the others

due to the

complexities of producing and accessing materials in non-visual formats.
The differences between students with different impairments were not clear
cut however, and the generalisations made above are an oversimplification.
Although

the

adjustments

required

could

generally

be placed

on a

continuum with dyslexia at one end, low vision in the middle and blindness
at the other, there were exceptions. For example, Judith, who had low
vision, received fewer adjustments than any of students who had dyslexia,
and Vicky, who was blind, received fewer adjustments
students with low vision.
Regardless of their underlying

impairment,

than most of the

students faced very similar

barriers, but the adjustments they required varied enormously.

To some
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extent these depended on how inclusive their courses were and how ready
and able staff were to accommodate their needs.

6.2.4 Many different

perspectives

and perceptions

exist

Having examined the experiences of not only students but three categories
of staff, this research has revealed that the four groups have different
perspectives on and perceptions of barriers and adjustments.

This can be

illustrated by considering perhaps the biggest source of dissatisfaction for
students: problems obtaining advance notice of reading lists, and copies of
lecture notes and other materials from academics.

6.2.4.1 From the disability support staff perspective
Several disability support staff respondents said they felt that academics
did not understand what was involved in producing alternative formats and
so were not very responsive to requests for materials in advance. One
said:
There is a misconception as to how easy or difficult

it is to

reproduce materials in alternative formats. I think that people
think that you just shove it through a scanner, push a button
and out it comes at the other end. They don't appreciate the
amount of editing that is often involved. So we never find that
we get materials in enough time for students. I mean across
the board. For individual students we do find that some
departments are very proactive and will get us all the materials
in advance. Often that depends on the type of subject and
been
for
has
it
teaching
it's
years and
who
somebody
whether
has all the resources beautifully done up on the computer
already or [if] they've lots of photocopies of what they already
use.
Susan, disability service adviser, University A.
Susan said that she had spoken to an academic who provided a long
reading list one week in advance of each seminar and asked students to
choose what they wanted to read. When Susan explained to her that this
for
impairment
be
the
student
with
visual
a
suitable
not
would
approach
her
be
the
teaching
changed
approach.
academic
she would

Susan felt

Page

that in general it is "difficult
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changing the mindset of tutors" and indeed

this is also what Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson (2004) found (see Chapter 2).
Staff

respondents

produced

who

workload was not consistent

alternative

formats

said that

their

across the year and that it tended to be

busiest at the start of terms/semesters

and just before examinations. They

said that this could be relieved if sufficient advance notice of materials
required was given to allow workload to be prioritised. One disability
support respondent said, however, that this rarely happened:
be waiting quite a long time for the information you
can
you
...
need to actually start doing something and you know the clock
is ticking that these resources are going to be needed but this
doesn't change the fact that you don't have the information yet.
[... ] We start, dare I say, badgering the lecturers quite early but
if the lecturer hasn't written the course yet, there's not much
you can do about it.
Hazel, disability support worker, University D.
Staff generally asked students

(and academics) to give them as much

notice as possible, in some cases as much as six weeks. If this was
formats
it
the
service to give students
alternative
allowed
received
indications of how long it was likely to take to respond to each request:
We don't have any sort of procedural thing down. If a student
says I want this and I'll sort of formulate in my head workloads
of how much have we got on, how many support workers have I
got coming in and then I'll say "when do you need it by? " and if
they say "end of the week" I'll say "why do you need it by the
end of the week? " try and pin them down to how urgent that is.
And if they need it by the end of the week I will do my utmost
to get it by the end of the week and I'll usually meet their
deadline depending on the size of the text of course.
Jackie, alternative formats manager and disability service
advisor, University B.
To add to the pressure on academic staff, the effort
disability

to mainstream

provision means that several of the universities

now require

large
formats
to
of
provide
print
or
accessible
electronic
staff
academic
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their

materials,

on request,

themselves.

One disability

support

staff

handouts
lecture
"the
to
that
produce
responsibility
actual
said
participant
he
had
but
he
department"
that
to
lies
the
admitted
actual
with
etc.
"actually check up on them to make sure that the materials are being
provided in that format" (Charlie, social science-based DDO, University A).
This was also the case at University B, where a disability support staff
lecturer
from
"sometimes
the
that
get
some
we
resistance
said
participant
that they haven't got time to convert stuff for one student etc. or they've
handwritten it so they can't produce it electronically. So we will help those
lecturers and that student to get that material" (Jackie, disability service
adviser and alternative formats manager, University B).
One disability support staff respondent summed this problem up very well.
She said:
There

be some kind of institutional

needs to

understanding

awareness,

but also acknowledgement of what they have to

do in the [academic]

department.

[It isn't acceptable to say]

"oh, I'll send it to [the disability service] and they'll deal with
it. " This is a partnership between the [disability service] and the
Academic Department.

[... ] It's difficult to get a lot of things

Education because [... ] lecturers

done In Higher

are quite

independent and how they style their lectures, how they deliver
the course, there's no centralized control. [... ] When people
don't have the awareness the point is it can make it even more
difficult.
Hazel, disability support worker, University D.

6.2.4.2 From the student perspective
Many student participants said they had difficulty accessing lecture notes
in
As
they
print.
a
provided
standard-format
were
as
materials
and other
result, many asked for these In advance so they could access them using
This Is a well
their assistive technology or have them transcribed.
recognised

reasonable

adjustment,

and when asked many academics

Student respondents explained, however, that these did
impairment
One
with
a
visual
participant
student
materialise.
not always
lecturers
disk
but
to
"it
for
on
notes
some
get
was great
example,
said
agreed to do this.

never

bothered

to

do

it"

(Kathryn,

psychology-based

postgraduate,

Page
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University E, blind).

Another echoed this, saying "I've asked them for
them and they've been like yes and when the time's come [they've] not
given me them" (Caroline, media-based undergraduate, University E,
blind). She suggested this was probably just "bad planning" (ibid. ). A third
had a similar experience but emphasised how important these are to her
understanding

of the

lecture.

She said

that

the

two

most

useful

adjustments were:
handouts in advance from lecturers [and] lecturers drawing
...
attention to important points on their PowerPoint slides so I do
not miss out on important information,

such as names of cases.

Lecturers however often forgot to make these adjustments.
Mandy, social science-based undergraduate, University E, blind.
The consequence of not being given lecture
materials

in advance was that student

lecture

notes and other

participants

found the lectures

harder to follow, and this had the potential to affect their performance in
assessments.

One student

participant

with

"there's probably quite a strong correlation

a visual

impairment

said:

between the lecturers that

don't use electronic notes and the exams I do badly in" (Steve, sciencebased undergraduate, University D, low vision).
Whilst problems with the adjustment of providing lecture notes and other
materials In advance was a source of dissatisfaction for many students, not
all felt this way. One student participant with a visual impairment

had a

more positive experience, and he said: "normally I get the lecture notes or
the [Microsoft] PowerPoints emailed to me... in most cases it's before the
lecture,

so I

can

read

them

postgraduate, University B, blind).

beforehand"

(Scott,

computing-based

When this adjustment was made all the

student respondents said they found this invaluable.

6.2.4.3 From the academic staff perspective
Staff respondents

who were academics themselves

felt that

disability

support staff, such as Susan above, did not understand the pressures they
were working under. Some academic staff admitted that they, or other
academics in their department, were not always very good at providing
materials in advance. In some cases this was because staff were producing
their materials 'at the last minute'

and so they were not ready to be
provided to students or the alternative formats service in advance. One
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disability support related staff respondent said that in terms of providing
materials in advance:
that is where possibly we fail to provide the best service
...
possible. [... ] Sometimes you have a new lecturer, who has not
created their work a whole year in advance, who will create
things [at] the last minute. So it's very difficult to [explain] to
them that they need to do their work in advance so we can
provide the work that's going to be discussed in advance to
students in their preferred format.
[guide from the alternative

So although we have the

formats service that]

states that

need, that we've circulated to staff in advance etcetera, [... ] I
wouldn't say that this is working the best it could be.
Jessie, psychology-based DDO, University A.
She explained that this is the 'reality' that many academics experience and
whilst "in theory our policies state that we should be doing this and that ...
in practice often it's very difficult to do it" (ibid. )
Although it was a common problem, lack of time to prepare materials was
not the only reason academics could not always provide their materials
sufficiently

in advance.

One disability

support related staff participant

pointed out that in some subjects the issues change frequently so handouts
and reading lists may be prepared 'at the last minute' so that they are as
up to date as possible. He said:
One problem we have in getting stuff from the academics is the
way they work basically, when they do their handouts they
often leave it until the last minute, because [this subject is]
always changing and they obviously want to reflect the most up
to date [issues], so it's trying to get a balance between those
two things from the support we need to getting the information
as up to date as possible.
Charlie, social science-based DDO, University A.
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6.3 Observations
of their

on staff and student

accounts

experiences

Respondents gave very mixed messages about how they felt about their
experiences. As a collective group, they pointed to the many difficulties
they had faced and their frustration with these, but they also praised other
staff for their assistance at times, and provided examples of adjustments
that had worked well. This was also true of individual respondents, as their
accounts suggested that each had experienced a mix of adjustments;

those

that had worked well, and those that had not, those that were simple to
implement and those that were much more difficult.
They had also
encountered others within their university who either assisted in making
adjustments, or were in some way responsible for creating barriers.

6.3.1 Students
Student respondents often talked about the extra work they had to do and
the additional effort they had to expend to achieve the same result as
other students, and some were concerned about the negative effect on
their studies. Most gave at least one example of adjustments that had not
been made or that were not appropriate or effective, and the majority
their negative comments related to receiving alternative formats.

of

In many

cases these problems resulted in the need for the student to do extra work
or expend extra effort, as with scanning documents themselves, checking
for errors in documents,

problems with materials,

making documents accessible.

asking for help and

In other cases they made studying harder.

These are problems that most students who had not been diagnosed with
print impairments do not have to contend with, and SENDA was designed
to 'level the playing field' so that such problems did not occur.

It is

concerning to see that this has not been achieved in all cases and a
number of significant problems still remain.
Several students'

accounts included praise for staff who had supported

Despite his many complaints about the alternative formats service,
one commented that "the university people are definitely helpful" and his
department "does try very hard and I appreciate it" (Jim, psychology-

them.

based postgraduate,

University

A, blind).

Having experienced his own

accessibility problems as an undergraduate one student was now doing a
Masters by Research which his university had set up for him specially and
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he was "most impressed" with this (Scott, computing-based
University

postgraduate,

B, blind). He also described the notes one of his notetakers

Another student asked an
produced as "absolutely fantastic" (Ibid. ).
academic not to write in red as he struggled to read it because of his
colour-blindness

and was very pleased with the response:

"he sounded

sounded quite interested in the subject as if he was going to go off and do
some research about it and think about it more in the future" (Graham,
computing-based postgraduate, University B, colour-blind).
They were also quite critical of those who had not supported them as well
as they had expected. These comments were usually directed at academics
who students felt did not understand their needs. One said that "not all of
the lecturers are aware of my situation [being registered blind] and I think
they could probably improve on a few things" (Simon, computing-based
undergraduate, University B, blind).
Students

For example, one
often seemed resigned to the situation.
student who had had to rely on lecture notes and other lecture materials
instead of text books said:
In an ideal world it would have been possible to get books in a
suitable form for [... ] Braille transcription or even in Braille
[already].

But unless anyone is actually going to do it or
publishers are going to be more willing to let a suitable format
be got electronically it's not really going to happen.
David, maths-based undergraduate, University A, blind.
In response to a question about how he feels about the extra work he said
he had to do another replied: "on a bad day I feel totally sick and you often
want to give up. But it would be wrong to give up and and I'm quite
(Richard,
I
try
to
persevere"
computing-based undergraduate,
so
stubborn
University

D, blind. ) Richard's use of words such as 'stubborn'

and

'persevere' are similar in tone to those used by Paul (psychology-based
postgraduate,

University

C, blind) In Chapter 5 how he needed to be

'proactive', 'pushy' and 'hassling'.
Clearly some students were unhappy or dissatisfied with their experiences,
although

to varying

degrees.

Most projected

this emotion

outwards,

towards a society that does not take their needs into account, and this was
true even if they did not fully understand the ideas behind the social model
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A few students seemed to understand disability more in terms

of disability.

of the medical model, and so laid their blame on their impairments or even
on themselves in a more fundamental way. This was particularly true of
Steve (science-based undergraduate,

University D, low vision).

noted in Chapter 4, he described a reasonable adjustment
is made that in combination

where an adjustment
individual

[overcomes]

As was

as "something

with effort from the

a problem caused by the individual's

disability"

University D, low vision). He mused
over whether or not he felt he was disabled, and replied that "I'm disabled
(Steve, science-based undergraduate,

in as much as the fact that I can't do everything that a fully able bodied
person would do" (Steve, science-based undergraduate, University D, low
vision). He sounded slightly bitter when he said that he finds it "hard to
understand when people say they almost don't want a cure because [their
disability is] a part of them" (ibid. ). Instead he admitted he longs "for a
day when they'll be able to cure my eyesight...

my whole quality of life

would be so different" (ibid. ). Clearly his personal experience of disability
is a difficult one, and he would prefer not to have a visual impairment. The
version of the social model employed in my research does allow for 'cures'
If the disabled individual desires them, and clearly Steve does. From his
account, however, it is likely that it is not his visual impairment per se that
he dislikes but the disabling effect that he experiences. Although Steve did
not seem to recognise the social model himself, it could be argued that this
model would be a useful way for him to come to terms with his situation
and to see a way forward that does not involve the restoration of his sight.

6.3.2 Staff
Staff

respondents

were

generally

frustrated

encountered when they tried to implement

difficulties

by the

adjustments,

they

and tended to

focus on these rather than on any positive outcomes they had achieved.
For some, there had clearly been "disappointments

massively along the

way" (Hazel, disability support worker, University D) and many said they
wished there was more they could do. Despite their hard work, many felt
dissatisfied

or disappointed

commented

that

[students]"

(Eric,

University

B).

"it's

with

what

they

not really satisfying

science-

Disability

and

support

encourage the mainstreaming

had achieved

one

when you can't help them

computing-based

subject

staff described a constant

of disability

and

librarian,
battle

to

provision and the recognition

that it is no longer the sole preserve of the disability

service to make
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adjustments. They often had to highlight to other staff, particularly those in
departments,

academic

that

and

adjustments

they too have a responsibility

that

their

without

support

any

to make

adjustments

they

recommended or set in motion will not be fully effective. The introduction
of DDOs had clearly helped improve this understanding, but it was obvious
that many DDOs were putting in an incredible amount of time and effort to
achieve results,

and were still encountering

their own difficulties

with

colleagues.
It was clear however, that provision was beginning to move outside of the
disability

support service and beyond the DDOs.

These staff were also

working to spread this idea to their colleagues, but one commented that it
is hard to "kind of keep that sort of awareness going, especially if it is not
particularly your job" (Eric, science- and computing-based subject librarian,
University

B). In some departments

through.

For example,

the message was beginning to get
University A had moved towards creating and

storing electronic copies of the information leaflets available in libraries in
to

order

improve

access for

print

disabled

students.

Some

staff

respondents felt that there was beginning to be a recognition, as was
claimed in many of their DES, that disability equality was something all
staff members had not only to promote but to evidence in their work. One
DDO felt that her department had achieved this and said:
Overall I'm pleased with the attitude of our school, we don't
have to fight the battle to say that disability is something core.
It's not something that the [DDO] is dealing with in isolation,
but it is something

that

is everybody's

responsibility

and

interest.
Elma, education-based DDO, University A.
Despite

this

she felt

that

their

hard work

was not appreciated

or

recognised, and complained that: "you never get praised any more" but
know
followed
"if
that
you've
procedure and you've made the
you
added
effort to try and make reasonable adjustments then you're halfway there. "
(Elma, ibid. ).

6.3.3 Why were students

not more critical?

Although students outlined a range of difficulties they had encountered,
they were on the whole fairly satisfied with their experiences. This is true
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even of students such as Vicky, who had not been offered transcription
Instead she scanned her own
even though she was a Braille reader.
documents and gathered
Internet.

as much information

as she could from the

It could be that the low expectations

described by Burchardt

(2005) In Chapter 2 are responsible for this. If students expect there to be
problems implementing
than satisfactory

and are aware they may receive less

adjustments,

adjustments,

they are perhaps less likely to be critical

when they experience these than students with higher expectations.

In

addition, if their experiences of pre-16 education were less than ideal, as
was suggested In Chapter 5, they are unlikely to expect much more of
post-16 education. In Chapter 2, Madriaga, 2007, suggested that students'
expectations may be affected by whether they see disability as a social or
issue and this did appear to be the case in my research.
Students such as Steve (science-based undergraduate, University D, low

individual

vision) who appeared to favour a medical model approach to disability
tended to blame their impairments for any problems, and were less critical
than other students of the adjustments they had received and the attitudes
they had encountered.
adopted

a social

responsibilities
most critical.

Students such as Scott and David who clearly

model

approach

to

disability

and

understood

the

had under DDA 1995, were among the
They were frustrated at the institutional barriers they

their universities

experienced, but seemed to understand why these existed and what was
being done to overcome them. They expected all staff to be aware of their
duties towards disabled students, and both had been actively involved in
increasing awareness themselves.
non-institutional

barriers

They were less understanding

they experienced

because of difficulties

of the
with

publishers, and were highly critical of these.

6.3.4 Why are staff not more satisfied?
Staff respondents often explained in detail the lengths they had gone to to
make adjustments for print disabled students and the difficulties they had
faced. Those who understood and adopted the social model understanding
of disability, which the majority did, were very critical of those who created
harder
implement.
to
Susan
barriers
made
adjustments
or
additional
provided a particularly

good example of this, as she recounted how the

model approach manifest in DSA funding and the model of
disability evident in the legislation both hampered her ability to do her job
medical

in a way that reflected the social model that she believed in. Mike (maths-
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based academic, University B) on the other hand, clearly wanted to help
print disabled students and the fact that he volunteered to take part in my
desire
His
that
this
comments suggested a
genuine.
was
shows
research
certain level of naivety about disability issues, and his medical model
approach often led to him questioning or asking inappropriate questions
about the rationale behind adjustments, and even the increased frequency
fairly
his
he
diagnoses,
during
interview.
dyslexia
As
was
a
result
of
satisfied with the adjustments he was making and did not identify any real
problems with making these.

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter, along with those that precede it, has argued that despite
SENDA 2001 provisions print disabled students still experience significant
difficulties

The social model of disability

accessing materials.

which

underpins my research places the responsibility for creating and removing
barriers on society, and clearly each university can be seen as a microcosm
of that society. As a result universities

have to accept liability for the

creation of some of the barriers print disabled students face and have a
responsibility to make adjustments to remove as many as they can. It does
not necessary follow, however, that universities and their staff are entirely
to blame for the difficulties print disabled students still face. Despite good
intentions,

some barriers remain practically or technologically

overcome and many are non-institutional

difficult to

in nature and so fall beyond the

full control of universities themselves.
Whilst it is possible to talk in theory of the different types of barriers, it is
in fact difficult to describe most barriers as purely attitudinal,

physical, etc,

and it is almost impossible to state where one type of barrier ends and
another begins. What is clear from my research is that overcoming the
print, actually involves tackling many

primary barrier of standard-format
sub-barriers,

and when attempting

barriers may be encountered.
adjustments

are

made

more

to implement

Whilst

further

Despite this, it can be seen that some
difficult

about what an adjustment

understanding
from each key player.

adjustments,

disability

to

implement

by

a lack

of

involves and what is required
support

staff said they often

this
to
was
difficulties
make
adjustments,
staff
other
getting
encountered
felt
because
job,
they
feel
it
their
did
because
they
or
was
not
primarily
feel
did
that
because
they
It
print
not
have
time.
the
did
not
was
they
not
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disabled students are entitled to such adjustments. Nevertheless, these
justifications for not making adjustments are still examples of attitudinal
barriers, and both print disabled students and the staff that support them
have to overcome these in order to successfully implement adjustments.
In theory, institutional
institutional

barriers should be easier to overcome than nonones as university staff themselves have the power to

overcome these.

My research has shown however, that despite the good
intentions outlined in the four universities' 2006 DESs both institutional and
non-institutional barriers remain significant obstacles for many students.

As a result, many staff respondents felt dissatisfied with, and were very
critical of, the support they were able to provide for print disabled
students,

even though students respondents themselves were generally

satisfied and relatively uncritical.
Although there were differences between staff and student accounts, these
seemed fairly consistent across the four universities studied and there were
few apparent differences between institutions.
Student accounts at
universities A, B, C and D were also very similar to those of the additional
student respondents from other universities. The only notable difference
was the higher incidence of complaints
service at University

about the alternative

A than at the other universities

studied. This is

believed to be due in large part to the amount of mathematical
the service was required to produce and the difficulties
this.

formats

notation

associated with

The alternative formats services at the other three universities were

also heavily criticised by students, although my research suggests that
difficulties tended to arise due to factors beyond their control such as the
provision of materials

from academic staff and publishers.

Despite the

similarity of accounts given during my research, it is possible, and perhaps
even likely, that differences do exist between institutions and could be
drawn out by a larger scale study.
Whilst SENDA 2001 pushes for more anticipatory general adjustments, it
can be argued that these are less useful to print disabled student than
other disabled students. The main barrier print disabled students face is
the widespread use of standard-format print, and whilst it is true that it is
possible to make standardised adjustments
impairment

groups (e. g. improving

to remove barriers for some

accessibility

for those with mobility

by setting a minimum doorway width) the same is not true
when it comes to accessing materials. There is no minimum font size that
impairments
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will guarantee all print disabled people can read all materials, especially as
many cannot read print no matter how large it is. Although clearprint
guidelines can improve readability for many, the underlying Impairments
experienced by the students In this study mean that the majority would not
benefit enough for this barrier to be removed for them. Standard-format
print is often created very badly with little thought given to the needs of
print

disabled

people.

Nevertheless,

even

when

it

is created

with

accessibility in mind there will still be a significant proportion who do not
benefit.

Thus general anticipatory adjustments are unlikely to significantly

Improve equality for this group.
Even if individual and responsive adjustments are made, my research has
shown that print disabled students are still not guaranteed

access to

materials.

Indeed, I started this research believing that all barriers can be

overcome

if the correct

adjustments

are made, and that

the clause

'reasonable' was in itself a barrier to equality as it provides a method of
justifying situations where adjustments are not made or are not made well.
Respondents did not appear, however, to use it in this way, and this may
suggest that despite reservations regarding the model of disability evident
in their DESs staff were actually employing a social model approach to
what is reasonable. What also became evident from talking to respondents
is that some barriers are inherently very difficult to overcome, and would
be so even if resources were endless.

This is compounded when barriers

are part or in full non-institutional ones as universities have less control
over these and the legislation is more lenient.
Whilst the experiences of print disabled students are clearly in need of
improvement,
Despite

the

it is not altogether
claims
to

made in the

promote

equality

easy to say how this can be done.
2006
and

DESs that
prevent

all staff

have a

discrimination,

responsibility
have
filtered
down
does
to
to all staff.
seem
not
yet
obligation

this

This may

further
likely
but
it
that
initiatives will be required,
time,
take
seems
simply
be
to
it
the
time
there
that
some
recognition
of
need
additional
will
and
in
to
to
teach
inclusively
the
ways
take
more
explore
staff
academic
may
later
becomes
intrinsic
if
the
they
this
days,
an
part
of
way
even
early
higher
importance
it
the
The
and
currently
of
education
nature
very
work.
large
the
the
accessing
of
amounts of written
and
word
written
places on
materials

be
to
revisited
need
also
may

to ensure that print disabled

disadvantaged.
discriminated
or
otherwise
against
not
students are
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The changes made by the Equality Acts 2006 and 2010 to strengthen and
simplify the law in relation to protected characteristics such as disability
are likely to encourage universities to explore the ways in which policies
can be reflected in practice, and this will no doubt benefit students in the
long run. Similarly, these legislative changes place greater obligations on
private companies and organisations, and the changes in policy and
practice evident in higher education are likely to be reflected in them in
time. The improvements that have been made in higher education since
SENDA 2001 have taken time, and it is likely that the same will be true in
non-institutional settings as companies and organisations begin to respond
This may eventually result in print disabled
to the new legislation.
students experiencing fewer non-institutional

barriers.

The one change that would have the biggest effect on the experiences of
print disabled students and the staff that support them, however, would be
the widespread adoption of the social model of disability. Whilst staff and
less
be
tended
to
this
satisfied and more
model
adopted
who
students
which can be seen as a disadvantage, this also
improvements.
This model
in
they
seeking
proactive
more
were
meant
feel
help
to
has
the
currently
adjustments belong
who
staff
potential
also
solely within the arena of disability services to see why this will never be

critical of adjustments,

enough to bring about a significant reduction in the barriers print disabled
This requires an attitudinal change for many, and as has
student face.
already been highlighted
difficult to affect.

in this thesis attitudinal

change can be very

Blank Page

Page
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7. Conclusion
7.1 Research

purpose

7.1.1 Research

questions

and design

This research set out to explore the experiences of print disabled students
and the staff who support them.

A project was designed with the social

model of disability at its core which aimed to answer the following research
question:
What barriers do print disabled students face, what reasonable
adjustments are made to overcome these barriers, and how do
staff and students feel about these barriers and adjustments?
To make it more manageable, this main question was broken down into six
parts:
a) Which models of disability

do universities,

staff and students

utilise?
b) What adjustments

are made for print disabled students and in

what situations are they necessary?
C) What problems arise with the implementation

of adjustments?

d) How reasonable are the adjustments made?
e) How satisfied are staff and students with these adjustments?
f)

How far do the expectations

raised

by particular

models of

disability affect staff and student perceptions of adjustments?

7.1.2 Legislative

background

The main piece of disability legislation governing higher education at the
time fieldwork began was the Special Education Needs and Disability Act
(SENDA)

2001

which

required

universities

to

make

'reasonable'

It did not define what made an adjustment 'reasonable', but
it did provide an outline of what should be considered, and when

adjustments.

adjustments should or should not be made (more details can be found in
Chapter 2). Universities had to make reasonable adjustments to ensure
that they did not discriminate
students)

against disabled students (or prospective

or place them at a "substantial

disadvantage"

(SENDA 2001,
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Universities

s28T(1)).

only justify

could

not

making

a reasonable

reasons for doing so were "both material to the
(SENDA
2001,28S(8)).
When
the
and
substantial"
case
of
circumstances
deciding whether such treatment could be justified, SENDA 2001 specified

adjustment

if their

factors that could be considered,
students;

for example:

health

academic standards;

cost; Impact on other

and safety;

other services and

auxiliary aids available; and whether or not a student has disclosed their
The Act also placed an 'anticipatory duty' on universities,
disability.
meaning that they not only had to consider the needs of current disabled
students but the needs of potential and prospective students as well.
higher

Until SENDA 2001 disabled
under

the law even though

placed the obligation
not "impossible

required

the Disability

on providers

or unreasonably

people to access them.
universities

education

Discrimination

difficult"

Act (DDA)

1995

to ensure it was

(DDA 1995, s. 21 (1)) for disabled

SENDA 2001 was important

were not placed at a "substantial

had little protection

of goods and services

to make adjustments

7.1.3 Interpretation

students

as for the first time it

to ensure that disabled

disadvantage"

students

(SENDA 2001, s. 28T (1)).

of 'reasonable'

As was explained in Chapter 2, the way in which the term 'reasonable' is
interpreted depends to some extent on the model of disability used, and
research questions a) and f) were designed to explore this relationship. The
social model of disability is frequently adopted by academics researching
disability

and higher education

(see for example:

Tinklin,

Riddell and

Wilson, 2004; Healey et al., 2006) and all four of the universities studied
claim in their first Disability Equality Statements (DESs) that this is the
model they have adopted. In addition, the adoption of the social model is
of the Emancipatory Research Paradigm which is generally
field
for
Standard
Gold
the
the
of
research
carried
out
within
seen as
disability studies (Barnes, 2003, p. 6). As a disabled person myself it was
a pre-requisite

benefit
to my
that
to
important
provided
a
potential
my
research
me
very
far
disabled
the
as
as
views
of
students
participants and represented
possible.
by
by
backed
legislation,
disability
made
up
comments
the
My analysis of
Fuller, Bradley and Healey (2004, p. 456), suggest that SENDA 2001 relies
on a definition

of disability

that reflects the medical rather than social
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model

does
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disability.
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impact

of

factors" (DRC, 2007, pp. 114-5), this legislation can been

"environmental

between
the medical model,
to
somewhere
position
occupy
a
central
seen
which leads to a very strict interpretation of what is reasonable, and the
social model, which suggests a much more generous interpretation.
The models of disability adopted by my participants varied greatly, but it
did appear that those who adopted the social model interpreted the word
'reasonable' in a more generous way and therefore had higher expectations
can and should achieve. Conversely,

of what adjustments

those who

adopted the medical model were more likely to be satisfied with less
Whilst all four universities
generous and often less effective adjustments.
claimed in their DESs to adhere to the social model of disability,

the

documents

and

themselves

suggested

that

only

one

did

so fully

The other three policy documents suggested an approach

consistently.

more closely aligned with the model of disability suggested in the disability
legislation, which is perhaps to be expected.

7.1.4 Gaps in previous

research

Previous research into disability and higher education has tended to focus
The number of print
on disabled students as a homogeneous group.
disabled students included in such studies is impossible to establish.
Students with dyslexia were well represented

in the three studies that
formed the starting point for my own research (Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson,
2004; Fuller et al., 2004; and, Healey et al., 2006), but students with
For example, Fuller et al. received 173
visual impairments were not.
responses to their

questionnaire

and only

indicated

that they were 'blind/partially

p. 310).

Some studies have attempted

0.8%

sighted'

of the
(Fuller

participants

et al.,

2004,

to compare disabled and non-

disabled students (see for example: Burchardt, 2005; Richardson, 2009)
but few, if any, have considered how well the experiences of disabled
students that have so far been elicited reflect the experiences of print
disabled students.
The limited
example:

research that has been carried out into dyslexia (see for
Cottrell, 2003; Riddick, 2001; Pollak, 2005) and visual

impairment
focused

(see for example:

on

commonalities

only

one

Roy, 2003;

impairment

group

evident amongst all students

RNIB, 2004)
rather

than

has generally
exploring

the

who experience difficulties
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with standard format print. Cottrell, does suggest, however, that "the
dyslexic person is in a similar position to a partially sighted or blind person"
(Cottrell,

2003, p. 122).

Similarly Riddick highlights the case of one 13

his
by
being
teachers
in
told
dyslexia
to
boy
who,
response
old
with
year
that he must try harder, "pointed out that they wouldn't tell the child with
partial sight in his class that he must 'try harder' to see" (Riddick, 2001,
p230). Evett and Brown (2005) also highlight the similarities between
guidelines on producing accessible materials for people who have dyslexia
and those with visual impairments,

and suggest that it is possible to

produce materials in a format that will suit a large number of individuals.
Literature outlining the types of adjustments that may be needed for
students with either type of impairment (see for example University of
Nottingham 2006a and 2006b) also suggest that there are significant
similarities between the two.
What is missing from the research described above is an exploration of the
way In which

"the

privileging

of the written

word

In British

higher

education" (Tinklin, Riddell, and Wilson, 2004, p. 654. ) presents a common
barrier to all print disabled students. Similarly, although Tinklin, Riddell,
and Wilson acknowledge that "some disabled students' needs are unique
and would be impossible to anticipate"
adjustments

general anticipatory

they and others often promote

as an antidote

to the often ad hoc

provision that many individual students receive, yet little, if any, research
has

been

conducted

adjustments
literature

into

the

to some students.

importance

of

individual

responsive

In addition, much research found In the

was conducted before SENDA 2001 was fully implemented

in

September 2005.
My research was designed as an attempt to fill these gaps by exploring the
adjustments made for print disabled students under SENDA 2001. It Is
hoped that it will add a new dimension to what is known about the Impact
of SENDA 2001 and the experiences of disabled students in the new
legislative environment. What is original about my research Is that it places
the emphasis on the disabling effect created by the widespread use of
impairment
the
type
that underlies
than
format
on
of
rather
print,
standard
a print

disability.

Thus it explores

the experiences

of print

disabled

focus
having
than
on either students who
more
narrow
a
rather
students,
have dyslexia or students with visual impairment. It also did not restrict
disability,
leading
to
that
print
impairment
as
considered
types
were
the
of
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as all students who self-defined as print disabled were eligible to take part,
although

in practice only one student

dyslexia or a visual impairment.

volunteered

who did not have

In this way it ensured that the social

model of disability remained central and the disabled students themselves
were able to share their experiences from the starting

point that their

disability is socially created.

7.1.5 Research

methods

Four universities were selected from those I already had contact with so
that appropriate gatekeepers could be engaged in the study. Background
information

about

each university's

policies,

practices

and theoretical

standpoint on disability was collected using their 2006 DES. These were
used to provide answers to three questions: what is disability, and what
causes it; who or what is responsible for 'causing' disability; and, whose
responsibility is it to prevent or reduce the barriers that lead to disability?
Semi-structured

qualitative

interviews

were then

used to gather

the

perspectives of 14 print disabled students and 29 staff, and electronic
questionnaires containing 20 open-ended questions were used to elicit the
accounts of seven further print disabled students. Interviews transcripts
responses were then analysed using the grounded
theory approach suggested by Burnard (1991).
and questionnaire

7.2 Findings
My student participants described how they experienced barriers in relation
to methods of teaching and learning, although these related primarily to
the use and provision

aids in lectures. They identified

of audio-visual

barriers in terms of assessments and self-directed
those related directly to transcription

study, but other than

the adjustments made seem to have

worked fairly well in overcoming these.

Some had concerns about asking

for and accepting coursework extensions, but those that did so generally
found they were granted and helpful.

The majority received extra time in

examinations, and several found this invaluable. They did not recount any
particular difficulties

accessing library services, other than eBooks, and

some used library browsers paid for by DSA. Generally they said that
library staff were helpful, and as two librarians and one library manager
took part in my research it is clear that disability issues are beginning to be
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mainstreamed so that such staff feel that disability issues are within their
remit.
There was, however, a sense that most changes to teaching that had
benefited print disabled students had done so only incidentally. For
example, the drive to provide course materials via a VLE benefits many
print disabled students but it can be argued that it was not their needs that
were in mind when these changes were made. If it had been, there would
be more consistency regarding whether or not these materials are required
to be placed there in advance of lectures.
Whilst

disability

service staff

had little

as providing

adjustments

such

examination

arrangements,

If any difficulty

non-medical

which

were

helpers

solely

within

implementing

and

their

problems were more likely to occur when other departments
within the university were required to make adjustments.

alternative
domain,

or services

Throughout my

research, heavy criticism was levelled at academic staff, who clearly felt
that they were under a lot of pressure and so often struggled to find time
Several academic staff participants talked, however,

to make adjustments.

of the great lengths they had gone to make adjustments and the time they
had spent working

with individual students.

For example, In order to

devote time to Improve David and Jim's access to their maths-based course
John had let the research side of his work "slip". He said "the actual
scientific side of my research has dropped back to the bare minimum that
is required to keep my PhD students [working, as well as] teaching and
other staff duties. " (John, maths-based DDO, University A).
My findings suggest that there seems now to be a recognition amongst
academic staff that print disabled students may not be able to do as much
because
for
difficulties
transcription
their
of
or
peers,
either
as
reading
reasons more intrinsically related to their impairment. Several participants
however,
by
the actions or
this
where
was
exacerbated
examples,
gave
inactions of non-disability support staff. Susan's account (see Chapter 6) of
the positive improvements

one academic made to her teaching methods

disabled
for
the
they
not
print
were
suitable
why
understood
she
once
do
deliberately
that
teaching,
staff
not
create
showed
was
she
student
barriers for students.
have been maintained

It would be interesting to see if these improvements
now that this student

has graduated,

difference.
likely
to
that
make
a
real
mostly
are
sustainable changes

as it is
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Universities have often been criticised for making reactive changes that fail
to lead to long lasting and fundamental

Improvements

(see for example,

Tinklin, Riddell and Wilson, 2004). I found evidence, however, that some
attempts

have been made to permanently

courses and other aspects of the university

improve

the inclusivity

environment.

of

For example,

Chapter 5 shows that attempts have been made to increase the number of
computers with assistive technology installed, and some universities have
successfully networked some programs so that they are accessible to all
students. In many cases, however, it seems that these good Intentions
have been somewhat thwarted by technological difficulties (e. g. network
incompatibility)

or

concerns

about

prohibitively

expensive

software

licences. In other cases, general changes to the way courses are run have
benefited some students. For example, the introduction of VLEs and the
provision of many course materials via these means that materials are
available more easily to larger proportions of students. Perhaps more
importantly it means that the culture of providing materials for distribution
is one that is now embedded in many departments
something

only done for print disabled students.

and is no longer

Clearly the next goal

should be the consistent provision of these materials in advance.
My research has shown that a variety of approaches may need to be tried
in order to enable print disabled students to access materials successfully.
In the case of students who are blind, in particular, these approaches often
involve an element of 'trial and error' while experimental adjustments
attempt to take the student's needs and the subject matter into account.
Such approaches are clearly time

consuming

and are reliant

on the

inventiveness of staff and the resilience of students who must find a way to
meet the demands of their courses whilst struggling to access the materials
on which they rely. As a result, most print disabled students feel they have
to put in more effort and do more work to achieve the same result as nonprint disabled students. It is suggested that this work may be reduced via
the widespread dissemination of both 'good practice' and innovative
approaches (see for example: Maddox, 2007; Lewin-Jones and Hodgeson,
2004) which may remove the need for staff and students to constantly
'reinvent the wheel'.
Based on the findings so far presented in this thesis, it is argued that the
needs of the majority of print disabled students can only be satisfactorily
met by individual

responsive adjustments.

Anticipatory

adjustments

to
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attitudes

and working

practices

that

allow

reading

lists and lecture

materials to be provided sufficiently in advance are essential foundations
for this and may, as Tinklin, Riddell, and Wilson (2004, p. 649) suggest,
benefit all students.

Most print disabled students require more than this

however, since they require these materials to then be transcribed
their preferred format.

Into

Having said this, few students enjoy being 'singled

out' so making this more inclusive 'adjustment'

may be more palatable to

some students than the individual adjustment whereby each print disabled
student requests the materials they require in advance. The requirement
for all academics to provide all materials in advance would help overcome
what students and staff described as one of the biggest problems facing
print disabled students, but it is clear that academics often have genuine
difficulties doing this and it is questionable whether it Is likely to become
standard practice. In addition, some adjustments are necessarily individual
and responsive. For example, adjustments to examinations such as papers
in alternative formats and extra time are vital to many print disabled
students, but granting these to members of this group does not benefit
other students.
The needs of print disabled students are indeed complex and can rarely be
met by taking a 'one size fits all' approach. Unfortunately, my research
suggests that the "unevenness of understanding of disabled students'
needs, and willingness and ability to accommodate to those needs" (Fuller
et al., 2004, p316) noted in Chapter 2 still exist. Many staff members are
both willing and able to accommodate students' needs, but accounts given
by my student participants suggest that a worryingly large number have
not yet reached this important stage. There is very little that legislation
can do about this, as even though the four universities studied all claimed
in their DESs to have made the necessary institutional changes, this does
been
have
to
reflected in practice.
seem
not always
Finally, this research suggests that in fact not all adjustments
overcome.

can be

This is not unexpected in terms of the disability legislation, as

'unreasonable'
likely
to remain
barriers
that
adjustments
are
require
any
(if
is
by
the
that
However,
of
not
cause
most
society
stating
unchallenged.
be
impairment
the
disabling
model
can
also
the
social
of
an
effects
all) of
is
This
there
that
be
the
it
suggests
imply
that
solution.
to
can
also
said
indeed a solution to all barriers. This notion was challenged in Chapter 6
(Section

6.2.1) in relation to the considerable attempts that have been
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made to allow students to access mathematical notation. Taken to the
extreme, it could be argued that mathematical notation was created by
man, but given that spoken mathematics can be ambiguous it is hard to
see what alternative

is available that would be accessible to all. As more

recent interpretations

of the social model have allowed for impairment

affects that are not caused by society (see Section 2.2.2.2) and may not be
able to be overcome, it is perhaps possible that it can also be flexible
enough to recognise that not all impairment affects caused by society can
be overcome.

7.3 The impact
institutions

of differences

on student

between

satisfaction

Although Chapter 2 revealed that provision at each university appeared to
be broadly similar, Chapter 4 attempted to explore the differences between
the four institutions

based on their 2006 DESs. The small number

of

differences that were noted make it possible to reflect upon the ways in
which these may have impacted on both the theoretical understandings of
disability and the experiences of the students studying at each university.
In terms of alignment with the social model, only University C was felt to
fully embrace this understanding of disability.

The other three universities

appeared to be more closely aligned with the model of disability suggested
by the legislation,

although this did not necessarily correlate with how

seriously a university took its responsibly to make reasonable adjustments.
Notably,

University

disability

equality

D stood out as the most committed
even though

to ensuring

its DES suggested it adopted this less

generous approach.
University A was the largest of the four universities,

it is

and therefore

perhaps unsurprising that a larger number of students and staff from this
The majority of the
university took part than from the other three.
disability

support

and disability

seemed to differentiate

support-related

between disability

staff at this university

and impairment,

and these

numbers where higher than at any of the other universities.

Susan

(disability service adviser, University A) also suggested a potential conflict
between her personal alignment with the social model of disability and the
more legalistic approach she was expected to take as part of her job.
other

participant

from any of the four universities

No

expressed such a
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considered approach, and this adds to the sense that regardless of the
content of its DES, staff at University A were more consistent with their
understanding

of disability and displayed a greater understanding

nuances

the

of

model

social

of

disability.

David,

of the

(maths-based

University A, blind) who was studying at University A was

undergraduate,

also one of only two students who displayed an understanding of disability
compatible with the social model.
Despite this, University A was subjected to more criticism of its services
than any of the other three universities.

These criticisms

were largely

aimed at the alternative formats service, but as this service was involved
with the transcription

of mathematical

faced the most difficult
transcription.

notation into Braille, it arguably

task of all the three universities

in terms of

To its credit, staff were very aware of their inadequacies in

this area and were working hard to improve their service. It is suggested
that staff awareness of this was directly or indirectly conveyed to students,
who were then in turn more likely to be aware that the current level of
service was less than

ideal. Also, dissatisfaction

with the alternative

formats service did not necessarily lead to overall dissatisfaction with the
support provided.
University B was rather vague in its DES about about who or what might
cause barriers for disabled students, and there seemed to be little or no
recognition

of the

role

universities

may

play

in causing

disability.

University B did not have Departmental Disability Officers (DDOs), and the
member of staff who displayed a view most characteristic of the medical
model of disability (Mike, maths-based academic, University B) worked at
However, the only student to differentiate
between
this university.
disability

and

impairment

(Scott,

computing-based

postgraduate,

University B, blind) attended University B. The same student said he was
"most impressed" with the adjustments he had received, so the negative
aspects of University B's provision commented on above do not seemed to
have reduced his satisfaction levels.
University C was very conscious of its potential to create disabling barriers
disabled
fully
to
consult
students about their experiences.
careful
and was
Its DES revealed that whilst the other three universities were wary of
C
did
University
not see this as a problem.
assessments,
alternative
setting
This was reflected in its consultation with students which revealed that the

did

majority

not

feel

that

assessments

created
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for

them.

barriers

C had the highest percentage of disabled students,

University

so was

perhaps more aware of the potential barriers assessments could cause.
Despite this, one student (Paul, psychology-based postgraduate, University
C, blind) described in Chapter 5 how he needed to be 'proactive',
and 'hassling'.

'pushy'

This suggests that University C did not always succeed in

meeting the needs of students.
Despite being the smallest of the four universities,
showed a strong commitment

University

to 'engaging' with students,

D's DES

which differs

from those of the other universities who were more likely to talk of 'student
involvement'.

One student attending

based undergraduate,

University D (May, social-scienceD, dyslexia) described dyslexia as "an

University

alternative learning need" and explained that she preferred to interpret the
acronym SpLD as 'Specific Learning Difference' rather than 'Difficulty'.

This

suggested a very positive and progressive view of dyslexia not shown by
any other student. However, the only student who appeared to adopt a
medical model view of disability (Steve, science-based undergraduate,
University D, low vision) also studied here, as did the only two students to
made in their DSA Needs Assessments

complain about recommendations
(Emily,

psychology-based

undergraduate,

University

D, dyslexia;

and

Steve).
As has been shown above, there was little real difference between the
experiences of the students from the four universities.
negative elements were apparent

in each, and these did not seem to

correlate with the content of each university's
institution.

In many cases, a student's

(either positively or negatively)

Both positive and

DES or the size of the

experience appears to depart

from what might be expected from that

but
DES,
as the differences between policy and practice have
university's
been highlighted throughout this thesis this is not unexpected. This does
perhaps lead to a sense that DESs may not be a very good indicator of how
well a university meets the challenge of promoting disability equality, or
how successful it is at making reasonable adjustments.

7.4 The positive

impacts

of SENDA 2001

Whilst the specific type and nature of some adjustments may vary from
one university to another, it does seem that the level of provision is
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broadly similar.

This suggests that SENDA 2001 has been successful in

more consistency across universities

ensuring

than was previously the

case. This is due in part to the considerable efforts and resources that
universities have spent on making the legislation work. This Includes topdown efforts such as employing

staff to develop policy and Implement

It is pleasing to note that universities have not, on the whole,
used the term 'reasonable' as an excuse not to provide adjustments that

adjustments.

they deem to be 'unreasonable'.
The legislative change has clearly begun to make a difference to the culture
and most do seem to be on the way to a fuller
acceptance of disabled students and their needs. Universities seem to be
within

universities,

starting

to accept their

responsibility

to 'level the playing field',

and

although there is still a long way to go this research was carried out only
three years after SENDA 2001 was fully implemented in September 2005.

7.5 The limitations

of SENDA 2001

On the whole positive changes have been made as a result of SENDA 2001,
but they perhaps do not go as far as may have been hoped when it was
Despite the requirement for universities to produce Disability
Equality Statements (DESs) outlining the steps they are taking to prevent
discrimination and promote equality, the response has been somewhat
introduced.

both between but particularly

inconsistent,
reflected

in previous

although

the

within institutions.

research (see for example,

overall

standard

of adjustments

This was

Fuller et al., 2004),
and the

effort

being

expended to overcome barriers does seem to have increased.
The biggest limitation

of SENDA 2001 is of course one that is shared with
any such piece of legislation, and that is how to turn legislation into policy

and policy into practice.
disability

discrimination

The difficulty is perhaps that legislating against
and inequality is only effective if those it places

obligations on either accept their responsibility to make adjustments or are
fearful of the repercussions if they do not do so. Once the former group
have done all they can further

initiatives

are simply 'preaching to the

converted'.

The only option then is to prosecute those who do not make

adjustments

and/or increase their fear of prosecution or to find ways to

increase the number of people who accept that they have a part to play in
achieving equality. Whilst it can be argued that the latter is likely to be
be
long
legislation
in
the
can
only
used to bring about
run,
effective
more

Page

the former.

There is clearly

a greater

that

recognition

members have a part to play in preventing discrimination
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all university
and promoting

inequality, and this does seem to be steadily, although slowly, increasing.
Again I return to Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson's statement that "the kind of
culture change required to really make a difference [... ] will take a long
time" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson, 2004, p. 24), and perhaps the full Impact
of SENDA 2001 will not be felt for several more years yet.

7.6 The usefulness
disabled

of the category

"print

students"

Although this thesis has been based around the shared experiences of print
disabled students, it is recognized that there are also significant differences
between the experiences of students with visual impairments and students
who have dyslexia. This has already been touched upon in Chapters 2 and
6, but will be briefly discussed again here in terms of the usefulness of
combining these two impairments into one category.
Students with visual impairments

generally experience difficulties with all

visual images, rather than just those presented as standard format print.
As a result, they are likely to encounter a number of barriers relating to
their ease of access around the university campus and within its buildings.
These include, but are not limited to: crossing roads without controlled
crossings;

accessing

lifts

without

audible

announcements

and

large

buttons; accessing signage; and general navigation around a
Clearly these barriers are not limited to the university
busy campus.

print/tactile

environment

and are likely to be experienced to a similar degree in all

aspects of the student's life.
With the exception of the possible difficulties accessing signage, these are
unlikely to be barriers faced by students with dyslexia.

Such students are

still likely to experience barriers in everyday life, but as their Impairment Is
less likely to extend beyond standard format print to accessing other visual
images it is less likely to have the same kind of impact on their mobility
and other aspects of their day to day lives.
Another significant difference between visual impairment
the way in which difficulties
impairments

generally

can be overcome.

require adjustments

that

and dyslexia is

Students with visual
enable access to the

content of standard format materials, but for students with dyslexia it is
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that
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that
techniques
for
to
the
ensure
student
also necessary
focus
Therefore
the
interpreted
be
correctly.
understood and
content can
find
is
dyslexia
to
for
ways of
with
students
of many adjustments made
overcoming their dyslexic tendencies by using alternative study strategies
including learning how to spell, proofread their work or
be
is
to
'corrective'
This
tutoring
unlikely
maps.
mind
use
of
make
considered useful or appropriate for a student with a visual impairment.

or techniques,

This bring us to the most important difference between visual impairment
and dyslexia - the perceptions people have of those who have these
As was discussed in Chapter 2, it is sometimes argued that
dyslexia can be 'cured' or 'prevented' by 'proper' education, and many
impairments.

students with dyslexia are made to feel they are less intelligent than their
peers.
It is clear, therefore,

that these two impairment

groups are likely to

experience very different barriers outside of their shared experiences of
accessing standard format materials. However, in terms of their academic
studies, both impairment groups are likely to find that their print disability
significantly affects their studies, and combining them in this way allowed a
very focused exploration of their experiences. Since the production and/or
selection of materials is largely within a university's control, it also allowed
this study to explore the way in which the four institutions

met their

obligations to make reasonable adjustments. It is clear, therefore, that the
category of 'print disabled students' was both useful and essential to this
discrimination
disability
in higher education.
of
study

7.7 What can universities
disabled
print
of
needs

do to best meet the
students?

The answers to this question have been implied throughout this thesis, but
this section makes nine explicit suggestions as to how institutions
improve the experiences of print disabled students.

can

The following four suggestions relate to all disabled students:
Reflect the social model understanding of disability in all reasonable
disabled
for
students, including the provision of
made
adjustments
DSA and other funding
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Ensure all staff have a level of knowledge and understanding about

"

disability

that

reflects

their

responsibility

to

make

reasonable

adjustments
"

Treat all disabled students

as individuals

and ensure that

the

adjustments made for them are 'needs led'
"

Aim

to

make

adjustments

that

are

anticipatory

rather

than

responsive, including considering issues relating to inclusivity when
courses are designed, rather than trying to make adjustments

to

inaccessible courses later
The following five suggestions relate specifically to print disabled students:
"

Store copies of all university

produced materials in an electronic
format suitable for transcription (recognizing that the appropriate
format for this may depend on the content of the materials)

"

Make electronic versions of course materials available to all students
in advance, ideally using an accessible VLE

"

Provide prioritized reading lists sufficiently

in advance to allow for

both transcription and a suitable length of reading time
"

Ensure the appropriate staff know how to approach publishers for
electronic copies of their materials, and understand the issues that
can arise with some formats

"

Ensure staff involved in transcription

are aware of the difficulties

presented by some original formats and content types and how best
to overcome them

7.8 Reflection:

was this what

I expected

to find?

In many ways I was not surprised by my findings as I have firsthand
experience of the barriers faced by print disabled students. Whilst I have
seen many improvements
impairment

during my 11 years as a student with a visual

I know that even in 2011 my peers and I still face significant

challenges in order to overcome the barriers we face.

It was pleasing,

however, to hear of the number of areas in which adjustments

are now

being made more or less successfully, and to learn of the good practice
that is going on in the four universities I studied.
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Despite my own experiences of requiring some very difficult adjustments,
such as an office to myself when office space is at such a premium that
even professors are rarely granted this, I admit I was unprepared for how
difficult some barriers are to overcome.
to the

difficulties

This Is particularly true In relation

of accessing mathematical

notation.

As my visual

difficulties were only very mild when I last took a mathematical course (my
maths GCSE in 1997) I decided to 'audit' a Foundation maths degree to
experience the course as a print disabled student.

Despite the academics

involved knowing why I was there, and perhaps making an even greater
effort to make adjustments,

the strain of organising the conversion of

materials, learning to understand and follow mathematical
spoken

aloud

and

finding

non-visual

ways

of

notation when

expressing

myself

was too much and I left the class after only five weeks.
During this time I kept a blog, which was surprisingly popular, and was
mathematically

asked to write an article on this for the Higher Education Academy Maths,
Stats and OR Network (Rowlett,

2008).

This, along with other work I

conducted into maths and accessibility, highlighted to me the Importance
of disseminating good practice, sharing ideas and warning others of traps
to avoid.
As a student I was frequently

told that the materials I had asked to be
transcribed would not be ready in time because they were proving difficult
to scan and the alternative formats service had given up on requesting
electronic copies from publishers due to lack of success. In common with
many of my student participants I was frustrated that publishers could be
so 'uncooperative'

and withhold

this from me.

I now understand that

suitable electronic copies often do not exist, and where there do the trick is
to ask the right person for them. I still agree with several of my
respondents that publishers should be required to make the anticipatory
adjustment

to produce a suitable electronic copy of each publication they

produce and place it in a central repository for use by print disabled
people, but I also understand why this is unlikely to happen in the near
future.
I had expected students to be very critical of the adjustments that were
interviews
their
to
for
them,
and
as a chance to vent their
see
made
Although the latter was true, most students seemed to
frustrations.
difficulties
their
the
criticism.
were
sparing
with
and
appreciate
were disappointed with staff who agreed to make adjustments

Students
and then

Page

failed to do so, and were frustrated
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when others seemed to adopt the

medical model of disability and expected disabled students themselves to
adjust rather than accepting their legal responsibility to make adjustments.
Although the staff I encountered during my own studies were always very
open about the difficulties they faced, in a more formal interview situation I
had expected them to be more defensive and argue that even if the
adjustments they made were not fully effective they were still legally
'reasonable'.

Instead many pointed to areas where they themselves could

make improvements as well as suggesting ways in which other staff could
assist them in this.

Given that academic culture is generally a fairly open

one of learning and exploration this should perhaps have been anticipated.

7.9 Further

research

The time and resources available to one PhD researcher clearly mean that
this research was limited in scope.
research in four
longitudinal

universities,

It was only possible to carry out

and it was not possible to conduct

study that explored changes over time.

a

Whilst this small

snapshot has provided an interesting insight into the experiences of print
disabled students and the staff who support them and this has enabled
conclusions to be drawn about the impact that SENDA 2001 has had on
disabled students, there is clearly scope for further research.
My research could be used as a pilot for a larger scale study involving a
representative sample of UK universities. It would be interesting to repeat
this study in five or even 10 years time to see what further progress has
been made towards a more inclusive university culture.

It would also be

useful to conduct research into some of the questions that my research
was not able to explore. For example: are students with dyslexia viewed as
'less disabled' or less 'worthy'

of adjustments

than students with visual

impairments even if their level of print disability is comparable; how much
extra time and effort do disabled students need to expend to achieve the
same results as non-disabled students and what can be done to reduce
this; and, what can be done to speed up the cultural change needed to
improve the experiences of disabled students.
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7.10 Final conclusions
have been made now that SENDA 2001 has been

Definite improvements
fully implemented.

When Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson carried out their

research between April 2001 and September 2003, they found that most
universities now had a "designated disability officer and a senior manager
with responsibility for disability issues" (Riddell, Tinklin and Wilson, 2004,
p. 6). By the time my research began three years on provision had greatly
The four universities

studied each had a disability service
formats
full-time
four
least
service, a
an
alternative
staff,
of
at
consisting
pool of disability support workers and an assessment centre. Three out of

expanded.

the

four

had departmental

disability

officers

(DDOs),

and generally

speaking all staff seemed more aware of their responsibilities than earlier
There have also been clear attempts to mainstream
studies report.
disability

and

provision

ensure

that

challenging

discrimination

and

promoting equality are no longer solely the responsibility of the disability
service. Naturally DDOs seem to have played a key role in this, but several
reported that they still had difficulty getting busy academics to accept their
responsibilities.
My research suggests that many universities are still supporting disabled
students

through

a mixture

of anticipatory

general

adjustments

and

individual responsive ones, but this is clearly necessary if the intention is to
adequately meet the needs of individual students. Given the slow progress
so far, and the clear difficulties involved in overcoming some barriers and
some adjustments, it is questionable whether or not the
playing field can in fact be levelled for print disabled students whilst

implementing

universities remain so highly dependent on the written word, and while this
continues to be produced, on the whole, in inflexible and inaccessible
standard-format

print.

None of these comments are intended to detract from the hard work many
staff are doing or the Immense Importance of SENDA 2001. Whilst it may
be argued, that progress is slower than might be hoped and we may never
disability
discrimination
the
ending
of
goal
ultimate
and promoting
reach
disability equality, that does not mean we should not try. There is perhaps
becomes
disability
danger
that,
one of a number of protected
as
a
characteristics within the Equality Act 2010, the unique ways In which
disablism differs from sexism or racism, for example, may be forgotten.
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Page

change is central to the achievement of equality no
matter what characteristic is being discussed, it is impossible to overcome

Whilst attitudinal
disability

discrimination

and inequality

simply

by ignoring

impairment as is possible with the other characteristics.

a person's

Disabled people

require not only to be told that they have the right not to be discriminated
against and to be treated as equally 'worthy' as anyone else, but they need
of

members

other

characteristics,

to

society,
recognise

including
their

adjustments to allow this to happen.
had

a

positive

improvements,

impact
but

until

and
all

has

those

with

responsibility

to

other
make

protected
practical

Therefore SENDA 2001 has clearly
bought

members

of

about
society

many

significant

recognise

their

responsibility to enforce it through their everyday actions it will not wholly
achieve its potential to improve the lives of disabled students.
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in this

study
David was a maths-based undergraduate student at University A and he
was born with low vision but became blind as a child and now only had
light perception. He read Braille, often using a refreshable Braille display
that attached to his computer.

He used the screenreader Windows-Eyes

when he used the Windows operating system and Speak Up when he used
Ubuntu.

Jenny was a social science-based undergraduate student at University A
and described herself as having '10% of normal vision' and since she could
read large print and use magnifiers she has been classified for the
purposes of this research as having low vision. She read using a
combination of large print and a magnifying glass. She preferred her large
print to be produced from books and journals by photocopying them so
that it kept the original formatting.
font and a magnifying glass.

For other material she used size 20

She used JAWS to access her computer. She

was not entitled to a DSA as she was an International

student.

Jim was a psychology-based postgraduate student (previously a joint
psychology- and maths-based undergraduate student) at University A and
he was became totally blind as a toddler. He read Braille, although he
generally preferred text electronically rather than embossed in Braille, and
he accessed this using JAWS. He was an International student so was not
entitled to a DSA. He bought his equipment himself, including ABBYY
FineReader OCR software to scan and read documents.

Judith was a psychology-based postgraduate student at University A and
she w2as diagnosed with dyslexia two years ago. She could just about
read standard size printed text but she found it difficult to read this on a
computer screen. She was not entitled to a DSA as she was an
International

student.

2361 Page

Graham was a computing-based postgraduate student at University B and
he was born with red-green colour blindness. Although he could generally
read standard sized text if it was written or printed in black or blue, he
struggled with other colours. He was not entitled to a DSA as his colour
blindness was not defined as a disability under the DDA.

Simon was a computing-based undergraduate student at University B and
he has been blind since birth.
access his laptop computer.

He read Braille as well as using JAWS to
His DSA also paid for a Dictaphone, a printer,

and a Braille embosser.

Scott was a computing-based postgraduate student at University B and he
was blind. He had been born blind but an operation restored some of his
sight and left him with low vision but he went blind as an adult and now
has only slight light perception. He preferred electronic text which he
accessed using Windows-Eyes. He used to read Braille but found that not
only was he very slow at this but that more recently the sensation in his
fingers had become dulled and he could no longer make it out. He also
used a scanner and OmniPage OCR software to read documents. His DSA
also paid for his laptop and Window-Eyes.
lake was a social science-based undergraduate at University B at he had
low vision. During the interview he did not say if he had been born with low
vision or if he acquired it later, but he did talk about having had low vision
at school. He preferred white paper and black ink with a minimum font size
of 12 point, and disliked Verdana font. His DSA paid for a portable wordprocessor that allowed him to type notes print them later.
[Paul was a psychology-based postgraduate student at University C and he
became blind when he was a child. He used JAWS to listen to electronic
documents on his laptop. He did not read Braille at all. He had a scanner to
read documents and his DSA also paid for his laptop and JAWS.
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Carly was a science-based undergraduate student at University C and she
was diagnosed with dyslexia when she was at college. She preferred to
read from pastel paper or use coloured overlays.
with a pink background.

Her computer was set up

Her DSA paid for books, coloured paper, ink

cartridges, coloured overlays and a computer.
Richard was a computing-based

undergraduate at University D, but his

course contained a lot of maths.

He was blind but did not say in the
interview whether he had any light perception or not. The question of how

long he had been blind was not discussed either. He read eight-dot Braille;
mainly using a refreshable Braille display attached to his computer, which
he also accessed using JAWS.
May was a social sciences-based undergraduate student at University D
and she was diagnosed with dyslexia during her final year of her
undergraduate degree. She found that bright coloured backgrounds were
easier to read. She did not have a DSA because her dyslexia was
diagnosed too late on in her course to apply for it.
Emily was a psychology-based undergraduate student at University D and
she was diagnosed with dyslexia at university. She found that dull yellow
backgrounds helped her. She also found it very difficult to read from a
computer screen. She had applied for DSA and was waiting for a needs
assessment.
Steve was a science-based undergraduate student at University D and he
had been born with low vision. He could read large print at 16 point, but
he preferred to access his documents electronically so he could make them
whatever size he wanted. He also read some material using a dome
shaped magnifying glass. His DSA paid for a printer, scanner and a book
allowance.
Caroline was a practical-based undergraduate student at another university
and she was born blind. She read Braille and accessed her computer using
JAWS. Her DSA also paid for a Braillenote notetaking unit.
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Matthew was a psychology-based undergraduate student at another
university and he had dyslexia but also had visual problems although was
not registered as sight Impaired. He had been born with visual problems
and was diagnosed with dyslexia during his first year at university. He
preferred his materials in audio format but could read standard sized print
if it was on an off-white background, preferably yellow. On his laptop he
used a yellow background and a clear font.

His DSA also paid for his

travel, Ink cartridges, TextHelp Read and Write and a scanner.
Luke was a foreign language-based undergraduate student at another
University and he went blind during his birth because he was deprived of
He read Braille in English, French, German and Spanish, as well
as musical notation. He liked electronic materials on his computer and
used an Apple computer which had the built-in screenreader, VoiceOver.
oxygen.

His DSA also paid for a PDA with built-in Braille display and a printer and
scanner.
Kathryn was a psychology-based postgraduate student at another
university and she was deafblind. She was born with low vision which
started to deteriorate at the age of nine, and she has only had light
perception for the past 17 years. She became deaf 4 years ago. She read
Braille and because she was also deaf she did not use a screenreader but
relied on a refreshable Braille display attached to her computer. She
bought the computer, Braille display and a scanner with Kurzweil herself
before she started the course.
Mark was a social science-based undergraduate student at another
university and he was born with low vision. He could read standard print
for a short time but he got eye strain easily so preferred Arial size 16 or
above. He changed the screen resolution of his laptop to make the
contents larger and also used the screen magnification programme
ZoomText on university computers. When using the Internet he changed
the font size to 'larger' or'largest'.

He also had a magnifying camera that

he could use with his laptop to zoom in on materials to read. His DSA paid
for his laptop and printer and printing expenses.
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Helen was a social science-based postgraduate at another university and
she developed low vision in about 1999 as the result of a car accident. She
preferred audio or electronic materials and used Supernova to magnify the
items on her computer screen. She was not entitled to a DSA but a special
fund for International students at her University bought her a scanner,
voice recorder, Supernova, voice recognition software, and also paid for
travel, Internet and phone costs.
Mandy was a social sciences-based
university

at another

She also used a scanner with the program

to scan and read documents
a PAC Mate notetaking

Kurzweil

to her. Her DSA paid for a computer,

a

unit, JAWS, a scanner and Kurzweil,

travel costs. She also had five sessions of training
DSA.

student

and she was born blind. She read Braille and used JAWS to

access her computer.

printer,

undergraduate

arranged

through

ink and
her
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guides for

interviews
i) Example of a basic question

guide used with visually

impaired

students
"

What do you understand the term `disability' to mean?

"

What does'reasonable

"

What course are you doing?

"

Can you tell me a bit about your visual history?

"

What is your preferred format?

"

Do you get a Disabled students' allowance? If so, what
equipment/support has been provided?

"

What adjustments have been made in relation to the following:

"

adjustment'

mean to you?

including notes, overheads, handouts etc.

o

Lectures/seminars,

o

Accessing textbooks and using the library

o

Taking exams

o

Coursework

o

Extra tuition?

How happy are you with the adjustments that have been made for
you?

"

Improvements

"

Is there anything else you would like to add?

needed?

ii) Example of a basic question

guide used with students

with

dyslexia
"

What do you understand the term 'disability' to mean?

"

What does 'reasonable adjustment'

"

What course are you doing?

"

Can you tell me a bit about your dyslexia?

"

What is your preferred format?

"

Do you get a Disabled students' allowance? If so, what
equipment/support has been provided?

"

What adjustments have been made in relation to the following:

mean to you?

including notes, overheads, handouts etc.

o

Lectures/seminars,

o

Accessing textbooks and using the library

o

Taking exams
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o

Coursework

o

Extra tuition?

o

How happy are you with the adjustments that have been made
for you?

o
.

Improvements?

Is there anything else you would like to add?

iii) Example of a basic question

guide used with staff

What does your job involve?
"

How long have you been doing your current job?

"

Did you do similar work before?

"

How would you define 'disability'?
In your own words, how would you define the term 'reasonable

"

adjustments'?
"

How do you decide what is reasonable?

"

What sort of problems would you expect a student with a print
impairment to face?

"

What have you done to support students with print impairments?

"

How satisfied are you with the adjustments you've made to support
students with a print impairments?
What has been the biggest problem / What do you anticipate as being
the biggest problem in terms of supporting students with print
impairments?

"

How could this be resolved?
Are there any additional resources that would make the task easier?
Is there anything you would like to add?
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used for

interviews

EMAIL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
There are 20 questions below, please give as much detail as you feel you
can, but feel free to write "Not Applicable" (NA) if appropriate or to
withhold answers if you wish.
You may find it helpful to read through the whole questionnaire before you
begin writing your answers so that you know what other questions are
coming and don't unnecessarily duplicate your answers.
If there are any questions you don't understand, just email me and I'll try
to make myself clearer.
Also, I've produced this document in Verdana 20 point font as that is what
I read most easily, but feel free to reformat it as you wish -I can always
change it back later!
1) What is the name and level of your course (e. g. Sociology BA)?
2) Are you an undergraduate, taught postgraduate, postgraduate, or
recent graduate? Please choose one.
3) What year are you in and how many years is your course in total (e. g.
year 2 of 3)?
4) Are you studying full-time or part-time?
5) Why do you have difficulty reading standard print? It is useful to know
the type of disability, (e. g. blind, partially sighted, dyslexic, etc) how long
you have been affected or when you were diagnosed (e. g. "since birth",
"diagnosed in 1992", etc, ) and what difficulties you have, (e. g. "cannot see
page at all", "can read but with difficulty", "words blurry", "text jumps
about", "gives you eye strain", etc. ).
6) What is your preferred format? (e. g. standard sized print, large print please specify size, Braille, audio, etc)
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7) If you read standard sized print or large print, do you require any other
adjustments? (e. g. font style, line spacing, paragraph layout, paper colour,
etc. )
8) Do you make any adjustments to computer settings to make the screen
contents easier to see (e. g. change font size or style, change background
colour, etc)?
9) Do you have a Disabled Students' Allowance (DSA)? (e. g. Yes, No,
"awaiting decision", etc)
10) If not, what alternative sources of funding for disability related support
and equipment do you get? (e. g. University, Access to Learning Fund, etc)
11) What do you receive in terms of:
i) Non-medical helper support (e. g. notetakers, personal assistants, library
browsers, transcriptions,

etc)

ii) Equipment (e. g. computer, laptop, printer, Braille display, etc. )
iii) Software (e. g. screenreader, screen magnifier, text reader, etc)
Iv) Training to use equipment or software
v) Daily expenses (e. g. travel costs, ink, paper, etc)
12) What 'reasonable' adjustments have been made for you in relation to
the following:
a) Lectures/seminars,

(e. g. notes, overheads, handouts, etc in alternative

formats. )
b) Accessing textbooks, journals etc and using the library (e. g. reading lists
in advance, materials in alternative formats, help finding books, etc)
(e.
formats,
In
time,
Taking
exam
papers
g.
extra
alternative
use
exams
c)
of computer, etc. )
d) Assignments (e. g. extensions, alternative assignments, etc)
help
(e.
to
topic,
to
tuition?
had
Have
g.
you
understand
a
extra
any
you
e)
lab
)
lectures,
from
to
information
on
sessions,
etc?
expand
to
add
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f) Does your university provide computers you can use and if so what
adjustments are made to them, e. g. large monitor, settings altered,
screenreading software, etc)
g) Does your university provide other equipment on campus for your use,
(e. g. CCTV viewers, computers with scanner and software such as Kurzweil
for reading documents, etc. )?
h) Practical sessions (e. g. giving presentations, lab work, conducting
interviews, placements, etc. )
i) Getting around campus (e. g. taxis, personal assistants, mobility training,
etc)
13) How do you handle the following types of materials that might be used
in textbooks or during lectures? (E. g. "produced as a tactile version",
"described in words") Don't worry if you haven't used all of the types listed,
just write "NA" for any you haven't used.
i) graphs
ii) diagrams
iii) pictures
iv) tables
v) mathematical formulae
vi) videos
vii) foreign languages
14) Are there any other adjustments you receive that have not been
mentioned above? If so, please give details.
15) Overall, how happy are you with the adjustments that have been made
for you?
16) Can you give a few examples of adjustments that have worked well?
17) Can you give a few examples of adjustments that haven't worked so
well?
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18) Do you feel there are any areas in which adjustments are not being
made which you think need making? If so, please give examples.
19) Is there anything else you would like to add that hasn't been covered
elsewhere?
20) Finally, how would you like to be described in my final thesis (e. g.
name, disability, year of study, level of study, subject)? For example, I
would describe myself as "Emma, partially sighted, second year PhD
student in Sociology", someone else might put "Mike, visually impaired, 1st
Year undergraduate student in Physics". You do not have to give your real
name, feel free to use a pseudonym. Also, you do not have to give all the
details, just the ones you feel comfortable with.
If I use quotes from interviews in my thesis, these will have greater validity
if I can give a name and an indication of disability. This could also help
readers identify the context in which a quote was made.
If you have any questions about what you should put just email me and I'll
do my best to help.
Thank you once again for agreeing to take part in my research, it is very
much appreciated.

Please save your answers and email your completed

questionnaire to me as an attachment.
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of Research

The working title of my PhD research is:

"Accessing Materials: making 'reasonable adjustments' for students with
print impairments in Higher Education".

I will be looking at access to a range of materials, including written,
spoken, multimedia, and audio-visual resources. I am defining `print
impairment' to include those with visual impairments, dyslexia and visual
perceptual difficulties, and any student who finds it difficult to read
'standard' print is welcome to take part. I will be interviewing students and
staff from two East Midlands Universities about their experiences of
receiving or providing adjustments, as well as conducting an extensive
review of literature relevant to my topic.

If you want more information about my research, please visit:
http: //www. accessingmaterials. org. uk or email me at
emmajane9@g mail. com.

Notes for participants

Thank you for agreeing to take part in my research. All information
collected from you will remain confidential, and I will ask you to chose a
pseudonym to use during the interview so that your real name is not
revealed in any way. With your permission, interviews will be audio
recorded. The digital recording produced will be transcribed to provide a
written account, and you will be provided with a copy of this transcript for
your approval.

Once you have approved the anonymised transcript it will

be included as an appendix to my final thesis and may be quoted from in
my thesis as well as other papers relating to my research. The recording
will be destroyed within 6 years of completion of my research as required
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by the Data Protection Act 1998, and until that time it will be stored
securely and remain confidential - and only the transcriber and myself will
have access to it.
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form

I have read/have had read to me* and understood the "Factsheet for
Participants" and agree to take part in this research. I agree/do not
agree* to my interview being audio recorded. (*Delete as appropriate).
Signed
Dated

........................................................................
...........................................................................

Print Name

...............................................................

I would like the transcript sent to me in the following way (please choose
one):
Q Email - please give email address:
.................................................................................................................................

Q Post - please give postal address:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

Please choose the format you prefer:
Q Standard print (Verdana, size 12)
Q Large print (please specify size and/or font)
.................................................................................................................................

Q Braille
Q Audio Cassette
Q On CD
Q Other (please specify)
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
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for non-

confidential

information

NON-DISCLOSURE

AGREEMENT

I,

disclose
to
the
agree
not
........................................................................,
contents of the recordings provided for me for transcription, or to reveal
the Identities of those recorded in any other way. I will not allow anyone
else access to the recordings, and will return all recordings, without making
copies, when transcription is completed.

Signed

Dated

..................................................................

..................................................................
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Tel 01242 255577
Fax 01242 211122
Web www hesa ac uk

DEFINITIONS
In these l onditions,

the tollm. ing terms shall hare the (ollm% ing meaning.

"Agreement"

"Company"

for the supply

an agreement
Conditions
or "HESA

Services"

HESA Services Limited

of Data to the Client

(registered

Under these

No 3109219)

"Conditions"

the standard terms and conditions for the supply of data by the
Compan
set out in this document including any additional or
special terms set out in an applicable Schedide

"Client"

the person or organisation to tishom the Company has agreed to
supply the Data under these Conditions, as named in the
Schedule

"Schedule"

the schedule prepared by HESA Services in respect of each
supply of Data under these Conditions and signed by tho Client
by way of acceptance

"Payment"

the payments referred to in the Schedule

"Commencement Date"

the commencement date specified in the Schedule

"HESA"

Higher

Education

(registered

Statistics Agency Limited

No 27e03)

the data to be supplied by HESA Services to the Client as
described in the Schedule

"Data"

Termination Date"

the termination date (if am) specified in the Schedule or, if
earlier (or it no date is specified in the Schedule), the date on
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"Company"
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an agreement
Conditions
or "HESA Services"

fur the supply of Data to the Client under these

HESA Services Limited

(registered

No 3109219)

"Conditions"

the standard terms and conditions
Cumpanv set out in this document

"Client"

the person or organisation to A hom the Company has agreed to
supply the Data under these Conditions, as named in the
Schedule

"Schedule"

the schedule prepared by HESA Services in respect of each
supply of Data under these Conditions and signed by the Client
by way of acceptance

'Payment"

the payments referred to in the Schedule

"Commencement Date"

the commencement date specified in the Schedule

"HESA"

Higher

for the supply of data by the
including any additional or
special terms set out in am applicable Schedule

Education

(registered

Statistics Agency Limited

No 276491(

the data to be applied by HESA Services to the Client as
described in the Schedule

"Data"

Termination Date"

Onsndf
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which the licence to the Client referred to in Clause 3 is
terminated in accordance kith Clause 10
"Permitted

"Quality

I'urpuses"

Assurance

the purposes for which the Client iý authorised
a', ' ' rified in the Schedule
I'nxess"

the quality assurance prone
to time, details of tthich kill

to use flie Data

used he HESA Service, from time
he supplied to the Client on

request
2.

DURATION
'. I

Ili

Agreement

Datr and end on th,
will annmrnie
kith otlert from the Commrnrrment
Datc, ubjrct to rarlirr term inatirtli in arrrinianrr
ith Clauw : il
%%

I munition

3.

LICENCE
nmidcraIwn
of the CIienI making the I'aement to }1I'\
'"r\ ke, in a-11da1)e
ý, ith CIaux"
4 and uhie, Ito these Condition., I IESA Services grants to the Client a non-exclu, iý e, nontran, terable I icence to receict and use the Data tor the Permitted I 'u rposes for the duration of

II

In

thi,

4.

Agreement

PAYMENT
I

Ihv l lirnt

to pat to Ht S: \ tiers noes the I'acm ent ([Iu' \. \I) lea I Renee tei 1,.1 the
right to reccisr and use the Data in accordance ssith this Agreement. Where more than nne
pavment is spot itied in the Schedule, euch pas ments (plus VAT) must be made bs' the Client on
the basis and frequency set out in the Schedule
undertake.

(ur the first pad ment it mum than one is specified
%%ithin 10 days of the in%uice date.

4.2 The t'acmrnt
the Client

4.3 All payment., to be made under this Agreement
tated.
etpresshv

in the Schedule) . hall be paid he

shall be eXcIusivr

of VAT unless other"

ise

4.4 11FSA Sen ices may provide to the Client arty additional data requested by the Client for such
lie as F1FSA Services and the Client may agree in advance of the provision of the
additional
relevant additional data provided ahsavs that IIESA Service. are under no obligation to
prucide any data to the Client which is not comprised in the Data.
4.5 HESA Services will not male refunds if for any reason all or any of the Data is not
used by the
Client or is not in accordance with the Client's expectations or if the Client fails
or decides not to
use the Data for ins of the Permitted Purpo. os.

5.

OBLIGATIONS OF HESA SERVICES
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part

consent of HESA St-r%ices.

to do so s ithout the prior written

t 71 hr C1ient undertakes that ti%hcnever the Data is reproduced b% it or on its fx-haIf an attribution
and caveat is included on behalf of HESA in a form pre% iously approsed in is ntmg by fI SA
for an inferences or
Services. the caveat must state that H ESA does not accept responsibility
conclusions derived from the data by third parties
6.8 Upon termination of this Agreement at the Termination Date specified in the S: hedule. unke
Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with clause Itt, the CIient undertake
to destroc
all copies of the Data and expunge the Data from any computer. word processor or other de%Ire
nr medium

7.

rnntaining

it

PUBLICATION/ REPRODUCTION OF THE DATA
I

is required bý the Client tram III', \ 1 rn it c,
include econdarv analysis of the Data within an% public ahem PVTnu"I"
given in writing, in advance of reproduction
or publication of the Data
I'rior written

permission

, th, 1) !.1
arc IMh ý alid It
d-

n Iii

charges for reproduction
or publication of the Data may be made at this time. For
the avoidance of doubt, inclusion of the data on an Internet isebsity Hill be deemed to
constitute publication for N hich the prior consent of I fESA S<rvices is required

7.2 Additional

7}II

LSA t*-r% it e% re ervcs the right to inform government departments, funding councils,
and I Iigher Fdu cation representative bodies of the release bN If FSA
acadomic institution,
Service %of the Data to the Client

7.4 The Client undertakes to adhere to the HESA Services Standard Rounding
publieati, n ,rn hn, duction of the Data. A description of this methodologv
Rounding

Sfethodology

in am

follows:

Methodology

i md the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Human Right. Act 1948, HESA
nun.. unId, n, fit i ti, iii s in published tabulations designed to prevent the disclosure of
Such tabulation. are derived from the HE-SA nonabout any individual
Ix-r. onal intormalnm
I hie bhp"i.

differ slightly from those published h related statutory bodies
. tatutory populations and may
I his strategy involves rounding all numbers to the nearest 5. A summars of this strategy is as
lollows:

I. 0,1,2 are rounded to 0
2. All other numbers are rounded
3 is represented
Sn for rumple
211,55,15 111remain unchanged.

to the nearest 5

as 5,22 is represented

as 211,3286 is represented

e. 12x5 .. hile 0

Total figures are also subKtit to this rounding methodology; the consequenceof which is that
the sum of numbers in each row or column will rarely match the total shown precisely.
Average values, proportions and FTE values prepared by HESA are not subject to the above
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strategy, and can be calculated on precise raw numbers. However, percentages calculated on
populations which contain 52 or less individuals
should be suppressed and represented as'.. ' as
should averages based on populations of 7 or less.
Data on financial affairs of higher education institutions does not fall within the definition
personal data' under the Data Protection Act 19'48, and is thereto re esenl pt trn, m tho all-v
pros isions.

8.

of

OWNERSHIP, WARRANTIES AND INDEMNITIES
S. I

All in lelleitunl

proprrh
rights in the Data and in any databa, o containing the Data
compiled by HESA services or HESA shall remain with HESA Sery ices and/or HESA. the
Client acknowledges that the Data is derived from databases compiled and owned by HESA
Rights in
and that HESA retains all rights in the Data and such databases under the Copyright
Databases Regulations 1997

8.2 HESA Services warrants

and undertakes

that:

(a)

HESA Services has the capacity and authority
"ith Clause 3; and

(h)

HESA Services has carried out the Quality

to licence the use of the Data in accordance

Assurance Process on the Data.

8.3 Subject to clauses 8.2, no warranty is given by HESA Services as to the quality
any data supplied by HESA Services to the Client.

or accuracy of

8.4 The Client warrants and undertakes to HESA Services that at all material times it will comply
with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 so far as such provisions apply to it in
that it will not make or permit or pursue am'
respect of this Agreement and more particularly
of individuals.
analyses which allow the identification
HESA Services against all damages, costs and
8.5 The Client shall indemnify and keep indemnified
expenses suffered by HESA Services or HESA arising from any breach of this Agreement by the
Client.
S.o HESA Serv ices, to the extent that it or I /ESA is the author of any materials comprising the Data,
hereby asserts its and/or HESA's right to be identified as the author of such materials in
accordance ý, ith s.78(2) of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.

9.

LIABILITY
I 1I SA Ser ices has no obligations to the Client, whether in contract, tort, breach of statutory
duty 01 otherwise, beyond its obligations expressly set out in this Agreement.
IIESA Services
shall not ha%e any liabitit v (however caused) for any loss of profit, business, contracts,
revenues, increased costs or expenses or any indirect or consequential loss arising under this
Agreement

or otherwise

in respect of any data supplied

by I IESA Services to the Client. The
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maximum liability of HESA Services to the Client for any loss or damage of any kind arising
from this Agreement shall not in any event exceed the lesser of:

9

(a)

the Payment and

(b)

the aggregate amount actually
Agreement.

received by HESA Services from the Client under this

HFSA Services dots not accept any IiabiIit% for any inference.
,2
Data I, % the Client or am third parts

or conclusion.

derived

from the

10. TERMINATION
lil

IF,, \ 1-ni.

II

the Client

r,

m. n

I, t\

ýýilhýýut

trrminatr

thi.:

\4nrm1-t

cvnrdü.

i! ýýIý

it:

is in material

breach of any of its obligations

(a)

the Client

(b)

HESA Stn ices determines,

in its own absolute discretion, that the Client is acting or has
acted in a manner materially prejudicial to HESA Stn- ice. ' or HESA's goodwill and
reputation or to the detriment of HESA's relationship with government departments,
funding councils, academic institutions or Higher Education representative bodies; or

(c)

HESA Services is unable to supply
Date; or
Commencement

(d)

an order is passed for the winding up or liquidation of the Client (other than for the
purposes of a bona tide reconstruction or amalgamation); or

(e)

a receiver is appointed over the whole or a substantial
of the Client; or
undertaking

(f)

the Client ceases,or threatens to cease,to carry out business; or

(g)

I IESA Services reasonabl% apprehends that an% of the events mentioned
occur in relation to the Client and notifies the Client accordingly.

10.2 Clauses 6,7,8,9,11,13,14

under thi. Agreement,

or

the Data to the Client ssithin 60 days of the

and this clause shall survive

and material

termination

part of the assets or

above is about to

or expiration

of this

Agreement.
shall be without prejudice to the rights of the parties accrued up to the date of
termination
provided that upon termination of this Agreement for any reason all payments due
from the Client to IfESA Sk-r%ices shall become immediately
payable.

10.3

Termination

10.4

return to HESA
of this Agreement for any reason the Client will immediately
Services all computer discs, documents, papers and other records or physical medium
containing or relating to the Data together with any copies and will expunge the Data from any
Upon termination
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maximum liability of HFSA Services to the Client for any loss or damage of any kind arising
from this Agreement shall not in any event exceed the lesser of
(a)

the Pavnn nt and

(h)

the aggregate amount actually
Agreement.

received by HESA Services from the Client under this

P.2 HFSA Services does not accept any liability
I )ata be the Client or any third parts.

for any inferences or conclusions

clerked

tram the

10. TERMINATION
I0 IIII

ire. 111,1%
%%ItIIIIul IiabiIity
the Client it:
'IA'Wn

terminate

this Agreement

breach of any of its obligations

immediately

b%,written

under this Agreement;

nntire to

(a)

the Client is in material

(b)

HESA Services determines,

(c)

IIESA Services is unable to supply
Commencement
Date; or

(d)

an order is passed for the winding up or liquidation of the Client (other than tor the
or
purposes of a bona fide reconstruction or amalgamation);

(e)

a receiver is appointed over the whole or a substantial
undertaking
of the Client; or

(f)

the Client ceases, or threatens to cease, to carry out business; or

(g)

HESA Services reasonable apprehends that ans of the events mentioned
occur in relation to the Client and notifies the Client accordingly.

10.2

or

in its own absolute discretion, that the Client is acting or has
acted in a manner materiallc prejudicial to HESA Services' or HESA's goodwill and
reputation or to the detriment of HESA's relationship kith government departments,
funding councils, academic institutions or Higher Education representative bodies; or

Clauses 6,7,8,9,11,13,14

the Data to the Client %sthin 60 days of the

and this clause shall survive

and material

termination

part of the assets or

above is about to

or expiration

of this

Agreement.
10.3

Termination

shall be without prejudice to the rights of the parties accrued up to the date of
termination
provided that upon termination of this Agreement for am reason all payments due
from the Client to HESA Services shall become immediately payable.

10.4

Upon termination
of this Agreement for an reason the Client will immediately
return to IIESA
tier ices all computer discs, documents, papers and other records or physical medium
containing or relating to the Data together with any copies and Hill expunge the Data from any
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ýge

computer, word processor or other device or medium containing it and ovill confirm compliance
%ýith the above in
riling to HESA Service. %.it hin Itt , or king da%, ,t the date nt trrminat i,, n
11. NOTICES
I II

Am

notiir

(a)

hall

(b)

to tx- given
he in writing;

pursuant

to this

Agreement;

and

shall be delivered by hand or sent by first class post or facsimile to the party due to receive
such notice at its address or facsimile number (as appropriate) set out beloH or such other
address or facsimile number as any party may notify to the other from time to time:
HESA Services:

HESA Services Limited
14; Promenade
Cheltenham
GL50 I HZ
facsimile: 01242 211122

The Client: at its address stated in the Schedule
11.2

In the absence of evidence of earlier receipt ans' such notice shall be deemed to has e been
or received:
i( delivered

(b)

if sent by facsimile, on receipt by the sending party of confirmation
transmission to the recipient party's facsimile receiving equipment;

(c)
11.3

by hand, N hen delivered;

(a)

on the second business day following

i

"n

or
of successful
or

the day of sending if sent by post.

Where a notice is sent by facsimile but is not legible upon receipt, the recipient parts" ill
promptly so inform the sending party who Hill as soon as reasonably practicable resend the
notice bs facsimile.

12. FORCE MAJEURE
hall not to deemed to be in breach Of the, Agreement or , those - l, hk t, ý th,
Client for a failure to perform an,V obligation to v%hich it is subject under this Agreement to the
the relevant obligation by any event or cinumstance
extent that it is prevented from performing
Where an Event of Force Majeure
beyond its reasonable control ("an Event of Force Majeure").
I Il'S \ k-rcre,

be practical give notice of this event to the
occurs or arises, I IESA Services shall as soon as may
Client and the time for performance of the relevant obligation shall be deemed to be extended
be a period equal to the duration of the Event of Force Majeure

13. GENERAL
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